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NOTATION UP FRONT
REC #1 HATONN
WED., NOV. 2, 1994 10:52 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 078
WED., NOV. 2, 1994
LET US TAKE A MINUTE, SCRIBE!
As true realization begins to come into focus there is the pouring out of questions which are seemingly without answer. No, the answers are there for all to see, now; it is only that you DON’T
WANT to see and hear.
I can use my secretary’s ponderings for the measuring of what may or may not be “getting through”.
I note that the “complainers” and nasty letters of judgment against us are NEVER coming from our
early readership. Those readers pour so much confirming documentation and eyewitness information into this place as to bury the receivers.
People here are in a bit of a nitty at that which Green Light Buckley is doing these days—telling
everyone he can touch to drop CONTACT and thus and so. Why? Buckley got MORE HELP from
CONTACT than from any one other place on the globe. How is it that “truth” then and “truth” now
are so hard to integrate? By the way, Buckley, the Tehachapi phone calls are on the heads of YOUR
MR. IMPORTANT(S)—not some ghoul goons in this location OR set up by Ronn Jackson. There
may well be involvement (of available co-horts), but it was NOT of “our” doing, Sir. The “discrediting attempts” have failed. Moreover, YOU, BUCKLEY, do not even read CONTACT except as
something ABOUT YOU pops out so how dare you, without any knowledge whatsoever, act in
such foolish manners? I personally have no pick or concern about YOU one way or another—so
keep it Earthbound where it belongs for I plan to have no dispute with the likes of you. Your intent
has always been wrong for the overall “good” of your country BUT THAT IS BETWEEN THEE
AND THEM! Some of my friends got involved with you and it is not acceptable that they should be
hurt from your actions, no more and no less. If you are working FOR them then so be it—but why
your concern?
By the way—it is on pretty good EARTH grapevine that you, Mr. Buckley, are about to be indicted
for scam operations. Is this truth? Why would I express one way or another—or why should
CONTACT give further input? Bite the hand that serves you and you may well find the “service”
diminished!
I am also pleased that notice is being taken by ones who drifted AWAY from “keeping up” and now
note that I, Hatonn, “offer less in the paper”. No, I actually offer MORE—I simply have more
writers! Beyond that I write as much—BUT THE PAPER HAS QUADRUPLED IN SIZE WHILE
SOME OF YOU WEREN’T PAYING ATTENTION AND WERE BEING DIVERTED AND DISTRACTED IN EVERY OTHER DIRECTION.
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CONTENT OF INFORMATION IN CONTACT
The next focus is on a piece which was run in CONTACT recently and ones are trying to find out if
I asked that it be run. It matters not. I hear back from women that somehow the author of that
article was anti-female and said that “wives should be subservient to their husbands.” Furthermore,
the letter-writers in objecting want to know if HATONN did that? Also, WHY would such a writing
be ALLOWED in the paper?
What mean you? If you don’t know my attitudes about the place in the plan for females and the
political or religious difference—it is YOUR problem, NOT MINE. If articles run for information
value include that which is not pleasing, why would you as Suzy, Mary, Annie or Jeanie, OR Tom,
Dick or Harry, BE ANNOYED? A NEWSPAPER must bear all sides of issues and NEVER CENSOR or the paper is no better than any other totally controlled information sheet. FURTHERMORE—the paper is NOT HATONN!! The sooner you ALL understand that fact, the further we
can get in reclaiming some semblance of order via your Constitution.
You ones are GOING TO HAVE A NEW WORLD ORDER!! PERIOD!! You are already bought
and paid for and TOTALLY CONTROLLED by such AN Order. One “faction” can assist and
return some progressive “say” to you-the-people. The other will continue until the whole of the
national FREEDOM is destroyed. Which do you prefer?? God is NOT going to come down and
snap fingers and do it FOR YOU. You turn unto WISDOM, quit playing games with SELVES, and
non-violently reclaim that which is yours under that CONSTITUTION. Indeed there ARE factions
in the Elite Controllers’ hierarchy who CAN see to that reclamation. It has little to do with God
Creator, goodness OR your SPIRITUAL TRUTH.
The Religious Orders have put you deeper into coma than any other one entity. You are totally
steeped IN THE LIE! The LIE, by the way, was thrust upon you under the bigger lies about God,
THE SON, and how things happened and will happen. I can’t, nor do I wish to, do anything about
it. My task is simply to present the Truth and you can do whatever you wish to do—WITH IT. I am
NOT HERE to bring my enemy into safety. Why would I do such a stupid thing? I am here to bring
God’s people into KNOWLEDGE so they can come into SAFETY—(NOT “SALVATION” FROM
YOUR “SLAVATION”). You want “MAGIC” because you have had MAGIC for the eons of time
and you don’t know any better. What you are GETTING is more and more of the same old LIAR’S
MAGIC as you have been fed since inhabiting the planet. The PLAY goes on with or without YOU!
YOU CAN change the script—but most won’t even take notice. It is for those who DO whom I
serve. Do you want Bishop Tutu to RULE you or “Joe” in a “tutu” to RULE you? Oh, I see, you
want a brilliant, intelligent LEADER to RULE you? Well, you HAVE THAT ALREADY! Looks
pretty bleak? Indeed! You do not get the perfection desired by MAGIC! But you can choose
LEADERS WHO WILL ALSO LEAD and perhaps save your bacon. I am interested in your souls—
NOT YOUR BACON!
HOSTS
I am also flooded with letters from ones who claim to have been waiting for eternity for the Hosts
and Space Brothers to serve. NO, NO, AND NO-NO!! THAT is a total cop-out of responsibility
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and if you are waiting for ME to give YOU your purpose and task—forget it and continue to drift in
the sea of UNKNOWING—I CAN’T GIVE YOU “KNOWING” EVEN IF I DESIRED TO DO
SO—WHICH I DO NOT! You get RIGHT WITH GOD OF LIGHT—THAT IS WHERE YOU
FOCUS—NOT ON ANY OTHER ENTITIES. My service causes me to serve you as Brothers—
BUT I SERVE ONLY THE HIGHEST CAUSE AND SOURCE—PERIOD! I will not capitulate
to individual “baby-sitting”. Your feast is put before you just as all others—it is your task to choose,
chew and partake.
SUGGESTIONS?
Yes indeed I can “suggest” into eternity. Right now I suggest that you make yourselves HEARD
through responding to an opportunity to be HEARD. At this time that is by responding to Ronn
Jackson’s petition for all who would LIKE A CHANGE OF DIRECTION—to indicate as much.
Can HE DO IT? No—but he can help facilitate YOUR DOING IT! I would suggest, further,
however, THAT IF YOU ALLOW CONTACT TO DIE—SO TOO WILL THE OPPORTUNITY
OFFERED.
HOW CAN YOU DISCERN “MY” TRUTH?
By taking full note as to WHO is trying to silence me! I am telling you the Spiritual TRUTH about
that which the deceivers have trained and deceived you into accepting “as” truth. No, you have
feasted on lies until you recognize NOT, TRUTH. My agreements with the hierarchy of your
LAND are to ensure that you are allowed to have the information of TRUTH presented—not
“pushed”, but “presented”. The POLITICAL factions with whom I have agreements are those who
CAN allow mankind a fair shake—basically, based in America. Why? Because America is the
newest “order” and COULD be caused to again function.
If you think you are going to magically turn the hearts of the beast into sunny delight—forget it and
get with reality. Every garbage movement and thought is being thrust off on you as RIGHT! No,
because a thing is fed to you and you are forced by lack of other, to eat of that which is designed to
destroy, does NOT make it RIGHT! Do “I” believe or think ENOUGH will awaken—in time? It
does NOT matter what I think—WHAT DO YOU THINK?? WHAT DO YOU DO ABOUT IT?
A whole lot of you tell me that if I would just get you MONEY and MY PLAN that they would do
wonders upon wonders. NO, if you aren’t doing IT NOW, you certainly will NOT do it later!
My people have done their work with NOTHING. Jackson is doing his portion FROM PRISON—
WITH NOTHING! What he HAS is not available to him so I weary of you who are so self-focused
that we should attend you as individual babes in the woods. When ones come to me having STUDIED and KNOW the contents of our now 112 (including banned journals) journals AND all that has
been offered in the speakings and paper—THEN COME AND COMPLAIN OR DEMAND OF
ME. Don’t tell me that you have read 10 journals or 4 papers and want me to do this or that, change
format, stop allowing authors’ work to be printed because it sets poorly on you—KNOW and YOU
SHALL BE HEARD AND HONORED! Not until.
In response to this statement above, I always get the “up yours, Buster!” barrage of spiteful people.
Well, what if I just said “Up YOURS, Buster”? Would I LOSE “FRIENDS”? No, I would gain a
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hundredfold. “YOU” are NOT in point in this work, good buddies. ALL ARE IN POINT AND
ONE HAS NO CLAIM OR “RIGHT” TO DIVERT OR DISTRACT. It is fine that you do so. It is
fine that you write and say so. It is not alright for you to expect and base YOUR BELIEF or intent
on such. I have a task—you have a task (purpose). I know mine and YOURS is NOT MY BUSINESS. If you dislike that which I offer—so be it, who is objecting?
I am not starting some type of new government or religion! I don’t effort to annoy you—why do
YOU INSIST ON THRUSTING YOURSELF UPON ME? If I be WRONG(?) why are you so
annoyed? Because you know that I AM RIGHT AND YOU DON’T WANT TO STAND RESPONSIBLE IF YOU ACCEPT TRUTH!
The “adversary” has taken everything goodly and Christly and corrupted it right to the very HEAD
OF THE CHURCHES for his own purposes. You may follow that to your destiny without any
interference from ME or GOD OF LIGHT. God did not give you TRUTH and LIGHT—AND
FREE-WILL REASON—to snatch it away the minute you got foolish. This is NOT “RELIGION”—
THIS IS TRUTH—SPIRITUAL SOUL TRUTH! That which IS—IS, and if it be changed it will
be changed BY YOU! Do we understand one another? If you be RIGHT WITH GOD OF TRUTH
“YOU” HAVE NOTHING TO FEAR FROM THE ADVERSARY OR ANYONE ELSE. However, pay attention: This does NOT mean that the Adversary (anti-Christ) will not have authority
OVER YOUR PHYSICAL EXPERIENCE AS TO INDIVIDUAL PHYSICAL PRESENTATION
AS HE CONTROLS THE PHYSICAL ASPECT OF YOUR GLOBE!
If you think that “seeing” me or my craft will make a difference I can tell you right now, IT WOULD
NOT! YOU SEE THOSE ALL THE TIME—AND IT HASN’T MADE ANY DIFFERENCE.
Furthermore, if you want CHANGE it will be for the RIGHT REASONS—Freedom and Truth.
THAT has NOTHING to do with colored lights, silver ships or gold chips. That which IS is not
simply going to “go away”. You will gain political advantages by use of your RIGHTS as citizens—not by MY CREW SHOOTING THEIR WAY THROUGH YOUR ARMED BANDITS. I
NOR MINE NEED LIVE ON YOUR CHAOTIC MANIFESTATION. NEITHER SHALL YOU
SET THINGS TO “RIGHT” AS LONG AS YOU REFUSE TO SEE WHAT IS “WRONG”—NOT
THE SYMPTOMS OF THE DISEASE BUT THE DISEASE ITSELF!

IDENTIFICATION FOR EVERYTHING
I am amused at the way you ones go about “thinking” and “reasoning”. You petition to God to not
allow you to be marked by the beast—if you believe the “good book(s)”. You simply are being
guided into your stupor and foolishness by the very ones who set up the instructions in the first
place through tampering and total deception. Keep from bearing “marks”? What marks? What,
exactly, IS THE MARK of “that” beastie? Even your birth certificate identifies you as, basically,
property of the Department of Commerce! How much more “marked” need you be? I will, to make
a point, offer the following excerpts from Los Angeles Times, Wed., Aug. 17, 1994. It is just a
regular column on new developments here and there referred to as “The Cutting Edge”.
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There are a myriad ways in which to MARK you, readers. You can be marked using a vaccination,
an immunization, any procedure, including X-ray. You are identified and marked from well BEFORE your birth—so what is the “new” big deal? You act as if something has “just happened” to
you and then, when you realize you “just discovered it”, will deny it and flounce around like woundup key and spring-operated toys—bumping into anything and everything. Just look at this next and
perhaps the possibilities will penetrate as to the overwhelming magnitude of the control and “marking” availability.
Quoting:
IN DEVELOPMENT—Kathleen Wiegner for “The Cutting Edge”.
At least 6 MILLION medical devices a year world-wide are surgically implanted in people—
everything from breast implants to chin implants, vascular grafts and penile implants. Years later,
if a patient visits a doctor because of problems, medical information such as the manufacturer of the
implant or the name of the surgeon may not be available.
No problem, if the patient’s implant carries an implant of its own—a microchip on which all
relevant information has been encoded. Called SMARTDEVICE, the chip, which is about
the size of a grain of rice, is manufactured by Hughes Identification Devices, a subsidiary of
Hughes Aircraft Co. In the event of complications with an implant, a doctor could retrieve the
information from the chip using a “gun” that emits a radio beam. The gun operates in much the
same way that decoders in supermarkets decipher bar coding. The information on the chip would
also be recorded on a computer-linked global registry. [H: So, even your “boobs” and “you
know what” are not private—so much for your banking and eating habits.]
LipoMatrix Inc. 33% owned by the biotechnology company Collagen Corp. of Palo Alto, has
been issued a patent for the use of SmartDevice in medical devices and has begun putting them into
its soybean oil breast implants. SmartDevices are already in about 100 LipoMatrix breast implants
tested since October on women in Britain, Italy and Germany.
Stanford University Medical Center will conduct a study on the breast implant chips starting in
September.
END OF QUOTING
How about one more? Let us consider silicon microchip crystals. How many of you have any
REAL idea about that which I speak? I just want you to ponder, for a minute, the incredible mass of
information that can be held on a chip the size of a pinhead and explain to me how that can be?? Do
you think that random grains of silicone (sand) are simply somehow appearing and utilized? A
grain of sand can hold unimagined data. A grain of sand is not noted at all unless, of course, it
resides in your eye. Unfortunately most of you could use a bit of data “sand” in your brain but I can
assure you that you carry data unimagined in your system as IS and unused!
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Well, this little Cutting Edge insert deals with the man-upsizing of silicon wafers for use for semiconductors, etc. It is of interest but nothing more—TO MOST OF YOU. You THINK, if you think,
nothing about the source—only that your little calculators, computers and pace-makers WORK.
You want your watches and clocks to keep time and thus and so—but beyond that do you believe
the hard-metal rock fans give a second thought to it or anything else worthy of human?
QUOTING:
UPSIZING THE SILICON WAFER
Sheer economics seem to have quelled the fiercely competitive nature of semiconductor companies. As the cost of fabricating more and more transistors onto a chip continues to soar, even
major suppliers such as IBM and Motorola are forging alliances with their foreign competitors.
Now the trade associations from various countries have come together to standardize the next
generation of silicon wafers.
These wafers are the basic material upon which tiny transistors are etched to produce chips.
The larger the wafer, the more chips can be produced from a single slice of silicon. Since the silicon
is GROWN AS A SINGLE CRYSTAL before being cut into wafers, it is no easy task to produce
larger sizes. Currently the state-of-the-art wafer measures eight inches. In the past, the push for
ever larger wafers was driven by individual companies seeking a competitive advantage.
But with the costs of wafer fabrication soaring, it is generally agreed that no one company or
country can afford to fund the transition to the next generation alone. Thus, at a recent summit
meeting in San Francisco, representatives from the United States, Japan and Europe agreed in
principle on the next wafer size as well as an international standard for those wafers. The representatives have settled on a 12-inch wafer and agreed to form global task forces to define the steps for
the transition. All that is delaying a definitive agreement is a go-ahead from Japan’s trade groups.
END OF QUOTING
There is such material in every sentence of the above quote to work for weeks on each topic from
the impact on already available merchandise to “how long will it be before they let you live or die
according to the size of your nose?” You think I jest? No, I do not jest. Neither am I going to bore
you with why the second article is more important than the first.
SUFFICE IT TO SAY THAT EVERYTHING IN YOUR WORLD IS CONTROLLED BY A GLOBAL “GROUP” (CONSPIRACY??). IS IT GOOD OR BAD FOR MANKIND? AH, A BIT MORE
DIFFICULT TO ANSWER? NO, IT “IS” AND UNLESS YOU REALIZE WHAT “IS” AND HOW
AND WHAT IT “IS”, YOU AREN’T GOING TO DO ANYTHING ABOUT “IT” (whatever “IT”
is).
How serious is it? My goodness, just about as serious as you can get because you now have a whole
grid system which can transmit and cause you to receive ANYTHING they wish to frequency “pulse”
at you—and it is happening all over the place and to groups—and very definitely to individuals.
Beware of any crime committed seemingly “at random”. Look at the background and IF that per6

son has ever been incarcerated, in the military, or under mental “care”—you can know that whatever heinous actions are involved—it WAS PLANNED THAT WAY! A “tourist” doesn’t, for instance, go up to the White House (while a crime bill is being argued and gun control is underway)
and fire off a bunch of rounds from an automatic weapon. If you think that is “happenstance” and
atrocious “against” the President—think again. Mr. Clinton does NOT seem concerned even to
interruption of his football viewing BECAUSE THE WHOLE SCENARIO WAS ORCHESTRATED! Stop lying to yourselves and pretending it will somehow go away if only Clinton would
change or Perot would “get in”.
Look at this next if you think the other two were trivial. Furthermore—look at the important points
(I will point them out in bold print).
Same paper, same date, same page, same column:
SWISS ARMY SURGERY
Conventional surgical scalpels and clamps are of little use to surgeons operating on the narrow,
twisted, deep-set vessels of the brain. That’s why a LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL
LABORATORY biomedical engineer has been collaborating with neuroradiologists from the
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, San Francisco. [H: I think you had better go study everything you find out about Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories.] The aim is to CREATE SMALLER AND BETTER SURGERY TOOLS THAT CAN BE INSERTED INTO THE
BRAIN AT THE END OF WIRE-THIN CATHETERS.
M. Allen Northrup [H: Interesting name.], the Livermore engineer, says the goal is to create
an ARRAY of tools—sort of a Swiss army knife for surgeons. Northrup is working on a
barely visible mechanical gripping device that can be opened and closed AT THE END OF A
CATHETER. Using tools like this, surgeons will be able to MANIPULATE OBJECTS where
their hands cannot go. Such tools would let surgeons quickly PLACE or REPOSITION IMPLANTS SUCH AS MICROCOILS, which are used to restrict blood flow during surgery. With
these new tools, operating room time for brain vessel operations could drop from about four hours
to 45 minutes.
END OF QUOTING
I would like to comment here and tell you that this is already obsolete technology. Harken up and
listen to me: IT HAS ALREADY BEEN ACCOMPLISHED AS WORKABLE TECHNOLOGY,
THE ABILITY TO INTRODUCE A CRYSTAL “SEED” BY FREQUENCY WAVE INTO THE
BRAIN—ALREADY PROGRAMMED, AND IT WILL “GROW” WHILE IT CONTINUES TO
BE PROGRAMMED. IF THIS DOESN’T SCARE THE PANTS OFF YOU—NOTHING WILL!
TYPICAL ARGUMENT!
Now comes the argument as to the probability of God’s people being just as programmed as are
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Satans! So be it. So, if nothing else, friends, is it better to be protected and “programmed” by God
your Creator—or Satan, your destroyer? It all ultimately boils down to THAT choice, perhaps.
Since you are naught but LIGHT and the manifest THOUGHT OF GOD CREATOR—it might well
behoove you to consider the possibilities involved herein. One “controller” allows you full freewill the other enslavement. One offers you ultimate passage in GLORY, the other offers you bondage in Hell (the absence of God). It is NOT my problem—except as to my own mission. I do not
JUDGE—you shall be responsible for that as well as all else you accomplish in the places of a
“sensed” existence. You do not need to know how to grow a microchip crystal—YOU DO HAVE
TO KNOW GOD AND TRUTH if that is your intent for passage. You don’t have to know how to
BUILD a television to make it work—you do have to, however, know where the on/off switch is
and plug it into a VALID LINE OF ELECTRICITY.
You can also throw stones or bullets at my “reasoning” or “myself”—but I think you can see that the
“arguments” don’t mean anything if you simply be uninformed. I do not have to live in your world,
physical realm—OR IN YOUR BELIEFS. I AM and therefore your opinions make not a whit of
difference. You may classify me as your friend or your enemy—it effects me not! What you
“think” of me is NONE OF MY BUSINESS!!
By the way, readers, I am presenting EXACTLY as God is AND WISHES. It is time you stopped
saying God will do this or that and NEVER the other or that thing. You have been, number one,
deceived as to who and what IS GOD and number two, YOU BASE YOUR “REASONS” FOR
SUCH THOUGHTS AND STATEMENTS ON TOTAL LIES—TO COVER YOUR OWN LACK
OF RESPONSIBILITY IN HANDLING SELF. IT IS SIMPLY EASIER TO GO WITH THE
CROWD THAN TO USE DISCIPLINE AND REASON.
Now in closing this writing I would add one last thought: You can dump all the garbage onto me
that you wish, tell all the tales you wish, deny if you wish, confuse if you wish and it makes NO
DIFFERENCE—you KNOW the laws and YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE—NOT ME! YOU KNOW
IT AND I KNOW IT AND IF I WERE A FLEA ON THE NEAREST DOG, TELLING YOU THIS,
IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE TO THE TRUTH OFFERED HERE. “I” KNOW TRUTH, “I”
LIVE TRUTH, “I” SERVE TRUTH—WHO BE IT THAT YOU ARE AND SERVE? Ponder it.
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
November 2, 1994
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CHAPTER 1
REC #1 HATONN
SUN., OCT. 9, 1994 9:42 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 054
SUN., OCT. 9, 1994
Let us begin to shift from this focus on E.T.s to practical human evaluation of material as to truth or
fabrication. It must be obvious to all of you that any deviation from the physical manifestation will
only bring you into confrontation with your enemies, ridicule on a ratio relative to the value of that
which you bring forth, and ultimately cause the losing of possible allies. Man doesn’t study the
information brought forth as much as he studies and accepts the accusations, lies and sensationalism of such resources as might offer evaluation material.
GOLD!!
Ah, GOLD!—THE GIVER OF LIFE, YET THE TAKER OF SOULS!
And just where are you/we in the ongoing “saggy” of the Overton GOLD? Right back to the
drawing board with the lovers of the commodity for its “assumed value”, further showing intent
and truth of that intent within GREED—and yet testing the patience and ongoing stewardship of
you of the Light. George Green and attorneys, Horton and Abbott, HAVE FILED A MOTION TO
SET ASIDE THE JUDGE’S RULING TO RETURN THE GOLD TO OVERTON!! George is
claiming to be a “Swindlee” at the hands of the “Swindlor”, Ekker. David Overton is now obliged
to be deprived of the gold itself or demand LEGALLY the return of same as a gift improperly
received and thieved.

HATONN
I must guard against all invitation to ridicule and therefore shall henceforth refer to myself as
GEORGE CERES (Gyeorgos Ceres) in these journalistic writings. Why? Because the name Hatonn
has been all but destroyed in reverence through ridicule in the recent press and media blitz which
has now “gone ‘round the world” in the silly releases of the Associated Press. Most of you will
have seen or heard the nonsense fed the press by Green and buddies.
I only have intent within the paper to be a journalist and therefore you of the paper must begin to
establish a new set of guidelines and filing titles to more suit the ongoing layout of ANY paper. I
suggest you begin to handle “bylines” as any other paper, please. Our team will know us and the
others who read will be able to get past the confusion of source. Do not continue to make your own
way difficult while thinking you are somehow “honoring” me. “I” am not the focus—Truth is the
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focus! Test your own ego response to this new request and you will find it pangs considerably to
have to allow such gamesmanship; however, it is imperative to move quietly into the mainstream
without damage, focus (other than as to publication) and acceptable discourse. Further, the more
“bylines” you can glean for publication, the better! The sooner you get this changeover accomplished the easier it will be to move forward
BACK TO GOLD AS A LIFE SOURCE
Now, gold as a life source? Indeed. It is the PURE basis of the DNA of the “DRIAS” (in Giandriana). We have utilized a slow evolving into the “manna” of life to allow a gradually evolving
and increasing frequency with which to establish a “prepared” body to move on into higher frequencies in a logical, reasonable and evolving higher resonance and essence structure. We do this
through the DNA inclusion within the Drias of Iridium and Rhodium frequency-carriers (a residual
of breaking down the elements into a powder which becomes “nothing” on instruments of measurement as you have available in your technological arsenals of today). When we then move to the
replacement of gold “powder”, which is already present in Giandriana, you will be dealing with the
very substance of LIFE essence.
I have no intent of going into alchemy studies but I would ask you to question the VALUE of such
as “gold” metal. It is not the most precious of metals in rare existence—so there must be historic
evidence of its VALUE? Indeed, it is the very essence of the AUra OR “The Light of Life” perfection of frequency in DNA structuring. This is a foundation, if you will, of the perfection of function
of the “machine”, which in turn allows the ability of the ESSENCE OF LIFE within the machine to
become perfection.
Would such an intake change the minds of the adversarial parties if offered? NO, mind-soul and
physical-mind consciousness in a physical plane are DIFFERENT.
IS THIS AVAILABLE ANYWHERE?
Yes, it is. However, unless the “powder” is introduced into the living original CELL of LIFE, it will
be as any other intaken vitamin or mineral substance which will “wash” away. The whole of the
cellular structuring must be perfected TO THE BLUEPRINT OF THE INDIVIDUAL (YOU) TO
BE OF ONGOING REBIRTHING CAPABILITY—THAT MUST BE HANDLED AND “GROWN”
WITHIN THE DRIAS (Gaiandriana [Living Cellular Life]).
YOU are already what is called a “superconductor”, friends. All we have to do is mesh FREQUENCIES and the FLOW will be continuously infused and never overflows—unless desirable. Then,
the flow can be moved ONWARD by the same mechanism. You live in a pulse-wave ELECTRIC
UNIVERSE. This universe is LIGHT and when YOU CAN MOVE IN/AS LIGHT—YOU HAVE
“ARRIVED”!
Is “anyone” yet there in your physical world of illusion? Yes! Many. There are many who can
acutally manifest the life substances from the atmosphere. Sai Baba is one who can easily be
recognized. There are many others who can utilize the structuring for such as levitation, living
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without intake of ANY substances other than atmosphere air, etc.
LARRY KING’S ALIENS
AND THE NEW WORLD ORDER
Am “I” nuts? Well, no—but I am quite sure it wouldn’t appear “sane” to the usual listening audience of, say, Larry King Live. However, as to Larry King, himself: on a recent traveling engagement,
Larry’s plane was diverted to Nellis Air Force Base from a destination of the Las Vegas airport—
and he, alone, debarked and spent some 45 minutes in a most interesting encounter. You will note
his attitude of hostility and ridicule toward “aliens” and the possibility of “foreign life” on your
planet is substantially CHANGED! Check with Dr. Carl Sagan.
You are headed, people, for a New World Order of the highest kind as you move along in God’s
Plan 2000. Never mind the PLAN 2000 of the adversarial teams. In a cell with only bars, the
essence of a person cannot be contained OR INCARCERATED! The YOU you SEE is NOT the
YOU of YOU! YOU are a hologram of varying densities—the blueprint is in EVERY cell and
perfection IS TRULY WITHIN YOUR GRASP AS YOU RECOVER CAPABILITY OF LIFE!
I don’t wish to belabor this subject at this time for it is a bit “far-out” and you must continue to
function in a world of boundaries and limitations until your WORK IS COMPLETED.
COMPLETED WORK
What do I mean by this statement? I mean that YOU ARE NOT HERE ON A PLANET OF PHYSICAL EXPRESSION—WITHOUT PURPOSE. You must move along to show MAN incarnate
that he can escape the bindings and evolve into radiance of holographic presentation in perfection
of substance. Am I speaking of ageless humanity or renewal of physical presence? To some extent,
yes. However, the thrust is not to the physical but, rather, TO THE ETHERIC SPIRITUAL.
SPACE ALIENS
Are there “human” species in the cosmos? Of course—how egotistical must you be? I would state,
however, that it matters not—TO YOU! The point is to become etheric in perfection within the
substance of LIFE—LIGHT; not remain trapped in a perception of physical prowess.
How do we measure the intent and ongoing movement into this capability? Well, we can example
a bit. Dharma, for instance, is a name meaning, simply, life truth messenger. “D”harma causes
recognition of a “carrier”—no more and no less. So, let us consider “Dharma”, my secretary. Who
is she? Well, not what you think! She presents as a body hologram with conscious physical-plane
characteristics. Therefore “I” have to deal with that garbage to allow for the function of her knowing “essence”—or “soul holographic capability”. In that state of presentation there is no whimpering or confusion as to either direction or purpose. In the mechanical expression of a body and
conscious mind in limitation—she gets as discouraged, traumatized and terrified as do any in any
circumstance. How can I keep her focused and above the trauma? I CAN’T! The expression of
human physicality denies the total capability of control of the LIGHT LIFE because of the conduc11

tion inhibitors present in the manifest expression.
This is why, however, I have to ask her absence from all possible encounters of ongoing “living”.
She and E.J. have come to accept this isolation and can live with it while necessary, through this
transition period of contacting our brethren. Believe me, chelas, there ARE other humankind who
are EXACTLY like you in physical expression. Many come from a constellation called (phonetically), Coma Bernises. Never heard of it? So be it. Perhaps that is WHY you can use me?
These human “beings” have visited your planet only to find you quite hostile and primitive. They
come as “tourists” but rarely make any kind of physical connection other than to wave out a porthole window. Most of the human beings serving GOD OF LIGHT are by way of Constellation
Pleiades. Why? Simply because those “persons” are most like YOU.
Since such groups are KNOWN to visit, the Adversarial “government” has built similar hovercraft
and load up a bunch of “visitors” and send them out to “fool” you-the-people. Chelas, this is a
“BRAIN” GAME! As long as you continue to perceive the physical play as THE game, you miss
the whole point. When the truth of SPIRITUALITY prevails, the lie of RELIGION will fall. The
TWO concepts are at opposing poles of perception. Religion is a “club” organized and indoctrined
by MAN physical. SPIRITUALITY is that which is of “essence” or “thought”. Be that essence in
LIGHT, it is forever ongoing—be it in darkness, it is trapped within the boundries of limitation and
physical VALUES.
This might well be exampled by the attendance to perceptions of, say, Orgone and Argon. BOTH
ARE IMPORTANT BUT ONE IS AN INERT GAS AND THE OTHER IS THE “GAS” OR ESSENCE OF LIFE ENERGY! IS IT NOT IMPORTANT TO KNOW THE DIFFERENCE?
I would ask you to leave this here, scribe, as I would show you something most remarkable in
growth and observation. I would ask you to go to your quiet place and simply experience the
“clearing” tape through its voice cycle and a few minutes into the harmonics. Then, please, intake
about four ounces of the gaiandriana—then go through the tape again and note perceptual increase.
Experience is STILL the best teacher, chelas, and when the student is ready, the teacher will be
there!
Salu; Hatonn to clear.
Why do I use “Hatonn”? Because it is my name. There is large difference between journalistic
bylines and energy FOCUS. Ye who nit-pick will only find the “nits” and that will often be classified as “nit” “wit”! Keep a bit of humor in your journey and the rough spots will not seem so
angry and baffling.
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CHAPTER 2
REC #1 HATONN
SUN., OCT. 16, 1994 9:43 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 059
SUN., OCT. 16, 1994
FALSE REPORTS
“REPORTS OF MY DEMISE EXAGGERATED”: HATONN
Sorry about that, readers, but just because you add journalists to your staff does NOT mean either
the removal of, or the resignation of, Editorial writers. Neither does the interruption of the paper’s
flow indicate that anyone has “gone away”. We may well limp a bit while our wounds heal and we
breath hard for a while—but we have NOT gone away! Wouldn’t that just please ones like Raye
Russbacher and George Green? In fact, now that Raye is trying to get back in bed with Gritz
(loosely speaking), I find it most interesting—how about you? Bo is the first one who poo-pooed
her writings in the first place, in favor of other scenarios of “October Surprise”! Now that we can
get Gunther back “on track” we shall see some rapidly changing focus.
PAT ROBERTSON OWNS
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The stories circulated around through the Associated Press are not credible EITHER. Remember
that Pat Robertson (a full blown “evangelic Zionist”) is touted to own that “A.P.” and truth is NOT
a part of the requirements to writers.
I am asking all of you who have helped Russbacher(s) please let us know so that we can push to get
your funds returned. You served your missions well and God does not like to see His people or
“gifts” ill used. Rayelan NOW thinks that by “turning coat” and sharing her lies through George
Green she will reap some booty from Overton’s assets. NO—there will be battle until Overton gets
BACK HIS ASSETS! I hope that Rayelan understands that George and Bo are NOT at point in her
newly decided adventure—Claudia and Desireé ARE, and she will “fit” with neither!
I weary of the lack of recognition of Lighted Hosts and the glory-crowned entities come back into
your consciousness. You hear a word, a name, and you panic in opposition—WHEN IN FACT,
THE LABELS ARE SIMPLY OF ANOTHER LANGUAGE TRANSLATION. So be it—it is YOUR
journey, your “play”, and YOUR CHOICES. Your “choices” change not one iota of the presence,
the purpose, or the TRUTH.
Those of you who pray honestly unto GOD for help shall get it and those who misuse will reap their
own rewards in kind. You pray for help in your business, your daily existence, and in your spiritual
balance—you SHALL GET IT! “God wouldn’t do that??!!” Oh yes, God certainly would! GOD
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serves you who petition in truth, sends His messengers to show you the way—AND NEVER LEAVES
YOU. IF ANY “LEAVING” TAKES PLACE—IT IS YOU WHO DEPART AND TURN AWAY.
If, further, you cannot accept the fulfillment of the truth as offered before—how can you judge that
which appears somehow “changed” in the WORD. MAN has CHANGED THE WORD, not
GOD! If, however, you base your perceptions of truth on the Associated Press—you shall deserve
the rewards as the Truth confronts the lie and prevails. THIS is no short-time service according to
who has the most gold in his coffers, for I assure you that GOD owns the gold, but it becomes quite
clear that Satan “controls” its value and utilizes it to his own best advantage—THROUGH YOU!!
I request, please, that the writing of the Master Teacher, one with Father, of Monday, July 15, 1991,
7:56 A.M., Year 4, Day 333, Rec. #1, be offered IN THIS PAPER.
I am not going to take time nor space to detail the recent happenings for it is all available if you
desire to have it out of sequence. However, the ongoing assaults and deceits shall and ARE noted.
The curtain, dear ones, is NOT YET FALLEN!
I do have input from a dear, dear friend, writing in wisdom, suggestions for handling assaults and
painful ego “buster” dialogue and poison-pen writings. I will offer it here, please. No paper for a
while? Well, this is perhaps the penalty—too much, too big and too pointed. So be it.
PAUL LIENTHAL
We share the grief and loss of beloved Lynn—BUT REMEMBER SOMETHING, SHE KNEW
WHERE SHE WAS HEADED AND MADE IT BEFORE YE ONES! I salute you who stay to
finish the physical task.
Paul has been spending a few precious days with us as he makes preparation to move and share
more closely the load. Hearts are filled with appreciation for the time offered.
In the middle of the hours of early morning (wee hours) in sleepless thought he considered the
ongoing assaults against Dharma and E.J. and pondered how best to handle these things without
taking precious time and focus of our most necessary hands and receivers. He has some good
suggestions which I offer exactly as he presented them—in thought outline (so don’t expect proper
grammar or dialogue—we share CONCEPT, not Robert’s Rules of Order or Bridge According to
Hoyle).
REJECTION AND ASSAULTS
(Outline by Paul Lienthal)
It’s very difficult to feel rejected and slandered by someone you have only loved and tried in
every way to help.
It’s very easy to get distracted and pulled from your purpose in the attempt to handle slanderous
attacks that appear to damage your integrity before others, and which you perceive to cause damage
to others.
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Actually we are dealing with two things here—and before any action is taken in response to a
wrong done to us we must be clear on these two things:
First: Is our own heart before GOD?
Second: What is the LAW (the way it works) as we move out into the expression of our
heart’s purpose?
Obviously, the first thing is our own heart before GOD! It is not more important; but it is
FIRST in order, because unless we are clear here, we cannot expect the expression to be clear.
“Out of the ABUNDANCE of the heart, the mouth speaks.”
When I speak of “heart”, I include that to mean both our deepest feeling of BEING, and, our
purpose for any expression in actions and words. I am not at this point speaking about our
expression, only our purpose in expression coming from the GOD Love Feeling of Being—our
HEART.
Unfortunately, or fortunately, perhaps, it really doesn’t matter which word you use because the
way it works is that every human is operating in this way. However, sometimes, and often it feels
like more than just sometimes, other people in their expression are speaking and acting from less
than a clear heart of Love.
When that happens, how do we react in our hearts? What is the first thing we notice?
We HURT! Basically, it is a feeling of being “hurt”, we feel wounded, and there is no way of
getting around it.
Usually, when we are hurt, our first visible reaction is anger. This is a natural response mechanism attempting to ward off the pain.
Unfortunately anger very seldom accomplishes anything. It certainly does not feel good (except temporarily). Then when we express it, it rarely if ever helps other people to feel good either.
If we really give it expression almost always we are “out of control”.
Now I am NOT suggesting that life is all about feeling good all the time. In fact, when we are
hurt, it hurts. And we need to feel the hurt, rather than try to avoid it. If we are hurt it is already too
late to avoid it.
We need to feel the hurt in the center of our heart of Love before GOD. As we do that we realize
that the hurt is more like a wound, a wound that was already there and to some degree will continue
to be there until we ALL COME INTO REALIZATION OF ONENESS IN GOD.
And we realize that the person(s) whose expression apparently caused our hurt, was probably
acting out of their own hurt, their own fear, frustration, and anger.
But it “hurts” nonetheless, especially when the other person is acting as if we are the reason for
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their anger. We seem to somehow be the one who is to “blame” for their discomfort, and we feel
misperceived when our own desire was to serve them in Love—and if there is even the slightest
truth apparent in their accusations—we can even get hooked into doubt or guilt about ourselves.
Now we are really hurting! Of course we want to strike back. That is the easiest thing to do if
only in our own mind through “fantasy” conversation.
The most difficult thing, but the most necessary, is to “be still and KNOW that I AM GOD.”
Let me interrupt here to say: Please understand, I am NOT talking about the rare times when we
are defending our actual life, or the life of someone else. And I’m not talking about the occasion
wherein we are expressing a well thought-out exposure, or confrontation, with injustice. And I’m
NOT suggesting that we may not need to “vent” our anger in the catharsis of writing, or even in
speaking among our intimate family and friends who are willing to support us in getting the feelings of anger out so that we can get to the pure hurt underneath the anger.
Underneath the anger is hurt. Underneath the hurt is Love. That is always the case—for ONLY
Love “IS”. And we must allow ourselves to feel all the feelings that are temporarily covering over
the Love. When we do so they begin to melt away and we will always get to the Love of God which
we already ARE, but which we have temporarily forgotten in our pain and defense.
When we are clear in our hearts before God, our Self, then we can look at the expression which
is the “second” step.
Secondly, we come to the expression of our heart’s purpose. Being clear in our heart we can
now express our heart in line with our purpose and in a manner which keeps within the LAWS OF
GOD and THE CREATION.
This is WHY it is so important to be clear in our heart, in our Love and in our purpose as well as
in our intent to abide by GOD’S LAW in our expression. Remember, it was probably a wrong that
stimulated the need for a response in the first place and you may well be missing the mark of Love
in expression. Otherwise, we would simply be happily expressing our purpose within the Love
and Law of God, would we not? We would be merrily going along accomplishing our purposes and
doing whatever we saw to do in the “pursuit” of Life, Liberty, et al.
It was, of course, originally in our doing just that that seems to have caused the slander against
us in the first place. So now we are probably a little fearful to stick our own neck out—again. As
least, not as far!
True, perhaps we can look back and realize we made an unwise move here or there.
Let us face it, Commander Hatonn did say, over seven months ago, “Get him (GR) separated
out so he can clearly SEE his instructions and ‘orders’. It is totally in Gunther’s lap. The appearance of [you] running everything is unacceptable. You do not have another five minutes to give to
this. Gunther has the ability, but he has got to want to do it.” We have certainly spent a lot more
than five minutes dealing with this BS! Maybe we should have let Gunther wrestle it out in his own
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“still heart” with God before we got to this point.
It is so easy to get distracted from our (my) purpose. When the Adversary can distract us he
shall do so! FORGET THE ADVERSARY! With it being so easy to get pulled into this controversy (any controversy), who needs an adversary? Besides, does not the OWNER-OPERATOR
MANUAL talk about us being our OWN ADVERSARY?
So how do we go about expressing our heart’s purpose with God? How do we answer the harsh
words against us; the slander, the insults—the lies?
Let’s face it, you can’t move a boat through water without parting the water. Water, of course,
is pretty flexible so it lets the boat through and again joins together. But there is still the FACT that,
to move forward, the boat has to intrude into the water.
With solid earth/land it’s a different story. You don’t move a boat through land. Land does not
accept the intrusion in the same way as water. Therefore, to accomplish movement in regards to
land, you have to roll OVER it, or fly above it. However we move we are intruding or disturbing,
in some manner, that which we move into and through.
That is where the WISDOM OF THE LAWS OF GOD AND THE CREATION come into play,
and that’s why, the better we learn to play by the rules, learning IN wisdom, the easier it becomes
and the less we (and others) even notice we have intruded or passed through.
Now, isn’t that the “first”, or one of the first, rules: to do whatever we want as we see our
purpose and accomplish it without harmfully affecting others? WITHOUT FORCE?
Yes, a lot of people do not do it this way. They rob and steal from us and then lie about us while
getting angry at us. If we respond in kind, acting in the same lack of wisdom, we get more of the
same. He who lives by the sword—dies by the sword—but “A soft answer turneth away wrath.”
“He that ruleth HIS SPIRIT is GREATER than he that rules a city (County, State, Country).”
Other people send communications meant for the eyes and ears of one person all around the
country, for others to read—when it is none of their business!
Should we do the same? Sending to all and everybody a correction of their errors and pointing
our their “Sin”? “Love covers a multitude of sins.”
If we have an issue between ourself and another person, whether we think it originated with
him/her or with us, we do air all the dirty laundry of conflict and controversy before multitudes of
people. Why would we want to do that?
Even if the other person(s) have sent their vitriolic diatribes to all our friends and enemies, why
should we counter by doing the same? Enemies are enemies before or after—friends, TRUE
FRIENDS, remain.
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Is this the way we gain respect? Is this the way we accomplish our purpose? Is this what people
want to hear? Well, it is evident people do enjoy Soap Operas!! They like “tabloid” newspapers
and “tabloid” TV with all the lies and BS.
Is that what WE want? Is that why WE ARE HERE? Is this what the REMNANT OF GOD
stands for? Is that the “WORD” we want to put-out? IS THAT OUR MISSION?
Most people do not want to simply be responsible for their own lives—they wish to blame
others. They want someone to SAVE THEM. They want leaders, but they are never satisfied with
those leaders!
If most people do not want to be responsible, even more people do not want to be truly responsible leaders!
But it is a FACT, that people want truly RESPONSIBLE LEADERSHIP! They want to see
someone actually DO, what in their own hearts they KNOW is RIGHT—but which they see no
one actually doing.
They do NOT want controversy and conflict—not really. They want to see examples of people
who are able to rise above that stance. They actually WANT to see people who can walk in Love
and Freedom, holding forth the idea and ideals of LOVE that conquer fear. They want to hear
words that appeal to their heart’s cry for FREEDOM! They want to know it is possible to rise
victorious, and BE victorious, even within the pains, hardships and injustice of life.
What do you think might happen if, when we received an anger/hate filled letter which was
being “faxed” to our friends, we (in the “Second” step of expression; after we have cleared our own
space in the “First” step), simply made a copy—and ourselves faxed it to our friends with the
simple message:
“Hi, Loved Friend. I was thinking you might want to see this, and know we
received it as it seems to be making the usual rounds. We trust you to know and sort
the truth, and if in your heart before God in your sensing/knowing of us, you have
any questions, you know we are here for you. We will be happy to answer any
questions, if you’re at all concerned. Love, (Us)”
You must understand that if WE treat the adversary’s attacks as IF THEY ARE REAL,
WE GIVE UNTO THEM, REALITY! People take note of this and then THEY BEGIN TO DOUBT.
That stirs up the pot. That begets more controversy and, thusly, GETS MORE ATTENTION. Then
there is MORE to handle and THAT gets us once again, DISTRACTED—and that, DERAILS
THE MISSION.
HOW CAN WE GO QUIETLY ABOUT OUR OWN “REAL” MISSION? How can we best
accomplish that mission?—PAUL
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***
Wisdom OFTEN comes most clearly in the midnight hour! Concern and fear are most prevalent at
that hour in darkness as are lack of distractors from a given subject.
There has been great pain and misery dealt by the unsteady hand of ones in frantic circumstances—
to reach out and strike others for their own confusion, dark leadership and hapless “followings”.
The thought expressed above comes from the loss of a full day of WORK on the mission for
Dharma to respond to the slings and arrows of Rayelan Russbacher through “other” FRIENDs in
ROUTINGS of pure unadulterated garbage and falsehoods. Well, Dharma has stood against the
lies for long now, and can pretty much take the blows—but when the blows are against those who
have given all they have to give, served, and “paid” unjustly—it is hard to sit and allow truth to
simply “surface” of its own volition. However, we need not air those things except wherein another
desires more information or “answers”. The full impact came when Rayelan’s MATERIAL, of
total lies, was sent to George Green and he FAXED the information and sent “Express” packages of
contents of those lies to precious ones scattered about to create fear, a frantic display of one wanting
to gain MONEY and total hate, to one Dave Overton and other compatriots. The TRUTH will
always OUT—but most of us cannot bear the “wait”. So be it, but KNOW that in WISDOM of
actions—the TRUTH SHALL PREVAIL. We simply have to conclude that Green and R. Russbacher
are working on their next fiction worst-seller. Bless them in their actions—for they serve us better
than we could ever serve SELVES! Appreciate and RESPECT thine enemies—for they truly do
make or break you through their capacity for continuous and diligent distractions from purpose. It
has ever been thus.
Thank you, Paul, for your willingness to think out this portion of the ongoing “Soggy”. It is, truly,
good to know when to hold them and know when to fold them—and ALWAYS in wisdom—know
when to simply WALK AWAY!
It is good to be again among the LIVING—for the journey through the mire and complexities of
being among the “MOVING DEAD” has been most distasteful these past weeks. Thank you for
your impatience regarding the missing issues of the paper but there were neither funds nor staff
available to attend it. THIS DOES NOT MEAN THAT WE HAVE GONE AWAY!
In the LIGHT OF HOLY GOD, we stand in the SERVICE of THAT God! Salu.
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CHAPTER 3
REC #1 HATONN
TUE., OCT. 18, 1994 8:59 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 063
TUE., OCT. 18, 1994
INDIVIDUALS NEED INFORMATION TOO!
I am asked why, like yesterday, I must offer information to the one or two when so many individuals
need directions also. Because we are NOT A GROUP OF SOME KIND! In the various jobs
scattered about, all needs to be in proper sequence, without undue attention and certainly without
conjugal cot-swapping (getting in bed with ANYONE, I believe is your slang meaning).
We are NOT “a group”, organization, OR subversive ANYTHING. We actually do not care what
YOU choose as your leadership or direction in your individual journey. Yours is to judge, discern,
and act or not act as you will. MINE, however, is to tell you how it IS to the best of my capability
in the limitations of your OWN bindings. In that capacity we need to accomplish some things in a
most human and expressive manner, while never damaging or inflicting force or coercion upon any
“other”.
It is always that ones abutting the information we share are shocked and form opinions—positive,
usually, on the facts as they are unfolding in the physical arena—negative and in denial that the
spiritual play unfolding might be thusly “so”. No one, further, knows what to make of this information or of the individuals who make our own work possible: no dues, no force, no threats, no
coercion and no manipulation. There is no “path” upon which you must tread, no group that you
must serve, no leader who demands homage or worship and certainly no one to DO ANYTHING
FOR YOU. So, why do we allow or appear to allow ones in service to TRUTH and Constitution
TO BE CAUSED TO WALK THROUGH THE FIRE PITS OF MAN’S QUARRELS, GREED
AND FOCUS? Because TRUTH will OUT in the midst of the chaos of that which is flung against
you as individuals, i.e., Dharma, etc.
How better to counter the lies and heaps of gossip and rumor-mongering than to confront head on
through ones who are acclaimed as “experts” in discernment as to bearers of truth? It is not the
“believer” who comes to “believe” but, rather, the expert who witnesses and has the ability and
notoriety to bear truthful witness regarding that which is thrust forward to the citizens in false
witness and constructed lies. Is THIS not that for which you pray constantly if ye be in Lighted
hope that the time is at hand for a bringing forth of balance and goodness? No GROUP or CULT or
orthodox CHURCH affiliation shall do anything FOR you save, perhaps, mislead you through need
to meet obligations set upon the organization’s coffers. The brotherhood within a RELIGION may
well be less than that upon the streets of the darkest ghetto. God is rarely shown to be very active in
the halls of man’s construction but rather, found most active in the survival of a desert flower or a
child’s cry for survival.
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In the “changing”, is it that you desire change through magic, or through the rehabilitating and acts
of RESPONSIBILITY of citizens, parents and within the halls of education and, finally, within the
halls of JUSTICE and GOVERNMENT—under God with liberty and justice FOR ALL? You
cannot force truth or God or wisdom—these things must be sought, presented and accepted to
become the gift of freedom and justice. Truth through THE WORD OF TRUTH is that which shall
finally touch the hearts and reason (THE gift of GOD, CREATOR) of mankind. The sword shall
only bring rule through more FEAR and maim the very being you set forth to SAVE. You have not
now, nor shall you ever have—a SAVIOR who yanks you from your “sinful” ways and bears YOUR
RESPONSIBILITY. Responsibility can only be borne by SELF. Then, as thought coalesces and
becomes manifest in seeming reality, the focus changes, the directions are comprehended and a
REVOLVEMENT (the term “Revolution” is no longer expressive of meaning) can be wrought as
living, PARTICIPATING beings (human AND animal) find balance and REASON in changing
attitudes and actions. These things cannot be “legislated”. They cannot longer be “educated” into
attitude, as the systems collapse into chaos.
Do “I” enjoy my accepted responsibility and task? Yes! I find it an incredible challenge to bring to
blossom a flower of beauty and wonder from the tangle of thistles and weeds—and so, too, shall
you, for it is for the glory of GOD that you come upon that plane of experience in human format to
accomplish. This is sometimes in negative presentment and sometimes in goodly accomplishment.
BOTH SERVE GOD! Evil IS. However, it is not that which your teachers will present to you.
“Good” IS, “bad” IS, but neither can be defined for each is defined only in the emotional intent of
any “action” or thought (which is also the only really important ACTION). “Sin” IS! But what is
it? It is simply “error” which pulls you from a passage into and unto GOD of higher spiritual Truth
through WISDOM and righteous (virtuous, moral, ethical and honorable) behavior. This is a DOCTRINE of God of Creation through balance, harmony and LOVE (an emotional state of being)
EXPRESSED! This cannot be a group theology of man-doctrine even if the intent be worthy. All
of these emotional energy (soul) expressions are totally individual and based solely in soul intent.
So, who am I? I am simply a messenger, a “bashar”, a “cohan”, a professor through experience and
expression, and a way-shower. I make no claim to singular “goodness” nor do I push and shove the
multitudes to heed my transmissions. Neither will I, as I and my brethren move into integration, be
a police officer upon your place of habitat. So, I repeat, IF YOU WANT SOME KIND OF SALVATION—YOU WILL SAVE YOURSELF OR YOU WON’T BE SAVED! IS IT NOT TIME TO
RELEASE THE CHRIST FROM THE CROSS AND TAKE UP THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR
SELF WHICH HE TAUGHT? The “Christ(s)” of whom you “follow” are worthy as TEACHERS,
NOT AS MAGICIANS SET FORTH TO EVAPORATE YOU OR TO SNATCH YOUR PHYSICAL BODIES INTO SECURITY WHEN YOU WALK THROUGH YOUR OWN FIRE-PITS.
Is this RELIGION? No, it is TRUTH. TRUTH knows no creeds, colors or bigotries. TRUTH IS!
Can this “belief” be made into a worthy “religion”? No—not by using the DEFINITION of religion
which you proffer. Does this mean that there can be a one world “religion” which suffices to serve
GOD and goodness? No, not as you define “religion”. There CAN and WILL come upon the world
a ONE-WORLD TRUTH available to EACH AND ALL. The term is most acceptably “catholic”—
but NOT meaning the Roman Catholic Church. The New Age Movement, for instance, is not going
to do anything save further confuse and distract. You cannot go forth and worship trees, plan on
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ascension and other physical expressions to accomplish that which is not of the “physical”. Can
both be accomplished? Yes indeed, and shall be accomplished—but not through teachings of MAN
regarding that which he has long ago forgotten. WORSHIP is not a valid word in definition as
regards attitudes. RESPECT AND REVERENCE UNTO AND IN APPRECIATION TO GOD,
CHRIST AND CREATION IS APPROPRIATE. All are but ONE and it is unto THAT ONENESS
WHICH MUST COME TO CLAIM YOUR INTENT.
I weary of the court battles and the accusations of “name” throwing in giggles and titterings. Aton,
for instance, is a label placed upon God in Egyptian terminology. If a Mexican child is called Jesus
(pronounced “Hey-soos”) does it either make him GOD “or” Jesus of Nazareth? No, and neither
did Paul’s labeling of Emmanuel Esu, as Jesus the Anointed One make an iota of difference in the
MAN IN POINT. “Christ” is an emotional state of being—in GRACE, not a name to place upon a
person in physical expression. Until you can get this straight you are caught on the wheel of man’s
chosen definitions set forth TO CONTROL YOU, INDIVIDUAL.
So the next inquiry is usually, “Then why do you honor ones who introduce themselves to you by
such labels if you know the meaning is not valid?” Example: “Hello, I am Mr. Jesus Christ!”
Because if you wish to call yourself Jesus Christ, I shall honor you by calling you Mr. Christ. Does
that make either my knowing truth or that this man is mis-representing himself, invalid? Why? If
your name is John Smith—would I not call you Mr. Smith, even if it be an alias? Further, if you lie
to me about your “status” or “references”—you will have the lie returned to you from me—for it is
YOUR responsibility to foster TRUTH and not the LIE—not mine, ABOUT YOU. I am not “about”
revelation and prophecy. I AM about encouraging you to KNOW Truth and allowing you to KNOW
that YOU can change the prophecies which already ARE expressed and helping you understand the
misrepresentations in those prophecies accepted through the generations—especially those of “John”
in Revelation.
I am also expressing the TRUTH about that which is EXTRATERRESTRIAL in definition: Anything that is not of terra (Earth). MY definition of this is: Anything that is not substance OF, or
existing only in the physical plane of, planetary manifestation. I did NOT use the word reality OR
“belief”. You MANIFEST through thought—YOUR REALITY and expression, within limitations
conjured for self or taught (but that you accept) by others. That which is of the REALITY of GOD
is energy thought perception and is not of “earth” bindings—etheric, as in SOUL. Therefore “soul”
is extra-terrestrial; human physical “housing” is terrestrial (manifest holographic presentation in
density of substance). So, the body dies when the soul, or energy of LIFE, is separated and severed
from attachment. One returns to the “Earth” or physical expression—one goes to higher expression
of ongoing existence. It is quite “physics”-oriented in explanation. This is NOT fortune-telling,
illusion of “wishing”, nor is it hypothetical—rather, it is full KNOWING! There is only one
TRUTH—but you get there by the traversing of thousands of pathways while sorting and learning.
If your goal be TRUTH in BEING—then you will try one pathway after another until you find that
you need no PATHWAY at all, no RELIGION at all, no gurus at all—JUST YOU AND KNOWING—IN CREATOR/CREATION. We all PLAY at our roles until we learn the lessons.
“Can you be real?” I am asked over and over again! Of course I AM REAL—who and what are
YOU is the question! I ask YOU, however, why I should share the secret of secrets and the truth of
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truths while you but wait to dismember and slay the messengers and truth-bringers? There is
nothing wrong with a man being in ignorance—it is when man CHOOSES to remain in ignorance,
or deliberate refusal to consider possibilities, that you must become concerned—what is being
hidden?? What do the orthodox doctrined CHURCHES HIDE FROM YOU? They maintain
CONTROL OVER YOU through the deliberate selection of that which is allowed your viewing
and thinking. To choose gold over truth is always an incorrect move if you plan to make it to and
within, God-ness. To have gold for use in furthering Truth—is both wise and goodly. Always
KNOW that it is INTENT which allows judgment through ACTION.
WHAT IS LIFE AND EXPRESSION?
It is interesting to note that many theologians will come up with a particle-based universe or a wave
universe based on semi-truth. Many will even hit upon the TRUTH of expression—as a thought
projection of GOD CREATOR into a valid physical expression or manifestation. However, the
most diligent receivers and deliverers of this PARTIAL TRUTH move on to destroy truth through
the idiotic presentation of how they “think” it works for ALL and EACH of YOU.
You are a presentation of energy. You are made up of the substance of the universe IN LIGHT.
GOD IS LIGHT! Hell is the recognition of the ABSENCE OF GOD OF LIGHT (being in darkness). Evil is but that which, through intent, pulls self or another from the journey to Knowing
(Light). Therefore, “evil” IS. If, however, you dwell within the KNOWING of God—evil can have
no authority over you. It may manipulate the “body physical” but it has NO POWER OVER YOU.
Earth physical expression is a passing fancy—YOU are eternal, infinite and without limitation. In
seeking and expressing the “higher passage”, you will grow and express in increasing glory. To
deny, and practice the base expression of the lower density through evil action and, more seriously,
evil “intent” and intrigue—will merit you a stagnant or dark stay in the passage-way to higher
experience.
Therefore, you ARE Light! You are the expressed “thought of God” in an energy (electric) manifestation of holographic aspect, coalesced into a dense “matter” of physical observation. You exist in
a universe of magnetic-electric projected motion. You “become” from the Light-centered, LOVEcentered CENTER of ALL— that which you call CREATOR/GOD. You ARE within that which is
called CREATION.
God extends His LOVE, His power and His knowing, radially, from zero points of omnipresent
stillness to other zero points in the measure of His desire to give FORM TO HIS IMAGININGS.
The intensity of desire extended from these centering points of rest to those extended points of rest
determines the dimension of HIS desire. Thus the entire MECHANICAL principle of all Nature,
by means of which its light illusions of motion are produced, is the consequent effect of such radial
extensions.
Because of this, the seeming multiplication and division of the universal balance into the opposed
electrical pressures of gravitation and radiation, which form the very foundation of the universe of
change, are made possible. Hard to fathom? No, students, it is most simple if you consider the
facts and stop dithering over the theories of those who offered “theories” which YOU accepted as
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FACT. For instance, consider Gravity as a focus. Gravity IS, but why IS IT? It simply is the effect
from the “cause” of one density of projection (item) seeking its own density in placement, i.e.,
gases rise and more solid matter “falls”—in the atmosphere. You must come to realize that things
do not “simply” focus around something for no reason. There is either a “pull” to hold a thing in
orbit, or a compression which holds things in containment. In other words, “things” are “contained” or “compressed” into form (matter) and are ever in the insistence of expansion (exploding).
For example, your SKIN covering holds (contains) your physical system. Cut through the skin and
fascia, and it all falls out! Each “system” within the whole decides whether or not you fall apart,
fall in a heap—or stand erect. You can have perfection of skeletal makeup—but if you have no
muscles, you will collapse. A nervous system controls the muscles and thus and so. In the end, it is
the mind which controls the whole of it all—and THAT mind in expression is that which decides
the course.
TIME AT HAND
The time has come upon your perception wherein you must come back into KNOWING. KNOWING means realization of TRUTH, in and through LOVE, in perfection from a CREATING GOD
SOURCE. I have no corner on what you might call this Source. Jesus, the one so many of you tout
as a “Christ”, said, “GOD IS LIGHT,” and NO MAN OF THAT DAY knew what HE meant. The
day is come when all men must know what that Christed “man”, Esu (Jesus) meant when He said,
“GOD IS LIGHT.”
The vast knowledge now being recalled into your consciousness as “man” human, is fully founded
IN THE SECRET OF LIGHT. Know LIGHT and ye KNOW TRUTH AND SELF! “Light” is all
there is; it is all you have with which to deal and yet you do not yet know that which it IS.
Your species in social and learning structure has advanced far in dealing with “matter” in that
manipulation of substance which has gone quite technologically far-reaching in construction and
mechanical management. HOWEVER, you have not LEARNED to CONTROL or CONTAIN that
foolish attempt to use this knowledge for evil purposes. In fact, you haven’t learned to control the
mechanisms for any reasons or excuses. You are at risk of annihilation through the unwise use of
physical capabilities now present but uncomprehended. If “comprehended”, the USE is placed in
the Elite circles of control of the species for physical GAIN and POWER, and not for the furthering
of CREATION. Physical housing DOES NOT create—it only uses that which is already present.
MIND CREATES—THROUGH CAPABILITY OF THOUGHT. THIS is why GOD WINS—because that which is based in the “physical” cannot CREATE. THEREFORE, WE WHO ARE OF,
AND RECOGNIZE OUR PLACEMENT AND CREATION WITHIN, GOD—SHALL LIKEWISE
PREVAIL, FOR THROUGH THE MIND AND INTENT OF GOD CREATOR SHALL WE CREATE.
First, however, you must come to know WHAT matter is and WHY it IS. So far you don’t know
what energy, electricity, magnetism, gravitation and radiation ARE. You don’t yet know and realize
the purpose of the inert gases which hold universal substance—YOU simply DO NOT know their
purpose within the whole, nor do you know and understand the very structure of the elemental
atoms, nor the gyroscopic principle which determines those structures. You, readers, are simply not
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yet aware of the fact that you exist in a two-way continuous universe of balance in all effects of
motion and NOT IN A ONE-WAY DIScontinuous universe.
Before you can move further you must understand a principle of “null-time” or “voidance” and
most of you haven’t the slightest idea of that about which I here speak.
SENSING VS. REALITY
I am not going to repeat or extend the subject herein to include these principles. We are, in fact,
under full attack for sharing that which we have brought for your insightful learning.
The facts are, readers, that you CANNOT understand your two supreme illusions until you can
understand the substance or perception, LIGHT. The greatest of the illusions in point is that of the
universe itself. Man has never KNOWN his universe for that which it really is and of which it
consists. He only realizes what his SENSES have caused him to believe it to be. I’d certainly be
safe in stating that Man’s senses have mightily deceived him.
Now let us consider “power”. God, the Creator, IS POWER. There is no other “power”. ALL
ENERGY is within the stillness of the ONE Magnetic Light of that which is recognized as GOD.
God is Mind, the Intelligence of the universe. In God’s Mind is One Idea, which God knows as
ONE WHOLE IDEA—TO GIVE EXPRESSION THROUGH CREATIVE THOUGHT BY PROJECTING IT FORTH. Thus, you have a universe which presents in electric waves. In recognition
of this fact—you will find that this electric universe is the sole product of God’s Mind, projected by
HIS desire. The power to create PRODUCT is in MIND, which IS God in focus. The ultimate test
that “product” is not in the product itself—product has no power in itself to produce itself. When
you ASSUME otherwise you are producing and reproducing the “product” of man’s illusions.
Moreover, you exist as a product of God’s thought, manifest as He breathes in and out in simplistically worded thought sequence. He breathes out life of “living” and breathes in (recalls) that
manifestation of His thought. Man can place his controls through doctrines and man-made laws
and rules—BUT IT MEANS NOTHING IN REALITY—FOR GOD CREATOR PRESENTS THE
LAWS OF CREATION THROUGH WHICH NO MAN CAN TAMPER. HE CAN IGNORE AND
REFUSE THE GUIDELINES—BUT HE FAILS IN HIS PURSUIT BECAUSE THEY ARE BUT
BASED ON ILLUSION. Man physical can manufacture—he has forgotten that within that physical “house” is MIND which can create beyond the utilization of illusion.
MY TASK
My task, readers, is to somehow bring this information and explain in such manner as to allow you
to comprehend the principles of this wondrous understanding. It is NOT NEW nor unheard of; it is
but buried in the entropy of adventures and ventures of the physical playground. This is NOT a
“religion”; it is but truth of presence. We have nothing to sell and no wish to force anything upon
any ONE. However, GOD IS AT HAND TO CALL UNTO HIS PEOPLE. The PROMISE OF
GOD IS THAT HE SHALL SEND MESSENGERS (TEACHERS) TO REMIND YOU OF
TRUTH—no more and no less.
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Man is given “free-will” choosing and direction within his physical sensing expression. You who
want Truth are ordained to have it. God promised that, before the ending of the “time” ye would be
given THE WORD, KNOWLEDGE OF THE WAY, IF YE SO CHOOSE TO SEE AND HEAR,
and that it would be available. HE DID NOT SAY HE WOULD STUFF IT DOWN YOUR GULLETS NOR THAT I SHOULD TREAD UPON YOUR HEAD OR DANCE UPON PIN-HEADS.
GOD FURTHER TOLD YOU THAT IN THE ENDING THERE WOULD BE A RETURN OF
GLORY AND HIS NAME WOULD BE “TRUTH” AND HE WOULD BEAR A NEW LABEL
(NAME).
I KNOW WHO I AM! WHO MIGHT YOU BE?
In reverence and petition that you might find your way, I am here in service—first, unto GOD. May
the LIGHT be given to shine around and about you that you find your way HOME.
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CHAPTER 4
REC #1 HATONN
WED., OCT. 19, 1994 9:55 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 064
WED., OCT. 19, 1994
THROUGH THE LIGHT SHALL ALL BE
“SEEN” AND “HEARD”
Hatonn present within the Light which IS life! I am present to walk with you ones within that
wondrous LIGHT, seeking KNOWING and GOD Creator. We offer respect and reverence, without
fear, unto our Source that we might find ourselves within the Glory and Grace.
Readers, it is with sadness that we watch your endless searching and searching for some “lost”
peace, some “lost” attachments to God Source—for God has not become lost or misplaced but,
rather, it is MAN who has wandered hither and yon seeking that which is of the physical and
ever moving farther in distance from what he perceives as God. Chaos has removed the order
which is God from your vision and experience. God has no time or space but, in your sensed
perceptions of expression, you have forgotten that for which you endlessly and ceaselessly search.
Further, as you search in all the wrong places, yea, even the “churches” called religions, you falter
and find no total fulfillment. Why? Because God is SPIRITUAL and cannot be projected AS
MAN, for MAN IS IN THE SPIRITUAL IMAGE OF GOD. You continue to effort to make God
into the image of human. You see and hear God EVERYWHERE—but you do not see a human
expression of that Wondrous Energy which Creates and Recreates.
COSMIC LINKS
The next inquiries of me are always regarding my “home place”. I have said I come BY WAY OF
Pleiades—I have not said my Creation is in or from any place called Pleiades or otherwise. Spiritual IS and “physical” is a result of the thought processes of Creator, manifest. Until you can
comprehend (or at the least, accept) this premise, there will be no way to EXPLAIN or UNDERSTAND the universe or YOUR PLACE WITHIN IT.
I do not teach religion or doctrines. My sole purpose in the writings is to allow you insight into that
which IS in the TRUTH of our own presentations via THAT WONDROUS CREATOR/CREATION.
Pleiades is simply a star constellation within your perceived universe—not some magical place any
more than your place is magical. If “illusion” be “but thought”, then both are assumed, therefore, to
be illusion—for both are birthed in origination FROM THE THOUGHT OF GOD! Mankind human wishes always to focus on that which is “proven” in the physical sensed expression—while the
rest of the universe, which is REAL, is as easily PROVEN. Go forth and look at a mighty oak of
100 years—it came from a tiny acorn regardless of what you WISH to believe. If you can comprehend THAT, why then can you not comprehend that you come from the very DNA-structured blue27

print within the SEED of GOD?
The facts ARE that visible “proving” is nothing, for MAGIC “is” also and man physical can be
caused to see, hear and believe anything through his senses. It is ONLY through Spirit that you
KNOW. A set of parents of a beloved child look upon the child for that which together they have
“created”—their seeds co-mingled and presenting a singularly individual reflection of themselves.
When the child is honored, that reflection is glorious indeed and the chests swell with recognition
and parental pride. However, when the child is “bad”, there is a wish to not reflect that parentage—
at the least, to the world physical. “What will people think (of us/me)?” is the response in each
case. Well, good children, what do you/we do to reflect that parentage of OURS? Do we reflect the
goodness of God Creator or do we bring shame upon our heritage?
We who claim “Christ”ness are ever efforting to move within the Light, Truth, Love and Commandments of our “Father/Mother” Creator. We have not misplaced nor lost HIM. He has not
moved from us. If we are not but manufactured clones of some other individual DNA duplication—then we are of God and there is no way to avoid that association. In fact, there is no way to
separate the clone from the original creation—think about it.
You want to attach some spacey gobble-de-goop to the presence of brothers and a larger brotherhood of MAN in existence. Ye CANNOT claim belief in the teachings of some Bible or that of
another—without recognizing the truth of our presence—in whatever form we present. However,
to fulfill that which is PROMISED, as presented through the writings, the oral traditions, and the
prophecies—THERE MUST BE ETHERIC BEINGS. There always have been and always SHALL
BE—for GOD PRESENTS AS ETHERIC AND OMNIPRESENT.
BUT WHAT OF PLEIADES?
The “family of man” reflected in, existing, experiencing (call it that which you will), in some of the
life-fulfilling places within the constellation of Pleiades, are like you. You present with senses,
physical characteristics, and needs. God would always send that to which you can relate best to
teach, inform, guide, and show the way. Terror immobilizes—security and comfort inspire (if you
don’t become too physically secure and comfortable, causing “lazy” fear of change).
We have often spoken of your connections with Pleiades and for a while we write about these
attachments for your brothers who are perceived to come from the “stars”. What you actually have
in confrontation is that there are COSMIC links—not little “twinkle-toe star fairies”. Those brothers come at this time in evolvement, or experience, of planet Shan (Earth) [“earth” is but a term for
that substance of which you are formed in physical compression/expression]. Those “brothers”,
come forth now in this “time” of evolvement, are come that they might share, quite willingly, with
you ones who are still grappling within the dark corners of “memory” of all that you were, are and
shall become.
Your brothers from Pleiades have witnessed those of you who were and are unable to determine
truth or have been frightened when confronted with it. This serves no purpose for terrestrial man
nor for themselves. Most “visitors” come from “terra” just as you—only in a different location and
more advanced experience, technologically and spiritually. What is it that you fear? The unknown!
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Fear is removed when Truth in Knowing is present. All men hold this truth within themselves and
only need KNOW this to find it. A human has many, many ways in which to deliver himself from
all manners of ignorance—if he generates the will to seek Truth and then does so.
Wisdom is the light and wherever the light flashes upward, there darkness and ignorance instantly
vanish. Ignorance is the essential darkness and can only be overcome by the light of wisdom.
Further, friends, wisdom is the mark of a human who has recognized the existence of Spirit and
works with and according to the Creation’s laws, for wisdom and the Spirit are two factors which
react as ONE, much in the same way as the Sun and light of that Sun. Both give warmth and both
give LIGHT. Wisdom is the mark of the existence of the Spirit and disguises itself in the
qualities of truth, knowledge, love, beauty, grace, harmony and, always, peace.
Ones of Earth desire to remain bound to the passage of “time”, but you cannot actually measure
“age” by that which you perceive as passing years. The “human” may be very old, as witnessed by
the exterior perception, but this is only a passing state. A century ago this same human was not old
and a century from this present moment will not make him “old”. Only the physical body can age
in any manner what-so-ever, for the Spirit only renews and GROWS in knowledge and experience.
The Spirit remains forever young and is not subjected to the appearance of age, for age is like youth
and, as is every other experience, it is only a passing state of being.
YOU WANT TO HOLD IT ALL
You of Earth-bound attachments dream and ponder and wonder about your brothers from “out there
somewhere” in space. You ponder about whether or not “they” are actually “out there” and, if so,
how can they reach through to you and how can you reach unto them. You want ideas you can
understand and yet there is no mysticism regarding these states of actions and being, but only
mystery. A mystery is no longer mysterious when the puzzle is completed or instructions understood.
You desire to know about propulsion systems and physical elements of construction of craft and be
ever reminded of how it is where you came from so that you might be remembering that which
makes you lonely and home-sick. You wish to remember the “whys” and “hows” and you are
impatient to move on, and yet you continually lock yourselves into the cement of that which you
have manufactured to shackle you to the physical limitations.
I can speak in generalities of that which you consider “physical” for your brothers move about in a
most physical manner, for the most part, having learned to overcome the compression of the dimensions as they differ. We, of the etheric presence, move by the projection of intent through thought,
so I shall not go into that deeply in this writing. We need to again speak of your connections with
your kindred beyond your focus and limitations.
PROPULSION
This is always a big question, “How can you travel such distances; how do your craft function?”
For physically traveling through cosmic space, a drive is necessary which surpasses the speed of
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light by millions of times. But this propulsion can only come into action when the speed of light
has already been achieved. From there it must follow that a further drive is necessary for regulating
normal speed up to that of light. This means that a starcraft, or “beamship” as referred to by such as
the Pleiadians in their contacts, requires two drive mechanisms. First there is the “normal” which
accelerates up to and through the speed of light, thus producing the hyper-speed by which hyperspace is pierced and penetrated. This is a space in which the mass seems to increase in relationship
to the speed attained. Thusly, distances of numerous light-years (in your perception and definition)
are traversed in a mere fraction of a second with no lag-time.
The actual “time” required to make a journey, say, from Pleiades to Earth is in the speeding up to
light speed and the slowing down again at destination. Here we are of necessity dealing with the
“physical” workings of photon propulsion. THAT is not enough to allow for major distance travel
in the PHYSICAL PLANE. So, advanced technology is necessary and that means moving into
transference THROUGH thought. In thought transference there is no “time” involved, for the only
“time” requirements possible are expressed through the disassembly and reassembly of particulate
matter. The actual time of physical transference by craft is only that sequence of manifestation of
energy into matter recognized as holographic projection and mass formation (energy into mass).
I am not here to give you statistics and details of another’s transfer system—you have enough to
consider with your own overgrown technologies of power which, if unleashed, will annihilate your
very substance and being. It is certainly not in the best interests of the “Cosmic Brotherhood” to
give you hostile aliens (yes, you ARE—depending on your individual perspective) the ability to
penetrate the cosmic spaces. You have all you, and we, can handle right on your orb and within
your own solar system. To great extent, however, many of the problems have been overcome by
some of your Earth scientists. Especially those you call Soviets have developed great technology in
space “flight” and space exploration. Most all of you work through the influence of the very “antiChrist” elements to produce wars and do not use this wondrous knowledge to grow in Grace, peace
or within brotherhood based in balance, harmony and LOVE—which IS God! In sequence, you
shall be given to solving the problems for selves, but that will come when the sequence of GROWTH
becomes apparent in safety for the universal order and existence.
You have advanced thrust systems which could take you to nearby systems within the Cosmos.
These advanced systems, of course, do and will continue to function on the basis of light pulses
from light-emitting drives. Light-emitting drives work for normal propulsion and move the craft
within solar systems. It is necessary to accomplish greater distances for the HUMAN FORM through
other types of projection. We refer to this second drive mechanism as a hyper-propulsion system
which surpasses “time” and “space”. We, in our functioning system, neither recognize nor perceive
“time” nor “space”. Therefore it is a bit difficult to describe such systems of transference in Earth
terms, for all of your many languages differ and so do the names given to such minerals utilized,
such as mercury, for instance, as well as the various programming crystals necessary for craft apparatus. We refer to such as “tacheons”, which are generated and harnessed in both drive systems,
with only differing magnitude and attitude. All instances visibility is only established at given
frequencies of coalescence. Moreover, is most simple to form an energy barrier which blocks
viewing of already established craft or cosmic bodies.
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SHIP SHAPE(S)
The most aerodynamic “shape” for skimming energy grid waves is circular in diameter, narrower in
height dimension. This is why most craft, at least from a physically presenting system, will be
“saucer” in shape. Thought projection requires NO specific shape, but beware of the observers
likewise present. Do not think that you can have a major evolvement of a planet or great civilization without observers capable of getting into your solar system. I do not intend, here, to discuss
this variety of “visitors”. Discs DO have a great advantage in flight qualities. Once in motion,
these craft ride a “boundary layer” similar to the principle applied to Mr. Tesla’s bladeless turbine/
pump mechanism. The boundary layer, for brief explanation, is the tiny distance, let us say, between a wing of an aircraft and the atmosphere passing across the surface. There is a totally static
area which is untouched by the atmosphere itself to the surface—once in motion. Once in motion
there is nothing that CAN touch the skin surface of such a vehicle. The disc-like form, therefore,
vouches the least resistance and also offers the largest surface which rides the energy “waves” and
enables the drive-systems to function most efficiently.
GRAVITY OF GRAVITY
You will please understand that I am trying to respond to inquiries about very physical aspects of
that which is least understood by the general population of your civilization. These things are well
recognized among your advanced scientific researchers. You now have craft which work on these
very principles. I am trying to integrate some manner of connection between the REALITY of
existence of you and my presence as well.
In an effort to make understandable a subject which is advanced of your educations is difficult at
best and impossible in some instances. However, you ask—I respond. I do find this subject a bit
easier to discuss for there is something tangible with which to relate to your “unknowing” status.
Spirit itself is awfully hard to express in physical terms. A “beamship”, as “alien” craft are often
called, is completely surrounded by a protection-beam-girdle (excuse me, ladies). This allows
every interference to simply glide away, without impacting. The same occurs in the cosmos, which
swarms with particulate. Therefore, the beam-protection screen functions to protect the ship against
all influences and resistances, with anything contacting the screen becoming moved aside or actually disintegrated within the energy field utilizing the “boundary layer” as mentioned above. All
things which would physically penetrate or would be “resistance-offering” are simply diverted
without evoking pressures in any manner. Resistance must be eliminated to reach sufficient speeds
for distances of great span.
Removal of this protecting screen brings into play another very important effect, especially to passengers and crew; the glide-away effect of the beam-protection screen diverts the gravity and attractive forces, and the beamship in effect becomes a micro-planet which can travel at near lightspeed
through any atmosphere without risk. You have to understand the magnetic-electric-density aspects which make up that which you call “gravity” to utilize this information. If you simply think
gravity is something that causes things “up” to fall “down”, you have a misperception at play.
Everything is electro-magnetic energy of some kind in your electric wave universe. Therefore
something else must be at play such as atmospheric pressures, compression, expansion, DENSITY
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and attraction-repulsion. All of these things CAN BE MANIPULATED but mostly, friends, you do
not yet know how to do this effectively. You have capability of manipulation and magnificent
power thrust—but you do not have knowledge of CONTROL or MANAGEMENT of such massive
POWER.
Gravity of a planet does not influence a beamship; the passengers feel nothing abnormal and there
is no force levied against their beings. This is just as if they were on a home planet where the
balance is adjusted by natural selection and where the planetary gravity is in accordance with their
anatomical capabilities.
In the beamship itself the gravity, of course, is balanced to the passengers and is completely controlled. When passengers on spacecraft from other worlds move in atmospheres alien to them, or
on hostile planets with unbearable gravity pressures and great atmospheric compression, they must
utilize controlled environment coverings, light “aura” shields, and transportable instruments and
apparatus to measure, maintain and produce protection for the beings themselves.
These things will be, and some things already are, developed on your place, but Earth human must
develop behavior balance before all technical knowledge is allowed perfection. Earth man always
utilizes the wondrous inventions and higher scientific knowledges, sooner or later, in detrimental
ways. As you develop, the menace is ever present of the Earth human exercising his technical
knowledge, abilities, and inventions for evil intent and power-control motives. This continues to
happen over and over again, not only with Earth humans, but with other humanoid beings on other
worlds as well. As man develops these techniques which will allow him into the outer cosmos, he
will no longer be allowed to continue this behavior without recourse. He will not be allowed to
move from planet to planet intending to capture and control. He will not be allowed to hold force
victory over another race.
READY FOR “ALIENS”?
Ready or not, the Elite Puppet-Masters are preparing you for the “invasion from outer space”.
There are manufactured armies and look-alike craft. In the ongoing effort to make you unify UNDER THE FEAR of hostile aliens from “out there” you will be presented with more and more
views of visions thrust upon you through the controlled media, press and mass presentations. You
ALREADY know about Operation Blue Beam and the intent of bringing you into ONE WORLD
RELIGION. Technology is present to pull off these magnificent “show-and-tells”. On the other
hand, co-workers from “out there” are also available and must be respected for their ability to
function hand-in-hand with the Elite World Controllers. They (those visitors) have already formed
coalitions with your Elite would-be kings.
The facts are, however, that in the very participation within a physical density with physical intent
of experience—the ability to “create” is lost to these brethren and they become basically physically
landlocked. A humanity in trouble is surrounded by God’s troops as the final days of “showdown”
near. This is why I tell you that your problems are not “out there somewhere”—they are ALL now
among you.
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DANGER OUT THERE
In cosmic “space” many dangers of many proportions lurk where other cosmic inhabitants are not
helplessly exposed to attack by other races. There could follow deadly defeats for the Earth humankind, and complete slavery, which could equal the falling back into the primary existence. You run
that same risk on your place but, as it is, it is more familiar. The further serious consideration is
that, in its physical state your planet could be destroyed for there are inhumane and hostile races
inhabiting planets in the cosmos as well as humane and advanced races. Remember, this is an
EXPERIENCE which is limited only by YOUR CREATIVE ASSUMPTIONS. When Earth-man
desires to take his barbarous thirst for power, material possessions, and control into the cosmos,
then he must count on his complete destruction. In that instance no other creatures from other
planets will be coming to his assistance for he will be the aggressor and such behavior will not be
tolerated. This is according to the laws of cosmic behavior.
You must come to understand that your world is in transition and herein comes the separation and
sorting. Some will transcend the accepted dimension but many will be sorted into other placements
while the Earth itself heals and renews. As Earth man moves into cosmic space, let it be known that
there are other races who will not allow themselves to be under attack, exploited, or forced into
servitude, as is the usual behavior among the nations of your Earth. They will defend themselves
with power which will remain, for a very long time, infinitely superior to all technical means of the
Earth human. Where this is not the case, those people may well be under the protection of other,
more developed intelligences whose techniques approach perfection.
Peace will be preserved and death and destruction will not come to universal order. This must be
realized by Earth human, for his SPIRITUAL WISDOM IS STILL POORLY DEVELOPED AT
BEST.
Earth man himself, must face, that he and his forefathers have brought all of mankind and the Earth
herself to the brink of ruin and, prior to this current time, has had to evacuate the planet in panic and
flight on numerous occasions—to return in a primitive state.
UNIFICATION
You, as a species, must unify. However, it is within the LIGHT under GOD and in balance and
harmony with others of the universe which will be necessary. The New World Order-Global One
World Plan is the most destructive of all unifications upon your planet for it is birthed in evil intent
of control, greed, and intent to depopulate the planet itself, by any means necessary for accomplishment. Brothers, you have come a long, long way. Unfortunately the journey has become, for the
most part, in the wrong direction, which is AWAY from God and not TOWARD HIS PRESENCE.
These actions have caught up with you and you endure a time of chaos and unbalance which threatens your very destruction. The prayer is that truth and knowledge can flow forth in time to make the
necessary changes to return you to sanity and right thinking.
Man must return to spiritual balance and come into Love within the highest definition. Ones cannot
clothe love into words, for love is the same as bliss and joy—a state without a place or limitation.
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A spiritually developing person is a noble artist of precious spirit, filled with love, endowed with
knowledge, logic and above all, WISDOM IN REASON. His wisdom is an always present LIGHT,
shining even into the depths of darkness. It is not as the light of day which can be overcome by the
darkness of night—it is ever present and surrounds all.
LIMITATIONS?
The only thing limiting the progress of the Earth human is the Earth human—himself. You
are limited by time and space perceptions and therein you differ greatly—for with the brothers of
the cosmos—there is only the immediate, the NOW. It is all you have also—but you have forgotten.
To overcome this limitation you must begin to act in each moment as if it were unlimited and as if
space were infinite, which it IS. Whatever the perceptions of the moment, know that it can be
changed in the flickering of an eye if man but chooses to so do it—and, moreover, the POSSIBILITIES are infinite.
In the journey through this glorious experience we must hold one thing in vision—TRUTH IN
GOD. There is a higher cause, a higher focus, a higher vision, and in reflection—a total perfection
of all things. If we walk in GRACE our achievements shall ultimately be in perfection for it is
through God’s Grace that we have allowance of being.
God has come forth in perfection and because HE IS, so shall we become! In that magnificent
perfection so too are HIS promises fulfilled, as He sends the teachers and messengers that His
TRUTH shall be KNOWN. I am but one of the messengers and I am humble in service.
In LIGHT I dwell that I might ever know my SOURCE and ye must come into the KNOWING of your own. I salute you who would travel this way for the time of HIS great coming is
nigh.
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CHAPTER 5
REC #1 HATONN
SAT., OCT. 22, 1994 10:02 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 067
SAT., OCT. 22, 1994
THROUGH THE LIGHT SHALL ALL BE
“SEEN” AND “HEARD” (Continued:)
TRANSMUTATION OF LIGHT AND HUMAN FORM
Why am I changing my focus from that of the daily morass of activities? Because you of human
form—are but deceiving selves if you continue to believe that the “you” you see is the “you” of
REALITY.
I am, however, at great disadvantage for the very terms and discussions necessary for clarity are
now, by court decree, banned from my use. Have I explained these things prior to now? Yes
indeed, MANY, MANY times. Both I and my compatriots have made a concerted effort to bring
you that which MUST be understood, in a way in which you CAN be brought into comprehension
of the subjects. This same material has been given by the cohans (professors, if you will) of higher
KNOWING to ones of you running about in your mechanical houses. However, ones who would
hold the information unto selves cause us to have to utilize lesser material FROM THE SAME
SOURCE, to clarify our presentations in use of other descriptive language or “style”. How do we
do this? Easy—but would it not be more wonderful if man could simply work with man and each/
both grow in understanding and TRUTH? Obviously there are errors in prior offerings just as there
may be lack of full understanding in anything I or my colleagues offer. However, when a PERSON
loses control of his gifts and/or makes transition from one FORM into that of another—he often is
left without ability to communicate or control that which was his own proprietary property. So be
it, for it was ever thus.
THE WHOLE
We spoke at last writing in response to current interrogations regarding craft (space) and thrust
systems for same, because this is under full harangue in your NASA HALLS OF FOOLISHNESS.
No, you wouldn’t have any way to know this except, possibly, through a Ronn Jackson and/or a
Carl Sagan who are involved and NOW REPRESENT liaison personnel between YOU and WE!
I, of course, am not interested in our thrust systems as they are obsolete for my own purposes and
too advanced for yours. It is fine to inquire but the proving of something or another, it is NOT. I
would share with you something far more interesting and it comes right out of SPOTLIGHT, Oct.
24, 1993, Vol. XX, Num. 43, pp: 6&7.
The following is an exclusive article written for SPOTLIGHT and I honor the WRITER, “René”
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whose picture and description will appear somewhere here, as well as the written material. The
other pictures need to be presented as well so that you can visualize the point of the story. Why is
this important? Because we have written so much in the past about the lies and false presentations
about your space journeys and projects that, as PROOF of the lies come forward we will offer those
to you when we can do so.
[QUOTING:]
René is the nom de plume of a mostly self-taught “extra-bright kid from the slums”. He describes his high school years as “a full-scale academic war”. As a result, he did not attend college
and is, therefore, without “PROPER CREDENTIALS”. [H: This is somehow refreshing to ME
but hard for the masses to accept as seeing, hearing and functioning human material.]
His latest book, IT’S ONLY A PAPER MOON, is currently in production (write to René, c/o
The SPOTLIGHT for details) and it shows, he says, that the landings were faked and that the
Apollo program was a very successful and expensive government hoax—a hoax that is about to be
repeated using Mars as the new celestial target. [H: I suggest you pay close attention. The
reason we wrote on these subjects and utilized those works which came before ours was to
give you background for the PROOF which we, further, KNEW WOULD BE FORTHCOMING SOONER OR LATER! It certainly remains your singular business as to what you
choose to believe—but it is my DUTY and responsibility to point these things out to your
inquiring minds.]
PHOTOS PROVE SPACE PROGRAM—
OR OPPOSITE?
Do official photos prove that men walked on the Moon, or just the opposite? [SEE NEXT
PAGE]
NASA tells us that 25 years ago, on July 25 [we think this should be July 20th, 1969], 1969 to be
precise, astronauts Buzz Aldrin and Neil Armstrong were the first men to land on the Moon. Meanwhile, Michael Collins was left to cool his jets circling in lunar orbit in the Apollo 11 command
capsule awaiting their return. At that time I “believed” and my belief was in tune with almost half
of the world’s population.
At first the other half of the world was extremely skeptical. But most skepticism died when
NASA produced photos by the hundreds and Moon rocks by the pound.
Here in the United States the skepticism washed away in a fervor of patriotism. After all, the
astronauts were all men with the “Right Stuff” and they wouldn’t lie to us, would they?
The only holdouts seem to have been Holland and Sweden, which remained strongholds of
skepticism even after the astronauts began to write books about their adventures. In 1974, Mike
Collins described in detail his adventures with NASA in a book called Carrying the Fire. The
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center section of the book features nine pages of NASA photos which include three of this cosmic
hero in his space suit. One was a posed group picture taken with other astronauts. Another was
taken as he floated in the zero-gravity airplane while it did a slow outside loop, thereby negating
Earth’s gravity. The third and last was supposed to have been taken during his Gemini 10 space
walk in July, 1963.
After a period of over 18 months waiting for NASA (which was either unwilling or unable) to
send me copies of these photos, I took the liberty of copying them from his book.
Photo A occupies two pages and the book binding line is across his knees. It was taken of
Collins by a NASA photographer weeks, months or even a year BEFORE the space walk.
The walls of this plane were heavily padded so that when the plane completed the outside loop
and gravity re-asserted itself, anyone still floating could safely fall to the floor or walls. Note that
Collins is holding the propulsion rod in his right hand.
Photo B was allegedly taken later during the space walk. This picture was smaller, filling less
than a single page. It shows Collins space-walking to the Agena target to retrieve an experimental
micro-meteorite shield. At that time the propulsion rod was in his left hand. Something about these
pictures bothered me. A serious question came to mind. Why would a man practice using a tool in
one hand and then switch to the other hand during the actual event?
I closely re-examined both photos (A&B) until I saw that it was the basic similarity that was
bothering me. Even the expression of trepidation on his face was identical in both pictures.
I also noticed that the dangling nylon straps [apparently] had the same configuration. To the
naked eye, the angle between the propulsion tube and the vertical tube held in the other hand was
also the same in both photos. I realized that the odds against two pictures being this similar after
weeks or months had passed would be phenomenal. I decided to have a photo lab flop over and
reduce Photo A while increasing the size of Photo B until they were identical in size. The reduced
and flopped Photo A BECAME Photo C.
They also enlarged Photo B until both figures of Collins were exactly the same size. This is
labeled Photo D, which I rotated slightly so that they are vertically aligned.
When I laid the negative of Photo C over Photo D or placed the negative of Photo D over Photo
C, the only thing different was the background. The figures of Collins were IDENTICAL, providing a point to point match right to the page division mark at the knees. You don’t have to be a rocket
scientist to know that this absolutely proves Photo B was created from Photo A.
When average people like us, men and women who lack the “Right Stuff”, go adventuring by
taking a trip to Port Nerd, Oregon or Mugwump, Alabama or Feudal, New York to visit friends or
relatives, we also take pictures of our adventure. Do we recopy old pictures from another trip and
lie about them to friends? Do we simulate our trip in a studio and lie about it? Do I hear a
resounding “No siree”?
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Then that leaves us with only one conclusion. NASA and Mike Collins conspired to lie to
America as early as July, 1966, which was THREE YEARS BEFORE they claimed to have gone
to the Moon. In one man’s opinion, NASA lied to us for the big bucks, leaving us with the question,
Why did you lie, Mike?
END OF ARTICLE
***
I’m quite sure that “inquiring minds” would like to know!! And, further, if you would like some
insight into your Shuttle flights, especially the first few—I suggest you go back and get the earlier
journals which cover the subject—along with acquiring my beloved friend, Peter Beter’s tapes and
writings on the same subject.
It really gets “testy” when the prior presenter of TRUTH has made transition and it is thought that
remaining holders of property somehow have sole claim to TRUTH of information. I honor all
writers, authors, secretaries, research people and those who wish to share truth. I don’t even UNDERSTAND those groups or persons who would structure a LIE and/or COVER TRUTH, especially of “passage”, from anyone—much the less, MANKIND, who is all but dying in the throes of
such misrepresentations.
I repeat that we do not write for personal gain, sensationalism OR to offend another—much less
when we give them the place of honor on the TRUTH LADDER. However, we are constantly
under attack, suits, and efforts to get MONEY from our empty coffers for one reason or another.
Perhaps if any of this material, CONTACT, journal “magazines”, or our presentations ever even
“broke even”, we could better understand HUMAN desire to discredit and gain from our presentations. In the interim it has to be assumed, even if incorrectly, that there is a concerted DESIRE and
EFFORT to KEEP THE INFORMATION FROM DISPERSION. I, for instance, cannot believe
that Greatly Advertised “Universities” deliberately HIDE information offered for world presentation—such as PRINCETON, etc.—Princeton, as a matter of fact, was left great wealth of truth by
one Walter Russell.
If, in fact, Walter Russell received his information on the subject of LIGHT from higher sources as
HE CLAIMED, is it not possible that when that information is kept secreted away for only the
FEW, that it would be given from that SAME resource to others? In the latter instance it HAS—and
a primary resource (receiver) is in South Africa—by the label (name) of Tom Astley. Never mind
what Dharma has received—she neither understands it nor is she particularly interested. We have
covered so many countless subjects that it simply represents one more topic she doesn’t understand.
WHY GERMAIN?
Why NOT? Germain was/is the most outstanding alchemist in your solar system. Whatever may
have been his experiences prior to now—or now—it changes NOTHING. When you ones come to
realize that you have been HAD by the “enemy”, perhaps you will “sharpen up”. IF YOU BE38

LIEVE IN GOD OF UNLIMITED INFINITY AND CREATION—HOW CAN YOU CONTINUE
TO DOUBT AND DENY HIS PRESENCE? WHY DO YOU PRAY? TO GET ANSWERS OR
JUST TO PASS THE TIME OF DAY OR NIGHT? You who tout the “Bible” as the only SOURCE—
every last word of it—are doing yourselves the greatest disadvantage. Indeed there was warning in
Revelation not to change the meaning or content of teachings. OR WAS THAT also added to make
you believe that no one had EVER tampered before? Why do you only show FOUR gospels in
predominance? Those were chosen for the final “book” by German scholars. Are men not prone to
ERRORS?
In that same BOOK it was stated over and over again that the WORD of Truth would be brought
forth before the ending “time” (experience). Further, GOD PROMISED YOU MESSENGERS TO
ASSIST YOU—what is so hard to understand about THAT? If these things would not happen—
how could you believe in anything God might offer? Moreover, JUST WHO DID YOU THINK
WOULD BE THE RECEIVER OF GREAT TRUTH AND INTEGRATION? Did you think, perhaps, it would be Bill Clinton (obviously noted for his INability to tell the truth about anything)? I
wonder if you could better relate to me if my name were Richard Podunknowski than Gyeorgos
Hatonn (from “Aton”) or Heysoos (Mexican pronunciation of Jesus) Gonzalez? What is YOUR
name? How much did YOU have to do with acquiring that name? How much did YOU have to do
with anything about you, genetically or structurally (DNA)? Well, we could speak on that matter
for months without interruption—but I think you get my point! How many “George’s” do you have
running around? Well, Gyeorgos is simply Greek (in the Greek alphabet, yet) for “George”. So
what can you make of THAT while the world goes to Hell in a handcart?
Do I believe and teach “catastrophic end”? Do I say you are headed for Armageddon? Yes and
NO—I tell you that you DO NOT HAVE TO REPEAT THE SAME ERRORS AND END UP IN
CONFLAGRATION AND/OR CATASTROPHE. I further believe that the ones who CALL ME
SATANIC and REPTILIAN—are [themselves] far closer to the description and intent THAN AM I
OR ANYONE WITH WHOM I CONSORT OR WORK.
For instance, Rayelan Russbacher now denounces me as being Satanic and has joined forces with
my enemies. Fine, it is interesting, HOWEVER, that just yesterday a beautiful lady from Texas
called CONTACT to say that Rayelan had taken her credit card and charged some $10,000. That is
ten thousand DOLLARS—is that making ME satanic in intent? She also said she paid for a roundtrip ticket to Austria for Raye. No, Raye CHARGED HER RETURN TICKET ON AUG. 25TH TO
ED CLEARY (a retired Catholic Priest of over 35 years active service) on his credit card—WITHOUT PERMISSION! These ones call my people EVIL reptilians?? Intent? Does this APPEAR to
ACTUALLY be “good” intent? Is the assumption that the credit institutions will be left holding the
bag and not the nice “used ones”? Is THAT Godly intent in action? Are these moral methods of
GAIN for selves? Is “goodness” only meant for the inept and unsophisticated in the worldly ways?
So be it.
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TEACHERS AND MESSENGERS
I “share” as a teacher and a messenger. We call that “cohan” because it is our language—nothing
more. “Chela” means “student”, nothing more. I do not believe that as a student of physics you
would expect to WORSHIP your professor. However, you might well RESPECT him if he/she be
of quality and TRUTH. Keep it simple, chelas—when the student is ready the cohan (teacher) will
be at hand.
LOCATIONS
We get a lot of flack about “locations” and singular receivers, etc., etc., etc. Always JUDGE the
material by its content—NEVER MIND THE RECEIVER! Further, if a party tells you, “I am ‘his’
ONLY receiver”—STOP RIGHT THERE! Dharma claims no intention or singular anything regarding being special or otherwise ONLY. This purpose is, however, singularly established in this
place. What is done in Sedona or New York City—unless it is connected to this location and
mission—is not only not her problem, it is not her business.
These types of “hang-ups” of attention, however, are what will delay your learning. You must
accept the responsibility of the WHOLE and stop the nit-picking. However, if humans are tampering and touting their own leadership and power regarding MY MISSION—I will ask you to consider the WHOLE of the presentation and see who might just be shifting focus from their own selfcentered deeds and intents.
As “focus” begins to occur, it is mandatory that you move on to “accept” the “whole” and concentrate on the immediate “now”, the present location of necessary action and that which affects you as
individuals. Does this mean that there are not valid teachers in other locations on your globe? No,
it DOES mean that if you are located in “a” place—that is where your thrust will be in this time of
change of cycles. For instance, if you are in this location called Tehachapi, California, it is indeed
foolish to take your present instructions for today’s action directly from a Sathya Sai Baba located
in India. It does not mean that Baba is not correct and certainly “right on” about soul journey—but
it is truly not practical for Sathya Baba to choose your breakfast cereal or time your visit to downtown. He might well arrange the latter for some lesson or another—but it is your responsibility to
run your living moments through this experience—BASED ON THE LESSONS OF TRUTH! I
comment not on validity—I DO comment on the fact that the focus of that one is on HIS people in
his immediate placement for the Truth will be Truth wherever you experience. But actions within
the “light of that truth” will be localized to where you are experiencing—for you. Intent of the
mind, expressed through the medium of ACTION, is all there is; therefore, you must act in the
location within which you find self for it was, after all, your own choice to be in a given placement—for “claimed” service. Some of you claim “service” unto Gode, however, when your actions but slow the progress of understanding of God. Be most careful in your discernment and
check it out to see if you do not actually avoid “service” by the cop-out of “belief” in a different
avatar of some sort. You will find that GOD IS ONE AND LABELS DON’T MAKE A WHIT OF
DIFFERENCE—YOU EITHER WORK WITHIN THE LIGHT OR WITHOUT IT FOR YOU CANNOT REMAIN IN THE “VOIDANCE” (null-time, limbo-land).
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Don’t be misquoting me regarding this matter, please. It is quite alright if you effort to remain in the
voidance—it will simply slow your journey progress and cause delay of KNOWING. To find
guidance “somewhere else” is invariably a sign of avoiding responsibility. Again—whose business
is that? Just yours and God’s! If, however, in your demand for your own “rights” you pull another
from their path, you have just created a most interesting and trying triangle which also deters you
from your “claimed” goal. If this is so, I have no input to you except to relay Truth, and YOU will
be in the choosing, for I WILL NOT HIDE BEHIND A LIE TO MAKE YOU FEEL A BIT BETTER
ABOUT YOUR ERRORS IN DISCERNMENT!
I come forth not to MAKE ANYONE DO ANYTHING—I COME TO LAY FORTH TRUTH
AND LAWS SO THAT YOU HAVE THAT WHICH YOU NEED WITH WHICH TO DO YOUR
CHOOSING IN RELATIONSHIP WITH GOD OF CREATION. YOU CAN DO ANYTHING
YOU WISH ABOUT IT.
I believe that I will now simply ask that our believed Cohan of the Seventh Ray take the reigns and
I will sit aside and accept my own lessons. Please allow understanding and acceptance of his
presence that you might be given into realization that you have guides at work right where you are
in the physical experience with great focused service. The teachers/masters of the seven tones
(rays) of Light waves are the most directly related TO YOU and bring with them the guides in the
energy of the Teslas, Russells, Newtons, etc.
If you believe in the infinite God, then you will most surely be able to accept that HE would send
you help as you ask and plead for same—THE CRY COMPELS THE ANSWER, dear ones. May
you be given into knowledge. Salu.
MASTER GERMAIN
Dharma has a bit of trepidation as I step forward to share a bit of verbiage. The results of my
sharing in times prior to now have brought much discomfort and pain to her being. I am sorry, little
chela, for it is through the dark passages with the slings and arrows that allow growth and focus on
that which is greater than your perceptions of living.
“Master” means “teacher” or “one who holds authority regarding specific matters”. I AM GERMAIN.
I stand in the Great Silence within the heart of the Central Sun (Source). I am absorbed in the
LIGHT of My Presence, at last with its LOVE, all ONE.
I pray for Earth’s blessed children and for their Freedom which I petition be for all—and I pour
forth the Love of My Presence in order to answer every call. I bend my knees unto you whom I
serve and stand tall with God—that LIGHT OF ONENESS FROM WHOM I AM BORNED.
Thank you, Dharma, for you and I have served together before and our closeness remains wondrous
so that communication can be of revealed perfection to the best of our ability. I wish to honor my
brother who serves in Shasta, my beloved John, who recognized the Truth of our presence in this
focus and “tested” me to find Truth. He remains, as you, confused by the bombardments of humankind upon your beings. It has ever been thus. GOD HAS ENEMIES, PRECIOUS ONES—AND
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THEY FALL NOT EASILY BUT AWAIT THE UNCOVERING. It is only through the KNOWING
of one fragment that another fragment can find unity and confirmation of that KNOWING. Unto
that beloved student, I offer my humble appreciation. I take this opportunity for we do not have
opportunity so often in these days to share our work. It shall become resolved in order to move
forward as we continue in our task without faltering in our intent.
You cannot live by bread alone, nor can you live by that which is not TRUTH, for it is the “TIME
OF GOD” and remembering that which you are and from that which you were, and are, born. It is
the time of understanding that which nurtured you and birthed you into and through this wondrous
infinite perception and opportunity to express.
There is no lapse of time for certain physical requirements, which is the condition of physical
embodiment this day. We give praise and thanks that once again the Earth is to know the PERFECTion
of embodiment and come back into and within it, permanently. Long ages past, mankind knew the
Divine Way of birth! It was so long ago that, only be it for records which will be coming forth and
that which is already being brought forth, shall man be caused to remember. Man has forgotten and
cannot believe that there was ever “perfection”. Precious friends, there are records which have
existed upon your Earth, of all Great Civilizations which have experienced upon your place from
the beginning. They were and are held in security so that Man could come into focus of beingness
at this wondrous time of transmutation and remembering. There is no NEW news, no NEW REVELATIONS—God has always sent TRUTH, if man would but attend it.
One day ALL mankind shall know the Truth which is waiting unfoldment; for all the foolishness,
the doubts and fears of mankind will be forever erased from their consciousness.
The consciousness which envelops the Earth, which has been charged with discord, shall become
cleansed and purified! No longer shall it weigh upon mankind and cause a pressure greater than
that of the atmosphere of Earth. It is rapidly being purified and the pressure is being reduced from
mankind—you simply cannot yet perceive it, for you have long slept in ignorance.
This day I call for the complete release of all “motherhood” of Earth, into the full perfection of
understanding that what is birthed can come forth in Lighted focus and cease the heinous thrust of
negative production of energy. I ask for intense input upon and unto the American people, for
within their hands they hold the key to keeping the prison door open unto freedom. The slavemaster stands at your door and is ready to turn the key which will incarcerate you for a long and
miserable sequence of events. You do not have to experience the negative impact if you choose to
not do so. You have been given into the lies and acceptance of the doctrines which were raised forth
and presented by physical Man for his own greed and power desires. You have had the wondrous
ending of the play removed from your understanding so that you would march to the drumbeat of
the lie.
Our mission is great at this time for it appears that God has been all but banished from the presence
of the masses of human forms. But you cannot expatriate God for HE IS! He is the Light and the
Light IS all. We of the Hosts and Cohans have accepted this mission and this full glorified activity
that all may feel of its Mighty Presence within selves; and in the glory of the Great Cosmic Light all
shall be made Perfect! May all enter in and be the fulfilling of the Law. Would it not be wondrous
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if all brothers would return unto Truth that there might again be true Freedom?
In the full understanding of your Presence, remember: only through your attention is everything
made possible for you. Without your attention upon a given thing, your focus of light wave intent,
you cannot know its activity. Thus, your attention becomes the first focal point for the Power of
your Presence to come through and fulfill every requirement. Through it must come all that your
heart craves, all that you wish to have made manifest. Remember, where your attention rests, there
flows your experience!
I say to you that We are wholly indifferent to the human “opinions” of mankind which say that in
these dictations you will find US repeating each other. We are not concerned with the intellectual
imagination of mankind! We are voicing OUR words which are the chalices which carry Freedom
and Perfection! We are not concerned with the foolish criticism of mankind whose intellect says
that certain expressions should and must be used. We will use that which gives ability to be understood by the largest numbers of God’s fragments. You will find the most of those NOT BEING
within the accepted houses or groups of so-called churches or religious groups, and God speaks
wherein MAN CAN HEAR AND ATTEND HIS INSTRUCTIONS. IF IT BE CRUDE, THEN
ALLOW THE KNOWLEDGE THAT IF A MAN GOES INTO THE GUTTER—SO TOO GOES
GOD! These writings of Truth and information are given for the almost 7 billion life-forms in
human manifestation upon your planet. God shall commune and communicate as HE sees fit—
EVERY TIME. If that which God says unto a brother sits ill with you, then YOU had best look into
thine own lighted being and see WHY it may concern or bother you. It is God’s perception and
acceptance which shall pass or fail a Man—not “your” opinion of God that HE should do a thing.
So be it.
NOT GIVEN TO CONCERN
On your play in ongoing perception you are taunted and battered, bashed and dishonored for this
action or that action—when actually it would be most wondrously honoring and humble in use to
share the very truth and beauty of universal construction. We have to separate our own task and
input from the mundane or ignorant foolishness of man in his self-centered little universe of SELF.
We simply are not in the slightest bit concerned with the “opinions” of one above that of another.
We give forth that which the people require and petition and let the human criticism cease at its own
slow pacing. If We followed the human opinions of mankind, We would be in the same conditions
in which you are experiencing—GOD FORBID! THEREFORE, PRECIOUS ONES, WE NO
LONGER HARKEN TOO MUCH TO HUMAN OPINION, NOR CAN WE FAIL TO OFFER
TRUTH WHICH IS SOMEHOW CLAIMED BY SOMEONE FOR, BASICALLY, COMMERCIAL GAIN. It is most unfortunate when and IF we tread on toes—but we will NEVER tread on
toes of incarnate specie and we have PERMISSION of the higher energy, having made passage, and
who now rectifies and focuses on his own property, gifted during his own sojourn upon your place
of manifestation.
We must stand forth giving the Law of Life absolutely unadulterated by human suggestions, for it is
through the human expression that you have destroyed that which was once perfection. If you find
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that in the various dictations We have repeated each other, or another being incarnate or discarnate,
then know it is for your blessing (and their own) to benefit and give confirmation of ONENESS.
If a thing be TRUTH, it will stand untampered into infinity and will and shall be repeated as many
times as is required to allow MAN to hear, see and come again within KNOWING.
You have but certain words in your vocabularies. If one of mankind, or twenty, repeated those same
words, is it plagiarizing? If I say two and two equal four, is this plagiarizing symbols or is it simply
a WAY TO SPEAK TRUTH? You must know, in this Work ongoing and at hand, We are not in the
slightest given into undue concern about any human opinion regarding the matter. We give for the
LAW. It is doing its Work, and We must not be overly concerned with human ego, conceit or
worldly claims of that which is DIVINE and INFINITE.
You must realize, dear hearts, in the Mighty Expansion of the Light, in which understanding can be
brought forth, it is just the beginning of its Mighty and Perfect WORK. The blessed ones have been
raised up throughout the globe and, specifically, I speak herein unto the wondrous ones about to
lose your freedom within the United States, to give forth these Mighty Decrees, and this Cosmic
Light is cleansing and purifying the feelings and mental world of mankind. I care not whether you
believe in an energy called Germain—I AM and your opinion matter nary a whit. Call the messengers that which you choose, but you had best harken unto the WORD for that IS GOD!
Blessed ones, as I close my speaking for which I appreciate the invitation on this day, I urge you to
remember that the time is NOW when you must assert yourselves for the Perfection you wish to call
forth. Then, and only then, will you receive it. That is why I take this opportunity to speak to you
in this positive and passionate manner, to break through and shatter all the human manufacture
about you, for again, it is not “creating”, it is but using the negative perception which is alteration
and “development” within that which is perceived manifest in a physical format and shall move not
with you when YOU depart the physical perception. The very essence of mechanical man can now
be cloned or manufactured, but GOD IS LIGHT and only in the perfection of God can LIFE be
brought to the YOU of “you”.
Ah, the days of your coming sequence of expression shall be ones you will never forget as long as
you have LIFE, ascended or manifest. That is MY promise and, yes, I do have authority to give
such a promise. This Truth shall be electrified and glorified as you have never before witnessed in
your experiences. It shall remain active with you FOREVER. Remember it. Every earnest call,
which is building up this MIGHTY momentum, to call forth the glory and perfection of the God
into your world, shall go forth. No human manufacture can prevent it, and all human gossip shall
cease forever from this work and all mankind before we close this play.
Our earth messengers and workers are under full assault and attack but you SHALL BE PROTECTED in your work as the play unfolds—if you stay focused on that which IS, for it is the time
of CHANGE which CAN bring humanity back within the wondrous and GOODLY LAWS OF
GOD AND CREATION. The false prophets, liars, and PRETENDERS are all about you while they
work their injustice to pull you down into discredit or oblivion. IT SHALL NOT BE ALLOWED
IN THE PREVAILING.
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I thank you for allowance to participate in communication, for the days are seemingly long while
the pressures are thrust upon you—but the passage is but a twitch of an eyelid. All the choosing is
left to your making, but I ask you to consider carefully that which you say and do, for the spiral of
your actions come full circle upon you. There are ones in my presence as this is read who have
spoken badly about the very place and persons with whom they work and play. Is this right or
wrong? It is neither—it IS—but the responsibility of same WILL be rested on the proper shoulders.
When you deliberately MAKE THE PASSAGE OF OTHERS TO BE MORE PAINFUL AND/OR
DIFFICULT WITH THE PASSING OF YOUR OPINIONS OR GOSSIP—THE END RESULT IS
THE SUFFERING OF CONSEQUENCES UPON THE DISTRIBUTOR AND NOT THE ONE
ABOUT WHICH THE UNTRUTHS ARE CENTERED. You will come to recognize that the wealth
and riches of worldly display will always bring the opinions which most carefully and surely terrify
in the possible losing. How many of you snatch out your cache from one place in fear of loss—
ONLY TO FIND YOU MADE A VERY SERIOUSLY BAD CHOICE? WE SHALL SEE—FOR
ONES AMONG US ARE DOING IT AT THIS VERY MOMENT! You KNOW of whom I speak
and think not that others have not already brought the truth home to roost where you would LEAST
like it to be told! May you be equally accepting of your self-inflicted losses AFTER THE FACT as
you are “diligent” in trying to GET YOURS when you KNEW the contracting in the BEGINNING.
If you pull a CD from a bank before maturity it is COSTLY—so too shall be the breaking of your
contracts in any course of action. It might well pay ones to consider their own actions and intentions—lest you misunderstand my references. TO BREAK YOUR CONTRACTS WITH GOD
WILL MERIT YOU NOTHING SAVE UNREST AND NO PEACE—FOR GOD DOES NOTHING—YOU ARE THE ONE RIDDLED WITH WHATEVER YOU SUPPOSE. MOST GO BY
THE WAYSIDE JUST SHORT OF FINISHING THE JOURNEY—FOR YOU LISTEN TO THE
EGO OF MAN—AND FAIL TO HEAR THE WARNINGS OF GOD.
I step aside in appreciation and I thank you, scribe, for being willing to allow me words for, in your
concern of being always “the secretary” and not the “author”, the bashing has been hard—but know
you KNOW Truth or you would not have allowed my PRESENCE this day. Thank you.
I am asked to simply close the writing. In the Light of God and the realization of LIGHT as our
resource and claim to existence I am Germain. I salute you and I send greetings to you who know
me—AND, unto you who disagree with me and my own directions. Remember, I am here and you
are serving “there”—so all are welcome to disagree. Good day.
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CHAPTER 6
REC #2 HATONN
SUN., OCT. 23, 1994 11:05 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 068
SUN., OCT. 23, 1994
THROUGH THE LIGHT SHALL
ALL BE “SEEN” AND “HEARD” (continued:)
SIGHTINGS
I trust all of you “inquiring minds” have been watching the ongoing series, SIGHTINGS, on your
intrepid televisions. What thought you of the last episode regarding the “search for life in outerspace”—i.e., Intelligent life! Remember all those nice SETI systems installed at a massive expenditure and you were told they were to search for communications with aliens? This was a few years
back and “somehow” they have been scrapped!?! Why do you suppose the scrapping occurred?
Do you, however, realize that “private” funds from several MAJOR corporations have continued
the operation to a scaled-down extent? Let’s examine EXACTLY what happened! Now, get THIS
ONE, however: THE NAME OF THIS CORPORATE/GOVERNMENT PROJECT IS: PROJECT
PHOENIX!
Number one—the set-up was A LIE! So, understanding as much, the facade was no longer NECESSARY AFTER the hook-up of the GRID system for frequency control of your life on the planet.
BUT, something else happened which caused the shut-down of the massive receiver system and
communications network—THEY FOUND LIFE OUT HERE AND NICE LOUD RADIO COMMUNICATIONS THAT GAVE YOU A LOT OF INSTRUCTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS!!! IT IS
FULLY ADMITTED AS TO “CONTACT” AND THE LIFE THEY FOUND IS PRETTY MUCH
“IN CONTROL” WHETHER OR NOT YOU OF YOUR PLANET UNDERSTAND IT OR WISH
TO BELIEVE IT. THE POINT NOW IS TO TERRIFY THE DAYLIGHTS OUT OF YOU BY
SHOWING YOU WHAT THEY HAVE ACTUALLY BEEN DOING IN CONJUNCTION WITH
SOME PRETTY DESPICABLE ENTITIES WITH WHICH THEY THOUGHT THEY WERE
FORMING A NICE COALITION. Evil runs in many forms and species—but at this point NONE
can match that which sits in major control of your globe! RIGHT NOW!!
Next, you are being hit with “BIGFOOT” and all sorts of monsters and thus and so. Is there a
“bigfoot”? Indeed—He was the Indian Chief who led the indians into death at Wounded Knee!
This was the most heinous massacre of Native Americans by insipid government murderers and
your stealing of the true “Americans’” property and population. This is a subject for another day,
however. A hairy “beastie” is hardly the important one in point here and you had better begin to
focus on the important issues and relegate the “other” fun and games to that corner of “enjoyment”
time-fillers.
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Let us turn our attention from this “space” focus to that which has been told to you since the
BEGINNING.
SAVING THE WORLD? OR BRINGING TRUTH?
THE CHRISTED MASTER TEACHER
JOHN 3:17: For God did not send His Son into the world to condemn the world, but to SAVE the
world through him.
JOHN 12:27: Now my heart is troubled, and what shall I say? “Father, save me from this hour?”
No, it was for this very reason I came to this hour.
28: Father, glorify your name. Then a voice came from heaven, “I have glorified it, and will glorify
it again.”
29: The crowd that was there and heard it said it had thundered; others said an angel had spoken to
him.
30: Jesus said, “This voice was for your benefit, not mine.
31: Now is the time for judgment on this world; now the prince of this world will be driven out.
32: But I, when I am lifted up from the Earth, will draw all men to myself.”
33: He said this to show the kind of death he was going to die.
34: The crowd spoke up, “We have heard from the LAW that the Christ will remain forever, so how
can you say, ‘The Son of Man must be lifted up’? Who is this ‘Son of Man’?”
35: Then Jesus told them, “You are going to have LIGHT just a little while longer. Walk while you
have the LIGHT, before darkness overtakes you. The man who walks in the dark does not know
where he is going.
36: “Put your trust in the light while you have it, so that you may become sons of LIGHT.” When
he had finished speaking, Jesus left and hid himself from them. The Jews continued in their
unbelief.
WHAT IS BEING TOLD TO YOU ABOVE?
You have always BEEN TOLD that God sends His prophets and messengers BEFORE Him. What
is it, exactly, that you people think you await? A rapture of some kind which takes you out of your
insecurity and into security—OF PHYSICAL FORM? THINK AGAIN!
When you look to the word “SAVE”, what means it to you? Ah, surely enough—just “believe” on
Jesus and you “have it made”? Nope, good friends. The MESSAGE IS that this being you choose
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to call Jesus (His name was Emmanuel Esu) came forth TO BRING THE WORD OF TRUTH OF
THAT WHICH YOU ARE! He DID NOT come forth to experience a bit of Hell while tickling
your fancy about himself. HE BROUGHT TRUTH, HE OFFERED TRUTH, HE LIVED TRUTH—
AND HE PHYSICALLY TRANSCENDED IN THAT TRUTH! He told you then and I will repeat
it for you NOW—that THROUGH HIM was the WAY! It was not THROUGH some “man” but
through the WORD OF TRUTH WHICH IS GOD that you might enter into the Kingdom of God.
Believing on the “man” by any name—is not the name of the game here. Accepting and living
(BELIEVING IN AND LIVING TRUTH ACCORDING TO THE LAWS OF GOD) is the trump
card, good students. Living in goodness under the LAW of GOD is the big punch-line! The “man”
in point left his physical body and ascended in his new and finer form—LIGHT! While this
TEACHER was among you he ascended to and from HIS FATHER and HIS PEOPLE in physical
form made “light” through his KNOWING. I use the one you call “Jesus” because that is the one
with whom MOST are familiar.
It is not that his name was JESUS “or” Emmanuel—it is that he was a CHRIST-being in KNOWING. He came to TEACH you truth of your own origins and THE WAY so that you might live your
experience manifest in such a manner as to claim your infinite heritage in balance and harmony
within the Universe of Creator/Creation—in perfection of goodness without evil. No EVIL shall be
allowed into the sanctuary WITH GOD. So, how do YOU think you can make that transition into
“perfection” by simply dumping your errors and transgressions off onto somebody else? You WILL
stand responsible for SELVES. It is not believing on some man—good, bad or otherwise in point—
it is knowing Truth of God and responsibility for that which you perform in ACTION in an expression recognized as physical with free-will choices. You have simply forgotten. The “Son” tried to
TELL YOU and you crucified HIM! How many messengers will you crucify to allow selves the
LIES?
Next he TRIED TO TELL YOU that HE (the LIGHT) would only be with you for just a little while.
He urged those present to walk in THAT LIGHT OF TRUTH AND THE WAY while it was possible. He said that the DARKNESS (UNknowing—the opposite of God) would befall them if they
changed not. He urged them to make use of the LIGHT while there was yet time—and then they
(you) would be the “lightbearers”.
I stand as a HOST MESSENGER and can only urge you to SEE AND HEAR! You have but a little
while longer before the DARKNESS overtakes you—to move within the LIGHT, understand the
LIGHT and become one with THE LIGHT—lest you perish in the physical form before you FIND
YOUR TRUTH AND THE WAY.
WHY ARE WE HERE?
Well, it is NOT to save your assets OR your nations—not even the WORLD. We are given a
commission to BRING THE WORD AGAIN IN PREPARATION FOR THE RETURN OF THE
LIGHT UNTO YOUR PLACE. If you come not into TRUTH then you can realize the consequences. However, God will bring HIS people into security. The task of the Hosts, as such, is to
prepare a place for the “return” and prepare “the” remnant for safe passage and survival DURING
the time of “tribulation”.
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It is also told unto you that before the ending there would be a period of “time”, as you perceive it,
wherein Satan would rule the Earth. THAT is defined as: DARKNESS SHALL SWEEP OVER
THE WORLD!
Is this “literal”? It can be, literally, darkness as “absence of sunlight” AND it means that Evil shall
rule and ye shall be as in the “Dark Ages” of ignorance and slavery.
WHO WILL BELIEVE?
GOD’S PEOPLE! I think you readers had best consider this quite seriously. This is NOT “religion” of which we speak—this is YOUR LIFE, JOHN AND MARY DOE. JUST AS THE
CHRISTED BEING CAME TO SHOW YOU THE WAY AND BRING TRUTH FOR YOUR DISCERNMENT—WE TOO COME AS MESSENGERS TO TELL YOU TRUTH AND HOW IT
“IS”. FORCE IS NOT OF GOD—AND THEREFORE, KNOW THAT WE WILL BADGER OR
COERCE YOU NOT!! Your journey and your intents are YOUR business—NOT MINE NOR
THE HOSTS’ NOR THE GOVERNMENT’S, NOR WILL GOD DECIDE FOR YOU. YOU WILL
MAKE THOSE CHOICES—OUR MISSION IS TO BRING YOU TRUTH UPON WHICH YOU
CAN MAKE VALID CHOICES—NO MORE AND NO LESS. CHOOSE TO USE THE INFORMATION NOT AND SO BE IT FOR WE SHALL NOT OVERLY URGE YOUR PARTICIPATION NOR YOUR FALSE BELIEFS. IT IS NOT OUR BUSINESS WHAT YOU CHOOSE TO
DO. WE WILL, HOWEVER, GUIDE “OUR” PEOPLE “THROUGH” UNTIL THE TIME IS
PROPER FOR GOD’S NEXT MOVE.
Ones can study “religions” until the proverbial “hell freezes” and not even touch the fringes of
TRUTH! Religions are conjured by MAN—TRUTH IS THAT WHICH IS. “Morality” is that state
of being which is inclusive in actions WITHIN the LAWS OF GOD. By the way, the laws in the
Commandments are easy to discern—whether or not the edict is from God or Man. Keeping that
“Sabbath” on your “duffs” is one loser and there are several others which are so obviously set forth
by churches for control and gain (for the churches) as to be laughable if not downright fraudulent.
On the subject of “giving” let it be seen right here and now that demands of a CHURCH club upon
your assets is NOT GIVING. It is TAXATION! WHERE YOU HAVE TAXATION YOU HAVE
THE GREED-MONGERS AND YOU ARE ENSLAVED—BE IT TO A CHURCH CLUB OR
YOUR SPOUSE. “GIVING” IS AN “ACTION” WHEREIN THE “CAUSE” IS ESTABLISHED
IN THE EMOTIONAL BEING CALLED SOUL—REFLECTED IN THE “EFFECT”, “ACTION”
OF THE PHYSICAL IN RESPONSE TO THE CAUSE WITHIN.
WHY THE ASSAULT OF
THE ADVERSARY OF GOD?
Well, students, the POINT OF THE HIGHER GAME—IS BETWEEN GOOD AND EVIL—GOD
AND SATAN, IF YOU WILL. This game is played over the SOULS of God’s prime property and
most wondrous creation which fragments HIMSELF through YOU. Worse for the “bad guys”—IF
God can WIN through simply YOUR holding to the LIGHTED TRUTH, you will CREATE (your
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finest heritage) your passage, and the enemy loses. Evil intent can only control through bribery,
trickery, games, force, fear, and other perceptions of physical PERCEPTION. IF YOU DO NOT
FALTER AND TURN AWAY FROM THE “LIGHT”, HE CANNOT TRAP YOU WITHIN THE
PRISON OF DARKNESS WHICH BINDS YOU TO THE PHYSICAL SHACKLES. THEREFORE, THE “BAD GUYS” LOSE. THEY HAVE ALREADY LOST—YOU ARE SIMPLY THE
REMAINING PAWNS!
So, what have we? We have the REALITY of making choices. You can come up out of the ignorance and denial and INTO TRUTH (LIGHT), or, you can do whatever else you wish to do in
forever searching in unrest for that elusive gold ring (brass?) as urged on by the individual ego
binding the “sensed” being. In the human format you are in a “sensed” universe—bound by your
physical “senses”. In the LIGHTED TRUTH universe you are BOUND BY NOTHING—YOU
ARE FREE—FOR YOU ARE WITHIN THE LIGHT OF EXPRESSION INTO AND WITHIN
THE “KNOWING” AND NO LONGER TRAPPED BY THE SENSING EXPRESSION.
GOD IS LIGHT. CHRIST IS LIGHT. YOU ARE LIGHT (you have just forgotten). I, for instance,
work for, dwell within, serve, function within—GOD AND CHRIST! I AM, THEREFORE,
LIGHT—AND A CHRISTIAN! I have NO “organized church or man-indoctrined” RELIGION!
I AM A CHRISTIAN IN TRUTH AND WITHIN THE LIGHT OF GOD, MY FATHER!
Oh, you don’t like your “E.T. commanders to be goodly, real, or Christed?” Well, good buddies,
sorry about THAT. I AM WHAT I AM—AND, I AM WITH GOD AND CHRIST IN PRESENCE—WHERE MIGHT YOU BE????? You most certainly do not need to follow me on some
kind of mission or another but YOU HAD BEST GET RIGHT WITH GOD (AND CHRIST) OR
YOU ARE IN FOR A HECK OF A RIDE! In addition, when you get that all nice and straight—you
WILL come to appreciate my presence as well. I stand ONLY on truth in conception and that
TRUTH shall stand into infinity—on its own validity. I have time to wait—DO YOU?
STATE OF AFFAIRS
My state of affairs is/are in very good order. How are yours? I don’t have trouble making decisions
as to my actions—for truth serves me properly and sufficiently EVERY TIME. I speak of truth of
BEING—not empty words. I ACT IN TRUTH AND JUSTICE—EVERY TIME—AND EXPECT
MY CREW TO DO LIKEWISE. Your business is YOUR OWN—but if you reflect that which I
offer, falsely or in pretense of intent, you are NOT of my crew—you simply FOOL SELF. You who
ACT in evil manner or in false intent are NOT MY ENEMY, EITHER—YOU SIMPLY SERVE
MY ENEMY who will, I might add, squeeze you dry, use you badly and DUMP YOU WHEN
FINISHED WITH YOUR SERVICES—HOPEFULLY, ON HIS PART, WHILE YOU ARE BOUND
TO HIM. THE ENEMY WILL PREFERABLY MURDER YOU OR LEAVE YOU UNABLE TO
RECOVER WITHIN THE LIGHT FOR IF HE LOSES YOU TO THE LIGHT—HE LOSES!
WHAT OF SOOTHSAYERS,
PROPHETS AND SUCH?
Friends, I don’t need to or wish to comment on all the confusion and chaos going on about you. You
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are IN CHAOS—LOOK AROUND YOU! Is it good chaos or bad chaos? If you can’t tell, then
does my opinion matter?
I have received some five copies of a little booklet based on a lecture by someone among you called
Dr. J. Chiappalone, Centre of Knowledge & Supremacy, P.O. Box 369, Nunawading, Civ. 3131,
Australia. We have a bit of a “rule of thumb” as to printing a thing when we have received numerous copies asking for the sharing.
With the focus in the media being on the upheavals and prophecies lately—why not just offer you
the information and you can discern and judge for selves as to the probable, possible, or negative
value of the whole. I certainly do not need to comment, for you have YOU and you have GOD and
you are GIVEN TRUTH. It is time for the students to take examinations and check out in dry-run
for graduation failure or passage, no more and no less.
I will offer first that which is on the back of the little booklet written in reference to the material by
someone called Eddie Romano (no information given) and John G. Stone, Business consultant and
teacher of metaphysics for 27 years. Is this a good reference or a bad reference? It JUST IS. YOU
DO NOT KNOW ANY EDDIE ROMANO OR JOHN G. STONE, IN ALL PROBABILITY, AND
YOU MOSTLY DON’T KNOW THE AUTHOR, DR. J. CHIAPPALONE—BUT THEN, HOW
MANY OF YOU ACTUALLY KNOW NOSTRADAMUS OR JOHN THE REVELATOR?? I
thank our friends from Virginia in the District of the U.S.A. of the United Nation’s ONE WORLD
ORDER for the document I will utilize.
At first perusal we find no information—even as to dates printed. Perhaps as we move through the
material there will be clues as to “dates” inclusive. But first, Mr. Eddie Romano:
[QUOTING:]
“REVELATION OF THE TRUTH”—THE BOOK
This is the “book of books” for the times.
This book is direct information free of all the waffle, padding, and glamour which often fill up
many similar books.
This book is not full of paradoxes, contradictions or semantics. It is claimed to be the science,
the strategy, and the outline of events which are to culminate in the restoration of The Divine Plan
on Earth!
According to the book’s author, this is the real thing—no more hoaxes, IT’S TIME! This book
outlines very dramatically the events behind and before us—it explains WHY to everything you’ve
ever wondered about the injustices and suffering which have plagued this planet for so long.
The book is both evolutionary and prophetic; both esoteric and realistic. This is the book—for
those who work for good; those who are in the Light; the ‘Light-bearers’, and those who aspire to
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truth, beauty, and goodness and quality of life for all!
These are the people who will instinctively KNOW and recognize the truths presented in this
book. These people will know and rejoice that many things are ON THE MOVE on this planet to
restore its original Blueprint and purpose.
This book outlines the schedule of events and circumstances which are to affect every individual life on this planet. This book can act as a planning guide, a handbook to the New Age, which
is NOW!
THE BOOK, although complex, is not an intellectual exercise. It is just what its title indicates,
a revelation, a statement, even a decree! This is a book to be shared with all those who have the ears
to hear and the eyes to see. It is the book to be shared with all new age leaders and communicators.
Indeed, it is “THE BOOK”! I personally recommend it! Eddie Romano
NOW MR. STONE: “This is the most exciting book I have ever read. It at last really lifts the
veil, packed with 412 pages of mind-blowing truth never before revealed. You will never be quite
the same again after reading it.” (John Stone)
***
We are now left in a quandary? Well, no you are NOT going to have to suffer through 412 pages of
copy. This portion offered is from a LECTURE by the author. I would raise some flags FOR you,
however. The reference to the “new age” is a bit of a clue as to using CAUTION until you find out
what the writer MEANS by “new age”.
LECTURE:
CLEARING OF THE PLANET
As more and more people become aware and as information is accurately brought forth via meditation and other techniques, many will have revealed to them that Earth has entered the phase I have
termed, “CLEARING OF THE PLANET”.
This involves the death of over 90% of the Earth’s population in the next 15 years. [H: Oops!
Now we already have a PROBLEM—from “when” do you have only 15 years? Why do
authors have such difficulty dating their material? Could it be to cover their bases IF THEY
BE WRONG? It is both rude and a cop-out to fail to give sequence dates and “times” This
edict includes 90% of YOUR POPULATION so I would assume the dates would be interesting to YOU?] The consciousness of these beings is being displaced and will undergo a fate each
has chosen for itself.
In this chapter I will briefly give the Plan to be followed:
(a) mechanism for clearing
(b) the sequence of events
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(c) why these steps are being taken.
What is occurring now on this planet is the final stage of a struggle of Evil against Good.
Clearing of the planet is for the restoration of conditions suitable for proper evolution. At present
the original DIVINE EVOLUTIONARY PLAN for this planet is not being followed.
All units of consciousness in all levels, realms and dimensions are involved in the clearing.
Naturally not all will accept that what is occurring is a phase of purging and clearing of the
planet.
The population will divide itself into three groups:
(1) The first will reject outright this explanation of occurrences. It will attack me, the explanation and philosophy at the outset.
(2) A second group will accept this relatively quickly and will come forward to play a part in
this clearing phase.
They have been prepared at other levels and dimensions for this announcement, for the disasters, for the healing and retraining. This is to occur before re-establishment of the new order.
(3) The rest fall into a third group. They will be unsure.
These are the ones who should put effort into digesting this information, contemplate what is
given, connect to their true identity and ask for confirmation.
A meticulously prepared plan for clearing this planet is being followed. The co-ordination and
supervision are the responsibility of the Sons of Light.
The plan has seven recognizable stages.
Stage 1:
A period of warnings and reminders by prophets, seers, gnostics, clairvoyants, mystics, etc.,
over many centuries occurred.
All cultures have had multiple repeated warnings that a time of personal accounting to a Superior Being would arrive.
A day of atonement would occur. Writings and utterings of St. John of the Gospels, St. Malachy,
Nostradamus, Edgar Cayce and others are examples of these warnings.
Unfortunately, through the evil corruption, distortion and pollution of these warnings over many
generations, the reminder of personal responsibility and a Day of Atonement has been dismissed by
most.
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These warnings have been reduced to almost mythical stories of little worth; most think they are
fairy tales.
These messages have been distorted to levels of childish jibberish—very much by an evil purposeful usurper.
Stage 2:
A period in which minor but significant occurrences such as tragedies and the ever-increasing
incidence of natural disasters would herald an unprecedented change in the destiny of the planet.
The tidal waves, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, droughts, famines, accidents of all types,
brushfires, riots, strikes, wars and violence of all types have been numerous enough in the recent
past.
Stage 3:
Has been revelation of the Truth and delivery of this message via these books and activities of
the Centre of Knowledge and Supremacy.
Stage 4:
This is the stage we are now in as this book is being written. It is marked by the rejection of this
Truth, this message, these revelations. It is punctuated by pseudo-intellectualization of these writings by pseudo-intellectuals, various academics, authorities, institutions, self-appointed teachers,
mystics, gurus, etc. [H: Well, that is certainly pretty inclusive.]
These people and hierarchies will give every reason under the sun why the things now revealed
are not to be believed.
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CHAPTER 7
REC #3 HATONN
SUN., OCT. 23, 1994 2:13 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 068
SUN., OCT. 23, 1994
Continuation of Lecture “CLEARING OF THE PLANET”:
Stage 5:
This is the occurrence of massive disasters. Stages 4, 5, and 6 will overlap somewhat because
Stage 6 is the phase of realization by people that what was given was correct.
The acceptance may be a reluctant one, forced by the occurrences of Stage 5.
Nonetheless, the realization of Stage 6 brings people to the inevitability of Stage 7 which is the
period of JUDGEMENT and TRANSMUTATIONS of all the Unities of Consciousness.
They will be judged for the part they played in creating or supporting this mess.
The judgement will be by a projection of the consciousness of the Supreme into all realms. On
this level He will appear as the SUPREME BEING.
After this stage will follow the periods of healing, retraining and re-establishment of the New
Evolutionary Plan.
Only those judged fit to continue will do so. All others will be transmuted back to primordial
energy. They will lose their consciousness forever.
The mechanism of clearing includes:
1. Increasing number of minor accidents—motor car, shipping, aeroplane, industry, etc.
2. Exposure of Evil at all levels and subsequent actions—at individual, corporations, institutions,
national and international levels. It will involve any and every walk of life including religious sects
and gurus.
3. Persistent minor disasters which increase in frequency and severity with an ever-increasing
death toll—floods, bush-fires, hurricanes, volcanoes, landslides, famines, earthquakes, etc.
4. Spread of fatal diseases:
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* A.I.D.S.
* new strains of influenza viruses
* other new viruses, etc.
The mode of distribution of these will be more diverse. AIDS will become transmuted by
seafood, particularly crustacean flesh.
5. Persistent and ever increasing fighting—riots, violent strikes, minor battles and wars. These
will extract an ever-increasing toll of both civilians and military personnel.
6. Major disasters—these will affect Central Europe and the Mediterranean area, the South China
Sea area, plus Japan and North America.
Flooding will also affect Asia, Australia, Antarctica, New Zealand. The result of these major disasters will include famine, more fighting with riots and looting, disease and pestilence, rodents and
pollution.
7. Rotation of the planet on its Axis.
A review of the very recent past will leave one in little doubt of such occurrences. The accidents and disasters have included:
* tidal waves such as in Bangladesh with over 11,000 dead
* earthquake in Mexico—over 35,000 dead
* volcanoes and landslides in Colombia—over 25,000 dead
* droughts and famines in Africa—countless dead
* motor car accident deaths all over the world—we are now insensitive to the statistics unless
personally involved.
* air accidents—unprecedented number in 1985. [H: Clue, readers. The speaker refers to 1985
as if it were current. That would also add up to the change of major intent coming in year
2000. So we can probably be looking at a dateline within year 1985.]
There are violent strikes, riots, wars, bombings, terrorism and War in the Middle East, Nicaragua, El Salvador, Guatemala, Afghanistan, South America, Cambodia and so on.
Many riots, acts of violence and tragedies apart from those in South Africa, Great Britain and
the Philippines occur. Most are censored and not released to the outside world. [H: Remember,
readers, this is coming from Australia—not downtown Burbank, USA.]
By the time this book is being read by the public the Plan will have revealed major disasters in
Japan and the Mediterranean.
The plan cannot be stopped or changed. [H: Interruption to remind you of something: WITH
GOD ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE AND TO SAY IT CANNOT BE STOPPED IS EITHER
AN ERROR IN PERCEPTION OR MIS-SPEAK! WORSE YET, TO CLAIM IT CAN’T BE
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CHANGED (ALTERED) IS TOTALLY INCORRECT IN CONCEPT—IF YOU BELIEVE
IN AN ALMIGHTY GOD CREATOR.]
The Sequence of Events is Fixed. With regard to timing, there is a minor variability factor,
however, because the Energy pattern translating from one level to another to cause the changes can
be varied in the translation.
This has to do with inter-actions of many other factors, nonetheless, the sequence of events is
FIXED and not only that, the variability factor means that the predictions may occur slightly ahead
of the time revealed here, or they may be slightly delayed.
The South China Sea area will be subjected to fault line shift and the Japanese islands roll into
the sea in the last quarter of 1986.
Massive flooding will occur along the Eastern Asian Coastline—Korea, China and South East
Asia will be affected. The wash will affect the Philippines, Indonesia, Australia, New Zealand, etc.
At approximately the same time, an equivalent movement in the Swiss and Italian Alps will
cause massive earthquakes in Southern Italy. Eventually massive land chunks break off the peninsula and fall into the sea.
Sea levels rise and flooding of adjacent lands occurs—flooding in Greece, Turkey, Middle East,
Spain, North Africa.
Compensating land elevation in the Atlantic Ocean will occur.
Central Europe will experience sporadic land collapses, earthquakes and massive destruction.
Flooding will also affect Northern Europe, Denmark, The Netherlands, British Isles, etc.
The result will be loss of farming land, loss of crops, farm animals, severe cuts in communication, destruction of road and rail links.
Eventually, all these factors will reduce the population of Europe to less than 5% of the present
number.
In Northern America minor earthquakes will herald the major shift in the San Andreas fault line
in early 1992 [H: Whew...missed that one...] this is the year in which the New Sun will appear in
our Solar System. [H: Gosh, I guess you guys missed that too?]
As the West Coast of the North American Continent breaks off and falls into the Pacific Ocean,
the new border rises. The Eastern border falls and flooding will occur from Boston to Miami.
Water will also flow in from Hudson Bay going south to join the Great Lakes. These will then
drain easterly and south into the Gulf of Mexico.
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This flooding will mean loss of the area known as the corn belt of the U.S.A.; world famine will
result.
[H: Because I insert notations does NOT mean you should simply pass this off as a figment of
imagination for these points are very well worthy of your attention. You just can’t tell WHO
is giving the information—but when there are flaws of a major kind as pointed out above—it
is something staged at the time of writing as a terror tactic. All of the things mentioned as
probable so far—ARE—if things move on without change, no more and no less.]
World economies will be reduced to subsistence farming.
The African and South American Continents will be subjected to flooding, famine, riots and
wars, looting and disease and pestilence.
Breakdown of control in hygiene will allow pests, including insects, birds and rodents, to multiply very quickly. They will compete for available food among themselves and against humans.
They will spread disease from areas of catastrophes and will be unstoppable.
Australia will be subjected to flooding on the occasion of the South China Sea shift in 1986 and
when the North American Continent breaks up, New Zealand will be likewise affected and eventually will be reduced to small islands.
Australia will be divided into four by the slow flooding.
As stated in Book No. 1 Revelation of the Truth Australia is the Centre for co-ordinating redevelopment and plays important roles in migration.
Intercontinental communications will be reduced severely.
Air travel and sea travel will be greatly reduced. Skilled personnel will be missing. Fossil fuels
will be unavailable. The danger of disease transmission will make travellers unwelcome.
The Antarctic Continent will thaw out as the Earth changes its axis in 1998.
Communications with the race inside the Earth the race inside (the planets are all hollow) will
occur as inter-dimensional barriers are broken.
The net effect of all these changes is to reduce the population of the Earth to less than 10% of
the present number.
The reason for all these changes is quite simply stated.
This planet is no longer fit to continue in the present pattern of evolution.
[H: Does he ACTUALLY mean the “planet” is not worthy or “man of the planet” is not
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worthy—there is a whole great big bunch of difference. What is meant by “fit”? Is it too sick,
to underevolved, overevolved or just “unfit”? She is sick, brothers, but she is already evolved—
mankind is the one who makes big noise and destroys—I would watch my backsides if I were
mankind—because when Earth cleanses self—it will be with a very big fly-swatter.]
There is a need to separate the ‘Wheat from the Chaff’.
There is to be a time of ‘Reaping and Harvesting’!
The original Divine Plan of evolution for the Earth has been distorted.
An intolerable level of fear, pain and suffering has been reached.
The anguish, confusion, depression, torture and emotional exploitation to which TRUE BEINGS have been subjected have demanded a STOP to all this.
An end has been ordered to all the suffering and Evil. [H: Oh? Who did this “ordering”?
Would this author be suggesting that it would be that GOD who can’t “change anything now
in motion”? I would look at this edict most carefully, readers.]
Those judged not worthy to continue will cease to exist.
REASON FOR CLEARING THE PLANET
This Cleansing and Purging of the Planet is necessary because a great drop in awareness of the
True Beings has occurred and this in turn has allowed takeover by Evil.
Society is Evil and unjust. [H: “Society” in itself is nothing—society is a compilation of
people and people begin with the individual—YOU, as a matter of fact. Society is whatever
PEOPLE make it to be. It is not some entity with its own resource—it requires YOU, AND
YOU AND YOU!]
The physical, emotional and spiritual suffering of the True Beings can no longer be tolerated.
[H: By WHO?]
The social breakdowns at all levels, including individual, family, national and international
levels, could not be tolerated any further. [H: Again, by WHO? I warn you now that I can
hardly make it through this material, readers. I respect the offering, but I cannot concur with
almost ALL of the reasoning, if there be any such thing. If you have a SUPREME BEING of
CREATOR stature—that ONE can do anything, stand anything and CREATE ANYTHING—
including your evolution.]
The planet was heading for self-destruction.
This could not be allowed to happen.
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Why this mess has resulted and how things became this bad was explained in the book Revelation of the Truth.
Briefly, the main points can be summarized here:
Creation is massive. It is divided into sectors.
Each sector is the responsibility of the Supreme. There is a hierarchy, however. In this sector
three Higher Absolutes control seven Absolute Creators each. [H: SAY WHAT???]
Each Absolute Creator is responsible for seven Universes.
Our Universe is one of seven under one Absolute.
Each Universe has a hierarchy of consciousness. There are seven classes of consciousness.
l. Mineral
2. Vegetable
3. Animal
5. Spiritual
6. Galactic
7. Universal
Units of consciousness are made up of a fundamental Permanent Atom (PA beings).
This has a Nucleus and Rings of Awareness.
It is created for the Universe by the corresponding Absolute.
Its function is to experience, express and experiment and progress from Class 1 to Class 7.
In this Universe a polarization experiment resulted in the Units of Class 7 manifesting evil.
[H: Everybody with us so far? Good, because this writer lost me back at the opening paragraph! Indeed, right at paragraph original, numero uno, numbero one, alpha and I suppose
it will continue in its absurdity right through paragraph Omega so let us go on as we now get
a lesson in how evil works.]
EVIL CREATED SYSTEMS
1. REINCARNATION AND KARMA
Reincarnation is also an evil plot. It is a plot to filter memory, to confuse, to frustrate and to
cause a fall in awareness. [H: BS!!]
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Once a Permanent Atom being is created by the Absolute, that Unit of Consciousness could
only be adjusted or transmuted by the Absolute, that is, it could not die, but the bodies given to it by
the Evil Mind do die. Between bodies the consciousness is forced to reside in etheric and astral
worlds created for this very existence.
Memory is filtered every time the bodies are entered or left.
In these other worlds, mastership ladders, hierarchies, schools for initiates were all invented as
tricks to fool the consciousness. [H: Sounds more like “unconsciousness” to me.]
Reincarnation is a plot, therefore, used to expose beings to the same circumstances of exploitation again and again and again.
KARMA (or accumulated merit or demerit of these lives) is also EVIL. It is a punitive law.
Perfection in this realm is impossible because the agents of evil programming cannot be completely avoided under present circumstances. Even the life force is tainted with an evil intent.
What this has meant of course is that the beings entering this evil universe are trapped for they
are forever paying KARMA for transgressions.
Not only that, but also the KARMIC LAW invented by EVIL MIND has been dispensed unjustly!
The punishment metered out to the true Permanent Atom Beings has not been the just punishment for the transgressions committed. They have been exploited.
Having no memory of transgressions has allowed this evil practice to continue.
Only a few special beings have escaped this evil system. [H: Do you suppose the author
made his escape?]
2. THE FOOD CHAIN
An interdependent food chain was created into the bogus creation. This locks all beings in the
physical into fear, emotional exploitation and dependence.
Not only that, programming can occur at any link in the chain, hence AUTOMATIC and INVOLUNTARY programming occurs because everything is CONTAMINATED.
Nutrition in the real plan was by direct pranic absorption. After the completion of the transformation period, by the year 3,000, that is how it will be again.
No being was to kill another in order to fulfill an artificial instinct.
Some foods are more dangerous than others to the spiritual well-being of consciousness, and
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cause more programming than others.
3. TRANSLOCATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS
Some consciousnesses have been kidnapped from, and translocated to other planets, solar systems, galaxies and even other universes—all in order to mix, confuse and exploit. [H: Kidnapped,
yet! I find that idea interesting since YOU have the prime “banishment” (check meaning of
banishment with the Native Americans) planet for ones with LESSONS TO BE LEARNED.
YOU ARE A PRISON PLANET! You cannot get off the planet. If you go out you have to
come back, if you go up you have to come back down. You have problems, friends!]
There are approximately 1 billion people on Earth today who do not belong here. [H: Absurd!
If you are on the Earth today—you most certainly belong here.]
Due to these evil creations and practices, a near total replacement of all original structures
occurred.
As was outlined in the book, Revelation of the Truth, all the Maya and evil structures, evil
agents and emotions will be destroyed totally and forever to allow the re-establishment of the DIVINE Plan.
When distortion to this Universe was noted, rescuers were sent to investigate, review, report
back, then rectify and reestablish order. That is what is occurring now.
Initially they presented as teachers to re-awaken people to what had happened.
Some of the teachers presented as well-known spiritual philosophers—Rama, Krishna, Moses,
Buddha, Jesus, Mohammad, Sai Baba, Babaji (Heidakhan). Others were not as prominent, but
helped with teaching, philosophy, the arts, etc.
Others worked quietly and incognito for the good of the planet.
The beings were reminded by these teachers again and again and again, that a distortion had
occurred.
Unfortunately, the warnings fell on deaf ears. The society became evil. The teachings were
pounced upon and distorted totally so that through the ages they have become ineffective.
The truth of their teachings has been grossly disfigured. [H: Yes, and I begin to see WHO has
helped that disfigurement along!] It has become hidden in the proclamations of hierarchical
structures in ever-increasing rules, regulations, dogma, rhetoric, etc.
All these merely confused the issue. The resultant institutions (called religions) have stifled the
True Divine messages. [H: My golly, can’t the kettle ever see his own black backsides while
pointing fingers at the pot? Has this speaker in authority done better? Worse? Do you see
the difficulty we have as ordinary old Hosts in your incredibly UNCONSCIOUS world? The
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simplicity of TRUTH is so incredible and magnificent. Why do you continue in the offering
of more and more ridiculous garbage to be heaped upon you? BECAUSE—with KNOWING
TRUTH—COMES RESPONSIBILITY AND EVERYONE WANTS TO HIDE FROM RESPONSIBILITY!!] These institutions have been overrun by non-PA beings who serve evil.
These institutions have restricted free thought, confused, caused prejudice, intolerance and fanaticism. They have become revengeful and punitive.
They have fostered wars, bigotry, hatred and tortuous inquisitions.
They have imposed punishments and restrictions.
They have highlighted their own differences so that there would be more violence, confusion,
hatred, intolerance and wars.
The result has been persistent religious wars and persecutions with all sides claiming to represent God.
[H: Ah, but did this author not give you a LIMITED God who couldn’t change anything in
this FIXED and wondrous plan? Is this some other God or Absolute that is going to DEPOPULATE AND ORDER TO DOOM A WHOLE BUNCH OF YOU BUMS? My, my, how
interesting. Well, let us go on for this is at the least entertaining and amusing in conceptual
lack of understanding of TRUTH.]
With the cleansing phase, as consciousness is cleared out of the physical, other things will
happen: [H: I’m sorry to interrupt again but it appears this person is going to have all consciousness cleared out of the physical. I thought the masses on earth planet were already
without consciousness.]
1. The Evil Mind will be trapped and destroyed and a benign replacement given. [H: What a
relief.]
2. There will be a systematic placement of all beings in their proper class. [H: Class?]
3. Those from other worlds will be returned. [H: I don’t want any of your unconscious ones in
MY WORLD! Keep it in your hearts.]
4. A New Sun will introduce a new unpolluted energy. [H: Your OLD sun doesn’t produce
pollution—YOU do.]
5. The bogus creations will be replaced. [H: Creation IS. How you can simply replace that
which IS? Further, since Creation IS then there, by the laws of universal physics be NO
“BOGUS” CREATIONS. Think about it.]
6. All will be judged. [H: No, all will JUDGE SELVES!]
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7. All found unworthy will be transmuted within the next 40 years—this is the TRANSMUTATION PERIOD. [H: Well, at least he is giving you longer than his original 15 year-plan.]
8. Those to continue will be awakened, healed if spiritually injured, and retrained to the modes
required for the New Era. [H: Awakened? If all “consciousness” is gone—what is there to
awaken?]
The Transformation period of 1,000 years will occur after this. In it a reversal of the bogus
changes to the environment, Kingdoms, creatures, etc., will occur.
The body for the New Age will evolve with the passage of each generation. The new body will
not need:
* respiratory
* alimentary, and
* sexual tracts. [H: That ought to bring terror to the hearts of Dr. Ruth, not to mention the
laxative industry. Why have “human” if you are not going to be HUMAN? I guess this is
just another limitation of God?]
It will be impervious to injury, disease and death.
Improvements will occur with each new generation.
Genetic and congenital abnormalities and malformations will be rectified.
Consciousness will be continuous when the shell is dropped—we are the generations which
will not know death. [H: Ah, I see he has included himself within “the generations” which
will not know death.]
Nutrition will eventually be by direct energy absorption. [H: I hope so—with no alimentary
systems.]
Killing of other for food will not occur.
The various classes of consciousness in the physical bodies will be revealed and become recognizable.
Many are undergoing changes to their physical and subtle bodies to bring down connections to
a Supra-Mental consciousness for the rest of the population.
It would not have been possible to restore this dimension to order without:
1. Destruction of the EVIL MIND, its evil society and its evil non-PA beings.
2. Clearing of the planet.
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3. Introduction of new unpolluted energy into this Universe (in this solar system it will be
dispensed by a new Sun).
What is happening is necessary and inevitable and for the good of all faithful true beings in
creation.
It is with this knowledge of these revelations that each individual must return within and contact the inner nuclear mind. [H: It sounds to me as if the individual should connect and contact
his own BRAIN.] He must contact his Essences within. He must find out his identity, his very own
and unique blueprint, his allegiance and his WORTHINESS.
The faithless and evil will superficially reject all this because they will not want to believe.
They will attack or deny all this. Deep down they know it is all true. There is no escape and they
know it. Their protests are in vain. They have had countless chances. [H: I guess I know where
I fit.]
They know all these things are inevitable and they will crawl away to exist within their selfcreated bubble, containing that Gloom of Doom until they are judged and transmuted.
To the skeptics I suggest that they tabulate what is given and that they tick off the events as they
occur, and of course see their own skepticism crushed by the occurrences. [H: I also suggest you
do this for you will feel ever so much the better for having noted that most has not come off,
on time at the least, and never at best.]
To the truly faithful beings this information will help bring enlightenment, joy, happiness and
fulfillment. [H: He has got to be kidding.]
They will look with excitement to the future World of Peace, harmony and blissful progress to
their True abode—the realm of the Absolute. [H: The “absolute” WHAT?]
The faithful will focus on the New World and not on the painful and inevitable steps needed to
rid this planet of evil.
They will inherit the EARTH. [H: Good grief, who would want an unconscious earth with
an absolute (fool perhaps) for a creator?]
They will NEVER look back! [H: Never look back? I thought they would inherit the thing
so where is what to look “back” at?]
Dr. J. Chiappalone
***
May God in His great Wisdom—HELP US ALL, PLEASE!
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Enough “Karma” for today, scribe. Go forth and be glad—that it is not this aforegoing PLAN
which is the Divine Plan in the Mind of GOD! Bless and thank GOD for HIS infinite GRACE
and unlimited capabilities from which can flow CREATION of such magnificence as to stagger the imaginings. Praise God that consciousness is RETURNING unto God’s people and
unconsciousness is being lessened.
May, further, this “Chip off the old Balony” (Chiappalone) be honored and blessed for the lessons
he offers for there is not a measure to be paid in value as is the EXAMPLE.
Salu.
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CHAPTER 8
REC #2 HATONN
WED., OCT. 26, 1994 10:19 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 071
WED., OCT. 26, 1994
THE FOOLISHNESS OF LIES
We actually have in front of us an advertisement for Mensa (the High IQ Society) for the following:
How to Pass the Mensa Entrance Exam WITHOUT ACTUALLY TAKING IT.
I think this pretty well tells it all. Let us consider what this means. This means that what is already
a boring, dreary, Elite garbage heap—now becomes even deeper in trash and garbage. Now you can
have a SOCIETY OF FUDGERS! A group based on a “High IQ” assumes that the very ones who
set up and activate a “society” like this are Elite status-hounds. IT IS WHAT YOU DO AND HOW
YOU USE that which you have which is in point—not how high you score on your smugness
examinations.
It reminds me of “expert” status labels. Expert?? The jokes say that Expert (ex-spurt) simply
means a “has been drip under pressure”! What it is supposed to indicate is KNOWLEDGE in a
given subject—which does not even require a very high “IQ”! It simply means that someone cares
enough to learn all he can about a given subject, talent or focus.
Persons in this “category” of “expert” can study and in finally gaining knowledge regarding a
subject—can draw conclusions. However, I remind everyone that until ALL is KNOWN, the summations and conclusions are STILL but theories.
Why do I turn to this particular subject? Because in our ongoing legal confrontations there comes
a time for “expert witnesses” to testify, with KNOWLEDGE, regarding, singularly, Dharma. The
subject of “religion” must be considered because “religious intent” is supposed to be a “dealing
with” the unseen—the invisible universe as relates to a God or Higher Being. Mostly “religions”
deal with which church can get the most members and money into the coffers and SELL the participants (members) on this or that IDEA. Spirituality becomes synonymous with Spiritualism. No, it
is NOT the same and MAN who puts limitations on GOD in his own supreme all-knowing assumptions (usually someone who puts his credentials right up front as being a member of something like “Mensa”) is usually chosen to pronounce validity or invalidity on ANOTHER who “believes”—usually “differently” than they.
CHRISTIANS
Readers, I do not want to be labeled in your language and definition as “Christian” according to
your PRACTICE of Christianity. I walk with, talk with, and endeavor to serve and be AS: CHRIST.
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Good grief, look around you; I KNOW that the so-called “Christians” are going to be destroyed in
the efforts of the Elite hierarchy of the Adversary. Why would I degrade the title of being Christlike with the doctrined and regulated (according to men) clubs you have? Why would I, for instance, refuse the “mark of the beast” when not KNOWING, even, what IS the “mark”!? That
would simply put me out front to be destroyed FIRST! The “mark of the beast” GOD CONSIDERS—is within the heart in the most silent place of being—THE SOUL. You can get your entire
body COVERED in tattoos and marks—and it touches not the soul one iota.
We who are truly “Christ-like” ARE NOT a threat to the physical would-be-kings for our very
KNOWING disallows us from rising up in horror or war against the physical expression. Why
would you, when you KNOW TRUTH, do such stupid actions? Does that mean that we either
condone or act in evil manners? NO! It means that we DO NOT PRESENT FALSE CHARADE
AS BEING GODLY WHEN WE ARE REALLY INTENT ON DOING THAT WHICH IS ACTUALLY AGAINST THE LAWS OF GOD AND CREATION!
Christianity as a life-style accepted in the physical domain is what is under attack here. The enemy
Adversary of God is not brave enough to tackle the TRUE Christ-like beings! So, he will destroy
the false “Christians” and in so doing he will scare the pants off anyone who takes a label resembling “Christian”. As a matter of fact, most terms indicating such intent have already been
removed from your “Western” (whatever that might mean) religions. You nice people go further
and stop calling your religions “religion”. You call it philosophy, psychology, or even, God forbid,
SCIENCE! Science and religion are as far opposites as Military and Intelligence!
Worse yet, words which are utilized to have meaning of one focus—are usurped to no longer MEAN
IN DEFINITION WHAT THEY “DID”! I speak here of such as God, creator, soul, faith, salvation,
sin, right, wrong, evil, et cetera. All of these terms are impossible to use unless they be defined.
However, I find that even though, for instance, just me in my sharing, when I carefully and succinctly DEFINE terms I use—the message NEVER reaches the reader in time to stop the wrong
idea of the terminology. Who can read journal number 108 out of context and expect to know what
I said and defined in journal number one?
PHILOSOPHY
This term is tossed about at random. But, it is not any better because the terms are so unwieldy as
to furnish no insight without becoming a full-fledged and accepted “philosopher”—who probably
doesn’t KNOW a thing about what he speaks. Many expressions such as, get this one: “categorical
imperative” are not only awkward but tend to impose upon those who are familiar with them the
whole perspective of their originators rather than an isolated concept. Its major drawback, however, is the same as my own problems—NOBODY KNOWS WHAT YOU MEAN BY THE EXPRESSION! How many of you reading this know what is MEANT by “categorical imperative”? I
thought NOT. Why do you have to complicate things? Because each person coming along wishes
to make HIS MARK and that is what pulls you further and further AWAY from the simplicity of
GOD and into the confusion of MAN human.
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SCIENCE
Here you have a real doozy. The language of science itself is spoken more widely than that of
philosophy; it is less confused than that of the religions but it is almost as dogmatic in its perspective. And, you have to decide “which” science is concerned or in point. If you haven’t tried to
figure out “computer language” then you won’t know what I say here. What, for instance is meant
by “DOS RAM”? In “Mexican” it would mean “two male sheep”! So, I guess it probably does not
mean that in computer “language”? By the same token, how can you hope to reclaim a Constitutional way of government IF YOU DON’T KNOW WHAT IS IN THE CONSTITUTION IN THE
FIRST PLACE?
Well, science may have a more definitive language than does religion for it tends to deal with
objective realities, but dogmatically ignores that which it calls “objective” realities which are considered to be concepts in “consciousness” rather than tangible objects. But SOUL IS essence—and
NOT a tangible “object”.
You can never fully know the accuracy of your sensory information but, even if you assume it to be
accurate, your language, scientific or not, seldom points to objective realities. “That table” designates an objective reality, but “a table” does not. Similarly, a language that talks of light waves,
pulses, frequencies, mass, velocity, gravitation, LIGHT as ALL, molecules, electrons, etc., is a
language of CONCEPTS rather than one pointing to objective realities. So how can you categorize
SELF? How can you categorize ANOTHER? You can shift individuals into categories ONLY
BECAUSE they willingly allow that to happen.
Ones wish to identify ME as a leader of “some kind of religion”. No. I have no religion! I have
Spiritual TRUTH! Cult? NO!—there is only ME—and possibly inclusive is my secretary—who
does not NECESSARILY EVEN UNDERSTAND THAT WHICH I OFFER. GOD has a group—
and ALL of you are searching for that family group. But, you search in all the halls of MAN—and
almost never in the TRUTH OF GOD. Why? BECAUSE IT REQUIRES RESPONSIBILITY
IN TRUTH OF ACTIONS.
DEFINE, THEN, “RELIGION”
A “religion” is a concept of the cause, reality, and purpose of the universe, and a conscious attempt
to attain harmony and balance with that reality and aid that purpose. Note that I am not including
what you consider “religion” as expressed through the “clubs” who attempt to sway the will of
hypothesized god by prayer, sacrifice, good behavior, prostrate worship, or other propitiation. These
attempts to enlist the power of the universe for selfish interests, rather than attain harmony with and
aid universal purpose, must not be included in religion as we define it, unless we are going to
simply ABANDON ALL HOPE OF DEVELOPING REVERENCE for TRUTH. Only in THIS
definition can I begin to relate anything I offer to “religion”. This, however, makes it even more
difficult to actually define—for my thrust is only toward Lighted Truth and that by necessity CAUSES
ME TO CONSIDER GOD AS THE FOCAL POINT. I can only refer to GOD CREATOR in
KNOWING—if I realize HIS/HER REALITY and WHAT THAT “SOURCE” IS.
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God is LIGHT and ALL CREATOR. It is only through the actual THOUGHT OF GOD that we
ARE! Therefore WE ARE LIGHT! Now I must ask the experts, HOW CAN I DISCUSS THESE
SUBJECTS WITHOUT USING THE SCIENCE KNOWN THROUGH THOSE WHO CAME
FORTH BEFORE ME—TO EXPLAIN THIS TRUTH?
Here I must refer to the injunction against some of the journals produced through these “hands” at
this keyboard. If there be a valid representation of TRUTH—does it lessen the first presenter by
focusing on his GIFT TO SCIENCE AND HUMANITY? Does any group or man have claim to
TRUTH? IS IT NOT BETTER TO OFFER THAT TRUTH IN PURE FORM WHERE POSSIBLE
IN HONOR OF THE GIVER GONE BEFORE—OR DO WE MAKE SILLY REVELATIONS
DANCING ABOUT ON PIN-HEADS WHICH OBVIATE AND NEGATE THE VERY TRUTH
WE SET FORTH ORIGINALLY TO SHARE?
Further, if the gifter gone before is disallowed the right of passage of information—how can those
left behind have right to bury the information or hold for material gain and yet go forth and sue, for
money, the ones coming forth with that information—AGAIN. If, in fact, that first receiver of the
concept in truth—even CLAIMS TO HAVE RECEIVED IT FROM HIGHER SOURCE—THIS IN
ITSELF INDICATES THERE IS A SOURCE HIGHER WHO CAN RECREATE THE INFORMATION AND PRESENT IT.
I want it known RIGHT HERE AND NOW that major portions of this week’s work at this keyboard
are almost verbatim duplication of information we have offered prior to this week. In many instances it is WORD-FOR-DUPLICATED-WORD—yet Dharma moved not from her keyboard,
utilized nothing save her fingers and didn’t even know it was duplication. A couple of the writings
are directly from injunctioned journals (not from Russell, however) OF WHICH THERE ARE NO
COPIES AVAILABLE EVEN IF THERE WERE DESIRE TO COPY SAME. I suggest the ones
who keep such tabs on our ongoing work to prove us bastardly—go find the passages!!!!
What is my point? There is an “expert witness” brought (sent) forth to study the persons and
subjects in point here—so that some COURT opinion can be gained in insight as to this person at
the keyboard and my invisible self who turns information into print. I honor this person in point for
he is an honored authority on “Religion Studies”. But, how can we make presentation in reasonable
reflection IF HE KNOWS NOT A THING ABOUT ME OR THEE? Readers who follow our
presentations will have to be patient while we offer information and allow him to WITNESS the
ongoing procedures. I have no need to play games or make “tricks” for the convincing of one entity
or that of another. IF ONE CAN BELIEVE IN GOD—HE MUST, BY FACT, BELIEVE IN THE
ALL-KNOWING POSSIBILITIES OF GOD. If one man can receive through higher mind or God
gift—then ANY and ALL can likewise receive in the same manner.
The point in focus for this exercise IS DIRECTLY REQUIRED by University of Science & Philosophy to somehow “prove” that Dharma is a plagiarist. Why? We of this domain do not even
agree with the fundamental premises of the US&P OR RUSSELL’S IDEA OF “RELIGION”. That
fact has been made clear in EVERY VOLUME REGARDING “LIGHT” AND WALTER
RUSSELL’S FOCUS ON THE SUBJECT.
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Further, in knowing that which would follow as MANKIND is further deprived of the KNOWLEDGE—it was carefully laid forth—the DIFFERENCES and the assumptions of connections and
methodology were NOT UTILIZED IN ANY WAY. Further, even the remotest possibilities of
copyright were carefully taken into account. The works of Russell were GIVEN BY RUSSELL to
Princeton University and other holders. The only volumes available were in copyright “LIMBO”.
So what is MY point? THAT GOD CAN SERVE MAN IN OFFERING INSIGHT AND KNOWLEDGE IN TRUTH—ANY WAY HE CHOOSES! FURTHER, IF A WRITER CANNOT DEPEND
UPON A PUBLISHER TO DO HIS RESPONSIBLE WORK—WHY WOULD THE WRITER
HAVE TO GO THROUGH THE MIRE OF LEGAL HARASSMENT—FROM THAT VERY PUBLISHER IN POINT AND HIS FAILURE OF DUTIES? THIS IS THE POINT—NOT INDIVIDUAL
HURT-FEELINGS. WHY, FURTHER, WOULD OUR WORK BEAR A PUBLISHER’S COPYRIGHT STAMPS—WHEN THERE WAS NEVER INTENT OF SUCH LIMITATIONS ON
ANYTHING PRESENTED THROUGH THESE HANDS OR COMMUNICATIONS?
What has happened here is that two entities, Green and US&P, have joined forces—and fight for
GAIN of monetary resource, against that which was “set-up” (albeit in ignorance of actions) through
agreements and secret dealings. My people are not even ALLOWED TO KNOW THE CONTRACT AGREEMENTS OF THE SECRET ARRANGEMENTS. Is this fair? Is this even legal?
No, but neither is life “fair”. Unfortunately the courts are not longer “just” either.
Why don’t we just “copyright” the letters of your alphabet and let us then see how much writing any
of you can do!!?? Why do we not copyright and then give no permission to utilize the scientific
truth of NUMBERS? THE UNIVERSE IS MADE UP OF LIGHT AND EXPRESSED THROUGH
MATHEMATICAL PRESENTATIONS.
I WILL GO ON RECORD AS STATING HERE AND NOW THAT OUR WORK HAS DONE
MORE TO HELP AND INCREASE INFORMATION ABOUT US&P AND WALTER RUSSELL
THAN ANYTHING TO DATE!!! My people should be charging for the contribution and advertising value. I have yet to have my people encounter a single person for the first time into the matter—
WHO HAS SO MUCH AS PRIORLY HEARD OF WALTER RUSSELL OR THE UNIVERSITY
OF SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY. THIS INCLUDES ATTORNEYS, JUDGES, CLERKS, JURORS AND EXPERT WITNESSES! So I ask you, how much DAMAGE has been done to unknown parties BY LESSER KNOWN ENTITIES???? “THEY” offer myriads of seminars, study
courses, classes, meditation teachings and thus and so—WE DO NOTHING OF THE SORT—
NOTHING!
Ah, “they” even refuse to respond with “damages”. Why might this be? I would guess because it
will be found that they have had great GAIN—not loss from this escapade through the jungle.
What gain have these notorious “Ekkers”? Well, they had something but no longer have anything,
have lost everything in assets, lost all property and peace of mind about physical security, and have
no expectation of ever having anything again. In fact, I note that THEY DO NOT WANT ANYTHING TO THEIR NAME—IT SIMPLY IS NOT WORTH THE INCREDIBLE PRESSURES OF
THOSE WHO WOULD TAKE EVERYTHING! So, what might they have received in return for
the bashing? Peace of mind through soul TRUTH, have come to learn VALUE in TRUTH, and that
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“things” are but passing expression which can CONTROL the very fiber of being—or, released,
can place true value on that which is PRICELESS.
REMINDING TO DHARMA
As Doris Ekker (dharma) sits on the “hot-seats” of focus and somehow is expected, as am I, to
PROVE something or other, I find her totally at ease. How could this be so as one knows one goes
to the highest court for “trial”? Because she bears TRUTH which always IS sufficient. I have not,
nor shall I ever, fail her needs. In that comfort comes total faith and trust and that TRUTH proves
ITSELF.
I have to remind her here, however, of a message I gave to her on Thursday, May 16, 1991. I wrote
it as the first speaking of the “Introduction” for Matter, Anti-Matter & What’s The Matter (one of
the banned journals). She has no way to reference the writing so I will repeat it as we walk through
dark shadows and decisions are painful—AGAIN and AGAIN and AGAIN.
QUOTE:
I come as a brother, Dharma—but most of all, I come as a FRIEND for there can be no higher
brotherhood. I shall keep your confidence; I will hold your hand whilst you “choose” and I will
love you—I will NOT interfere NOR intervene (in anything) without ultimate petition and then
permission, and I will do nothing FOR you unless it be to carry you when you are too weary to go
farther for this, in turn, is that which the Father does for ME! He has given unto us wonders
beyond description and the ability to “create” from that which appears not to be—then HE commands that We act and choose accordingly. I am Hatonn sent to clear the path and bear one of the
lamps for safe passage.
END QUOTE
I went on to say, about the information which would be offered: “...There remains such misperceptions of which ones long to have clarity and, yet, without a foundation of knowledge of how it IS,
there can be no understanding.”
I believe I will just repeat what I said back then—for it is even more appropriate for THIS DAY.
QUOTING:
As most of you read this you will ask, “Why haven’t you told us THIS before?” Because we are
not playing metaphysical games nor star tiddle-de-winks. There is a manifested physical dimension in which you are existing and functioning. You do not know (or remember, as the case is) the
universal laws for you don’t even know the real laws on your place. But it is time to speak of some
things which will be difficult for some of you for many take the words coming forth in Truth, from
whatever source, and do very well—until you plaster YOUR name on the documents and project
some steadfast names and dates. The training of a receiver is a long and tedious process and I offer
no negative to you who are receiving great and wondrous things—I only ask you to remember
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guidelines and beware—for the one who is evil will be the first to contact and contract with you.
If you present a document to all the brethren such as I have received from several and name the
association to be of God—be most careful for you are often simply being USED and will greatly
damage ones who do not know otherwise and become the laughing point of ones who do KNOW
OTHERWISE.
CLUES
I have one who has sent one of the most beauteous documents I have ever read and I feel the
growth within the being and the truthful thrust of intent to serve. Most ones simply do not know
HOW to disconnect from self and, yet, what is wrong with utilizing your own wondrous gift of
understanding and accepting responsibility for that which is your own God within? I do not know
how to respond without appearing to offend and my intent is anything but that for I have a “live”
and willing participant and frankly do not wish to lose him to the egotistical path of Earth. Neither
can I allow, with my own sanctions, something to go forth which bears errors and are supposedly
spoken by GOD.
There are things to watch for in writing and receiving and guidelines laid forth for any “speaker”—
so beware ones who call themselves God, Aton, Maitreya, Christos, Wakan Tanka, Grandfather,
etc. For these ones bear great energy and They don’t really care for errors in pronouncements of
THEIR intent. Anything that LIMITS GOD or places sanctions or specifics is usually not of God
source. I say “usually” for the “testing” might well be laid forth in full intent to trap the receiver
and/or “Hatonn” for allowing passage of that which is not fully understood or laid forth. If it comes
not into my attention it is not my responsibility but this has come directly to me for comment.
So, P.P., you have presented a choice of 1. CHANGE YOUR WAYS; 2. GET OFF THE PLANET.
I need go no further—for there are a myriad of choices which include neither of these two.
You write that God “prefers” non-intervention—nay, son, HE DOES NOT INTERVENE unless
on an individual basis with petition from the individual.
God, as such, did NOT give the documents you name (the Declaration of Independence, the
Constitution and the Bill of Rights), even though they were inspired. Ask the native Indians if
THEY feel the documents were from God. Ask the enslaved “blacks” who were considered a
“half”-a-man-unit. They were guided and corrections made but still they carried forth errors even
into your Bill of Rights. They are, however, the only thing left which can guide and secure freedom
while you clean up your act and get back into some Grace with Creator. God participated to the
extent MAN would allow it. Man is allowed to do that which he will—but, he is also informed that
he shall most certainly reap the reward of the harvest from the crop he plants.
Then, you have made a most simple error which would mean naught except to your enemy who
redefined the term “israel”. You have spelled that word with a capital “I” which in the mere grammatical sense indicates “a place” and not a description. You have gone on to clarify the term but
your adversary would not overlook the error for you pronounce it of God and God has proclaimed
that the israelites of his people, are NOT the Zionists (“Jews” who are not Jews nor of Zion) who
have stolen a land from Palestine.
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Next, you refer to the documents in point as “sacred”. This is a strong term and might well be
acceptable for human evaluation—GOD DOES NOT consider them sacred in any form. HE considers the Laws of Himself (God as Creator) and of The Creation to be sacred—THOSE ARE
THINGS untampered by man. You must understand—MAN NEEDED NO OTHER LAWS THAN
THOSE OF GOD AND CREATION!
I wish to pick no further except for one more detail. God does not even give the moment of
decision or appearance unto crew nor to the Son who leads the pack. When it is said that “I (God)
say that if you don’t cease negating life on this land then know that, as of July 4, 1991, those who
choose to continue displeasing your landlord will find them being evicted without further notice or
recourse.” I must speak out. Why do I know that that is not true? Because we counsel constantly
and it is not given forth as to specific times for that is exactly that which pulls man away from God’s
speakers. [H: I would interrupt my own speech here to note that this was in response to one
who wrote “as a receiver for God” about what would be happening on July 4, 1991. OBVIOUSLY—the thing of considered happening, DID NOT OCCUR. This writing under representing was written on MAY 16, 1991, from the “Introduction” as noticed before.] This is
a clue above all clues—when a specific moment, day, etc., is given—for with God there is NO
TIME and NO SPACE. HE only projects generalities and possibilities for, at the moment He would
give specifics more than “at this moment...”, the brotherhood of evil would meet and for that very
day there would be NOTHING evil take place—so as to discount the very word of God. Neither do
you ones need a thousand speakers (FOR) a being....
END QUOTING
Ah, I ramble on, for the subject in point at the beginning of this writing dealt with “religion” and we
have digressed to old messages. I thank you for your indulgence, however, as it is difficult to
understand that which takes place here in the systems of communication. I am rather astounded at
what we encounter. I offer, she types and neither of us pushes our messages or our communication
off onto others. I marvel that so many find the meanness in their hearts to attack that which was
never pushed upon them in the first place. Is it just possible that our work IS TRUTH—and even
the attackers (actually, ESPECIALLY the attackers), KNOW it is truth and cannot bear the contradictions being felt within as they TOUCH UPON TRUTH?
I remind all readers that it is your choice whether to read the material, toss the material, or simply
have an open mind for possibilities. God forces nothing upon you—much less do I, HIS servant. I
find it most interesting that from a tiny focus HERE at a keyboard—the world can get so “upset”—
IF WHAT WE OFFER BE NOT TRUTH! Ponder it.
Thank you and good morning. Hatonn to clear, please.
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CHAPTER 9
REC #3 HATONN
WED., OCT. 26, 1994 3:26 P.M. YEAR 8, DAY 071
WED., OCT. 26, 1994
Thank you for sitting a third time today. I have need of getting some more information to hard copy
before our meeting on Friday with guests.
I am going to speak about “religions” in furthering the topic of earlier this day as well as allow
perception of what goes on as we communicate. It is not that ones do not know “their” subject but
rather to give validity to possibilities not yet considered carefully. This includes one, Dharma’s,
need for receiving. I also want it well understood that she clears her space meticulously and ONLY
accepts input from we who ARE who we claim to be—in service to our ONE SOURCE, in Truth.
There is NEVER intent to damage, usurp, take from another, or in any manner whatsoever bring
hurt or pain to ANY other. If our work is taken and misused—how much responsibility resides for
that action with the typist? If the court clerk takes down the words of the Judge spoken from the
Bench—does the secretary-clerk have responsibility for that which the Judge spake? What if the
Judge calls on the telephone or wireless radio phone? Does this make the Judge “lesser” somehow
for his invisibility? If, in turn, a third party takes that judicial material and shows copyright for the
material under his private “corporation” and distributes it—is the secretary, OR THE JUDGE FOR
THAT MATTER, responsible for the publication? If a scribe retypes the information given to John
the Revelator in the book you call “Holy” and it is taken and reprinted and published under, albeit
false claim, private copyright or even without indication of copyright—is the typist liable?
Further, if the Judge feels damaged by such use—and sues, is he not obligated to sue the CORRECT PARTIES or does he make agreements and settlement with the culprit and continue to debase and degrade and take from the clerk? Is not the Judge, further, obligated to present the DAMAGES sustained in documented FORMAT? If we speak of “fraud” as is being suggested by opponents in the case in point, US&P against Ekker, is there not obligation to at the least hear INTENT
of fraudulent actions? If you have one who “types” and publishes NOTHING, gains NOTHING,
and certainly SELLS NOTHING—is it reasonable that intent to defraud or damage is present?
Dharma believes that what she does is both honorable and in no way damages ANY OTHER. How
can one who respects the opposing corporation’s material in point of any of the journals in judicial
dispute—set forth to DAMAGE that very being or his work or truth?
Regardless what US&P’s speaker may advocate or deny—the facts are that they DO represent that
which is a religion, a group intent and, for goodness sakes, have built a “university” around same.
Is it the simple subject of LIGHT in focus here? No—it is the “religious” aspects of New Age
connectedness. Further, Lao Russell CLAIMS in documentation that Walter Russell was a HU75

MANIST. What does that mean? Go look it up. Walter, however, in direct opposition to that
premise, proved by his very work in scientific diagram and concept (that he claims to have received
from God) that he was a Spiritual receiver—if nothing else. He was in the very depths of giving
evidence and proof of that SPIRITUAL existence in a positive presentation. He stated that his work
was for MANKIND. He further offered it to any and all who would partake and even debated it in
open news-print. He left great volumes of work to Princeton University TO BE SHARED FREELY.
Now, I petition all, how can a grandmother sitting in a basement at a keyboard bring GREAT
DAMAGE to such as a major corporation in Virginia or anywhere else? Is it not possible that the
focus is in the wrong direction? Is not the very WORD OF GOD at stake here? If sauce is,
likewise, good for the goose—what of the gander in the same pot?
How is it that a great university comes against a pair of elderly people and continue year after year
to get SOMETHING great in monetary sums—from ones with NO THING? Could it be that the
one with whom they made unwise contracts and agreements has lied to them? Could it be? Further,
could it be equally damaging to the university in point that its highest officer continues to use
massive sums of money to attack and gouge one with NOTHING? WHERE IS THE WISDOM OF
SUCH ACTION IN RELATIONSHIP TO GOODNESS AND VIRTUE WHICH IS PREACHED
IN THEIR COURSES IN HIGHER CONSCIOUSNESS AND UNDERSTANDING WITHIN SPIRITUAL TRUTH?
How do we KNOW that this takes place and that the opposition works hand-in-hand with Green, et
al? Because the same questions and answers from ALL depositions are shared and taken from
context, ERRORS EVEN TO DATES in all documents from EACH and ALL parties in opposition
are utilized in all OTHER cases. George Green’s attorney used information from US&P’s attorney’s deposition of Ekkers over an attorney fee dispute—in his court case to gain access to Mr.
Overton’s gold—ERRORS AND ALL!
Ekkers continue to be labeled “cult” (the Ekker cult). Cult? People, there are no ones here save
Doris and E.J. in the Ekker “hierarchy”—that hardly denotes a full-blown “cult” or anything else so
foolish. It does ring badly on the ears of ones reading the Associated Press article stating as much,
however, on the day the Waco group was incinerated!!
FRIENDS (and sometimes spy enemies) may well sit with us if I be speaking (both are welcome
and welcome without fees or coercion—in fact, we can’t seem to get rid of them)—but there is no
cult or groupie. Certainly there is no reason to pain selves by sitting-in if you disagree. Nothing
binds you to our presence save self—for whatever reasoning you might present. If you believe me
not—why discomfort self—you are not impressing God somehow for HE sees through the facade.
If, further, I be false and “Grandma Ekker” is considered a fraud or a false prophet—why do you
continue to kick her and demand presence and hearing in her space—OR MINE?
Is this offering a “somehow” religion? NO. Let me tell you what is “religion” and perhaps you can
see the difference in TRUTH and RELIGION. NOBODY has to listen to me or even discomfort
selves in ANY WAY WHATSOEVER—THAT is hardly “religion”! I certainly do NOT demand an
income tax form copy so I can set your tithing tax. What is it our enemies want from us? SILENCE
OF TRUTH! Evil intent cannot bear LIGHTED TRUTH. Therefore, observers—we must be
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doing something RIGHT!
RELIGIONS
I have to use the plural of “religion” because there are as many religions as you have sheeple. I
certainly DO NOT ask you to “follow me”! In fact, I am commissioned to present the WORD—not
lead a flock of sheeple anywhere! If you believe as I KNOW Truth to be—you are welcome. If not
I prefer you get thee from me. I do not accuse or defend—it simply IS as it IS.
To even begin to understand that of which I speak—you have to begin to look at facts and what,
exactly, comprises or is the nature of, religions.
In deciding on a “religion” (I don’t speak of Truth here—simply a “religion”), what need you have
in a “proper” religion?
Well, firstly, I recognize that there should be an offering of some type of origin, reality, and certainly, a purpose—in religion since it deals with greater things—within, for, and of the universe.
Secondly, it needs an ethical concept (good or bad) for man’s relation to the universe as a whole;
and for man’s relation to each of its parts, including other men, it should be explicitly derived from
its concept of the universe and be in harmony with that concept (good or bad in perception).
Thirdly, the practical results of its ethical concept should aim at aiding the purpose of the universe.
(I probably am over-defining “ethical” for the term indicates “good” and “unethical” indicates
“bad”—however, it has no longer such definitive meaning as to just pass on by the topic assuming
your comprehension of MY meaning.)
In the third instance the practical results presumably would consist of determining man’s function
in it (the universe), and creating a culture whose effect on man’s evolutionary development would
produce a man even BETTER fitted to that function of aiding the universe.
Considering the first of these, the second and third would probably present no difficulty. However,
very little poking in the awesome aggregation of religious concepts is necessary to show us that we
are going to have difficulty in finding a fully satisfying explanation of the universe among them.
Certainly when we toss in the concept of a duality of universe and all things within it and relate all
within it to LIGHT—(an electric universe)—we have problems, don’t we? So we effort to fit bits
and pieces together into a coherent whole in 30-second sound bites. So, it appears that you might
well want to toss out the whole of the baby, bathwater and all—AND START FRESH.
With that distinct possibility kept in mind, let us here consider HOW this aggregate of concepts
came into being. HOW DO RELIGIONS START IN THE FIRST PLACE?
HOW AND WHY RELIGIONS BEGIN
Men perceive things about themselves and the universe. They assemble these perceptions into
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patterns which fit together (even if conceptually incorrect), with a seeming cohesion, or at the least,
an apparent significance, and these patterns are called “concepts”. The all-embracing pattern, which
includes all knowledge of self, all knowledge of everything in the universe, and gives total significance to all other concepts, and conscious purpose to one’s life, is properly one’s religious concept.
It must now be noted that most religious concepts show a remarkable tendency towards instability
as KNOWLEDGE progresses. Their patterns are disturbed by and unable to accommodate NEW
FACTS. A stable, well-thought-out concept of the universe is an essential factor of a sound religion, and all one’s actions, and his sense of right and wrong, should properly derive from it. However, as one must continue to act even while his concept of the universe is forming, or has begun to
disintegrate, he often makes ethical decisions whose basis, the total concept of the universe, is
incompletely defined in his conscious understanding.
I CANNOT offer a “religion” for I understand the workings, intention and actuality of the UNIVERSE! I can only offer information and data and hope you comprehend it enough to consider
possibilities Therefore I neither offer nor suggest “religion”, but communication with that which
you ARE in GOD and The Creation.
After the act, one often finds himself justifying the act to himself or others, and what is conceived
as being credible is frequently given preference OVER what is conceived as being valid. This is
true in the thoughts of men whose thoughts have been conditioned by conversation with others, and
it is especially true in justifying acts to other adults, and in teaching children. This being the case,
understanding the diverse religions of the world is greatly aided by understanding the conceptual
climate in which they were formed, or came to be forces. I marvel that man can somehow CLAIM
to conceive God and yet denies the possibility of God’s follow-through in actualization of HIS
promises and commitments.
No people has ever been known withOUT a religion. Man has been on earth lo millions of years but
somehow earlier than some 6,000 years ago his history is barely known and that only very hazily.
Religion is obviously much older than the recorded history of man so we can make conjectures
regarding the unpressured beginnings of religion. You can be reasonably certain, however, that
three streams met, blended, and distorted each other, so early that the distorting effect of the past
must ALWAYS BE CONSIDERED IN ALL RELIGIONS that are the “heritage” of peoples, as
distinguished from the fresh perception of individuals. I like an example in mental picturing, which
has been offered before, where we can conjecturally reconstruct the probable beginnings of those
first three streams of religion.
LET’S GET PERSONAL
In the remote past of prehistory, say, when there was the first beginning of words and gestures to
express the thoughts that were forming behind increasingly expressive eyes, savage man bent over
the lifeless form of his mate, looked for a movement, listened for a sound, and there was none. He
had seen death often, but now, as tears welled up in his eyes and his heart pounded and his throat
ached, he refused to accept his old objective observations, and called upon the depth of his being
for the meaning of this thing called “death”. “Something had gone out,” he thought in pain and
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sorrow, “the part that directs movement in the body and makes sounds in the mouth. It was real, and
it is no longer here. Where did it go?”
He looked about him for that something, without knowing what form to expect, but there was
nothing which his senses could find. “Where did it go?” he kept asking himself. And when he had
looked everywhere, without finding it, he thought, “Maybe up into the blue-yonder where together
we tried to go one day when we climbed the mountain. Why and how?” he asked, and perhaps
glimpsed some possible idea of a spirit land from his remembered world of DREAMS.
Then with much pointing, and many gestures in imitation of life and death, he conveyed the thought
to those of his kind who squatted around the mouth of their common cave. At that time, or later,
when they, too, made a similar intense search for explanation, they accepted the strange fantasy.
And so came into being a concept of a world that was not earth, and spirits that lived where no man
could see. It was the beginning of a religion born of emotional need.
Another man, who lived in mortal terror of his chief, continued to see images of his chief in his
dreams. He explained the chief’s mysterious and persistent being to his fellow cringers, who had
also experienced visitations of the chief’s spirit, and lived in constant terror of a chief who could
appear and disappear in a dark closed cave in the night, to observe and impress with his omnipresence.
The chief heard of the stories and recognized their political value. And so the verbose cringer, who
spread the stories, was elevated to the status of a tribal medicine man, or high priest. The strong
father-image of the impressive chief, who kept order, bestowed favors, and imposed punishment,
continued in the thoughts and language of the tribe after his own death. It was found useful to his
less impressive successor and was transformed by him into a tribal god. Thus a religion born of
POLITICAL expedience came into being.
Another type of religion was birthed in the calm observations of men whose need was for “understanding”. Certainly, they reasoned, there was a spirit, a being, an entity, manifest in the invisible
but very powerful wind, that pushed over mammoth trees and whipped the sea into a terrifying fury.
Certainly there was a spirit, a god, or something to which they should give some name, manifest in
the mysterious cold that turned the water of the lakes to ice and covered the world with snow. If
they called that perceived force god, then certainly the formless, twisting blazes of fire were a god
incarnate, mysterious and ungraspable still, but a visible being that could be observed, studied, fed,
and perhaps made into a friend or ally. Certainly the sun that rose each morning giving of its life
and warmth and comfort and, not the least, allowing LIGHT that “things” might be “seen” was a
kindly god to be loved, admired, and yes, worshipped. And the moon was a lesser god, not so
powerful, but gentle, kindly, at times altogether lovely, and deserving of some worship—not so
much as the sun, but some.
So a religion that attempted to explain the universe by analyzing and giving names to the motives
incarnate in its forces came into being.
Various men developed preferences for different gods, and the tribal chief, to keep harmony in the
tribe, and to keep harmony among the gods, felt that it was somehow his duty, as leader, to state the
order of greatness among the gods, and to establish how much, and what kind of, worship should be
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granted unto each.
Thus long before the oldest story transmitted in picture, or told in song, the religions born of (1)
emotional need, (2) political expedience, and (3) attempts to explain the universe, became intermingled in the language of each people and, to some extent, lost their identity as to type. This
intermingling has continued.
When the people from the mountains came into contact with, say, the people from the sea they
found it strange that the sea-god, whom they, the mountain people, considered a very minor being,
had a place second to, or even above the sun-god. And the people of the tropical jungle could only
call the people of the north infidels and unbelievers, when they learned that their supreme deity was
some ridiculous being called a frost-god. Then came other unheard of gods, born of the father
images evoked from long-forgotten tribal chiefs. To the objective observer the most incomprehensible gods were the pure fabrications of the dream world, born of emotional need; but these gods
satisfied emotional needs in others, and so survived in ever-changing forms. Conquest; intermarriage, with its compromise and amalgamation, and consolidation of power by chiefs [who were] as
ready to annex more gods as more subjects, soon created a religious complex that gave survival
preference to ever more clever priests and medicine men.
As people became civilized, which generally seems to mean became craftsmen, they produced
idols which represented their concepts of their gods. Good craftsmanship and sculptural imagination became a strong factor in selecting religious concepts for survival and so civilization began to
overrule perception, as language had already done. Ah, but idols can be desecrated and, if they do
not conspicuously punish those who publicly violate them, a great part of their claim to godhood is
lost. So—after idols had been tried and found wanting—abstract, nebulous, invisible gods of words,
who could not be ridiculed so dramatically, were again set up in the place of the tangible idols. As
always, they were not new gods but only modified concepts of the old ones.
NO PROGRESS
The thread that runs continuously through this pattern is that there ARE certain obvious mixing and
replacement patterns of religions but the patterns make no obvious progress. The triumph of an
abstract god of words over a stone idol, for instance, is no virtue unless the abstract god of words is
a clearer concept. Some men express themselves better in words, some with a chisel. Thus, at the
dawn of history we do not find religions at a particular stage of evolution. We simply find, in
different areas, different aggregations of religious concepts. Always these have been built up over
countless years and they continue to be built upon. Not once throughout all recorded history of
religious thought will you find that there has been a complete house cleaning of the religious concepts carried forward in the language of peoples. You find changing doctrines in the “CHURCHES”
but only gradual fluctuations of the ongoing theme in the religions themselves.
You can see that existing religions are nothing but aggregated concepts and since you can see that
existing religions are nothing more than those aggregations of concepts, your original classification
of religions by impulse of origin is no longer applicable, except in factoring each religion. Trying
to divide the whole field into smaller fields that can be more easily studied, it becomes necessary to
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consider some other classification that just “might” be useful.
It is known that religions have been largely accepted at sword’s point or by social pressure. It was
in this very way that the Khazarians took up Judaism and decided to call themselves “Jews”. The
chosen pre-existing “religion” had no such name. This was “simply chosen” in preference to the
more limited teachings of Christianity. These people taking up a necessary line of religion were
merchants, warriors and barbarians in the basic make-up. Christianity was totally conceptually
WRONG for their purposes, no more and no less. As current times have evolved the Christian
movement—it matters not a whit except in the projected facade (LIE) of intent.
Looking again at the choices you will find that you end up again with three classifications. There
are no clean divisions, but if you remember the fuzziness of the lines you might make some tentative use of them.
One type of religion is based upon a belief that an individual, other than oneself, has, or had, access
to special information not available to everyone. This special person then interprets, for all others,
the cause and purpose of the universe, and lays down rules for man’s action. His interpretations,
and the authority of his commandments, are to be accepted on faith. The apparent demonstration of
powers not natural to man, or the making of prophesies that turn out to be correct, are the only
substantiating evidence. These religions which are dependent on faith in an authority for their
acceptance have to be classified as dogmatic religions.
A second type of religion is evolved from a purely objective study of the religions of the world and
acceptance of one for its PRACTICAL VALUE. Faith and mysticism are smiled upon by the
sophisticated pragmatist, as he chooses the one that most nearly fits his purpose, and subtly insinuates changes in it to make it better fit those needs of his own. To those who have been conditioned
to the “objective” thought patterns of what you refer to as “Western civilization” (see how silly it
gets), this appears to be the rational approach to religion, and so in the West you will find an
increasing number of adherents to religions who consider the basic concepts of their religions foolish. They merely wish to take advantage of the popular momentum in the direction of their choice
that the religions have built up through the force of accumulated dogmas. Religion for them is
simply a code of ethics. The irrational part of their “rational objectivity” is that it accepts, without
examination, the innate or acquired criterion that chooses the code of ethics. Expedience is the only
apparent motive. This religion, of unexamined or unstated motives, is called expedient ethics.
A third type of religion now comes along which is rooted in an intense examination of what one
knows, and how, and why. Self-discoveries can be compared to the self-discoveries others have
recorded, but the final criterion is always self-examination of how one came by knowledge, and
why he thinks it valid. Because of the widely divergent methods of examining knowledge and the
popular concepts that have grown up regarding these methods, there is a sharp line between the
records of the Eastern and Western civilizations. See, you have to even divide yourselves into
hemispheres to practice or accept your religions. So, I look at this pottage and have to realize that
you HAVE RELIGION but you have no understanding of FACTUAL TRUTH!
EAST VS. WEST
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Consider the foolishness of such bifurcation. You cease to work on the basis of fact or probability
in evidence—but according to “druthers” and those even worse—the “druthers of somebody else”.
The East looks upon this self-examination as a religious pursuit and calls it mysticism. In the
popular language of the West, the word mysticism implies mystery and magic. With GOD in
actuality there is mystery but NO MYSTICISM AT ALL—and, there is only “mystery” until TRUTH
is revealed or discovered. To the word “mysticism” there is an immediate forming of a barrier,
which then precludes further Western study of the records of self-examination which have been
made in the East. The Western world, because its most widespread religion, Christianity, is based
on faith in dogma, has imposed a coloring of dogma and faith on the word religion. That is the
reason the self-examiners in the Western world have not called their studies of what the self knows,
and how, and why, religion; they have called them science, philosophy, psychology, aesthetics, and
thus and so. Without regard to this play of words, a religion, evolved by self-discovery, can be as
profitably compared to the records made by Newton, Kant, Jung, or Wagner, as to those made by
Buddha or Zarathustra. The name for this class of religion should combine the thought expressed
by the West in science and philosophy and that expressed by the East in mysticism. This is called
by type of religion, analytical and introspective.
Now, readers, does the label OR the demonstrated bases of each—rest on FACTUAL TRUTH—or
assumption of and a compilation of a conglomerate of ACCEPTED components. Does this make
something right or wrong? No—it simply presents the multiplicity of problems when another
realization comes along to show the INVALIDITY of components of such acceptance and unbased
reality assumptions. Looking back you will probably IGNORE the first two categories of religions.
WHY DO YOU IGNORE?
Your inclination to ignore dogmatic religions is based on a single but compelling consideration.
You recognize that various persons obviously have special capacities and abilities. You might well
believe that a person could die and rise from the dead, go into Nirvana without leaving a physical
body on Earth, make accurate prophecies, or perform all kinds of miracles. BUT you cannot
believe that any person has been CHOSEN to bring messages from the Creator of the universe to all other men in the contrived, feeble, inexact, changeable, and usually misconstrued
language of men; when the universe, made by the Creator, is, itself, a language that is immeasurably more precise and more eloquent.
The reason for your inclination to ignore religions of expedient ethics can also be easily stated.
When you look for the reasons why the followers of expedient ethics, as a religion asserted in
words, do not bring their basis of opinion into waking consciousness and display it, you find three
possibilities. Either (1) the pressure of living does not allow them the opportunity, (2) they do not
have the perceptive ability to discern it, or (3) they deliberately wish to hide their motives to gain a
strategic advantage. In none of these cases can their hidden concepts be of much value to you in
helping you to determine the validity of your own.
That leaves only the analytical and introspective religions as a probable value. They should be
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highly useful. But when you look a little more closely at the reasons why an individual accepts such
concepts as valid you become greatly disappointed. You find strong factors that do tend to pervert
all analysis and introspection.
You remember that none of the existing religions have ever been cleansed entirely of the awesome
pile of mutilated concepts and you ask yourselves to what extent even of those religions that appear
to be accepted of analysis and introspection are actually so accepted. Are not most men’s innate
predilections overlaid so early in life with concepts carried forward by a people as a perceptioncoloring language and as a motive-distorting social force that their predilections cannot be trusted?
How many of the adherents of institutional religions, even those that might be called the analytical
and introspective religions, might you say that they truly accepted the religions to which they adhere because they found them acceptable to their innate perceptions of validity?
I always enjoy simply inquiring of the “rapture-bound” Christians—”WHERE ARE YOU GOING
AFTER YOU GET TO THE CLOUDS, AND HOW?” REALITY MUST SET IN SOMEWHERE
ALONG THE WAY IF ONE IS UTILIZING THE GIFT OF GIFTS GIVEN BY CREATOR—
REASON!
When you stop to consider these things, it is recognized that acceptance of a cultural environment,
itself, constitutes acceptance of a dogma. You then begin to wonder to what extent acceptance of a
religion on a basis of conscious analysis and introspection might be construed as more unbiased
than acceptance of one that was dogmatic in utterance but could well have been embraced by the
subconscious as valid.
You face, always, the temptation to take the easy way and conclude simply that statistics showing
broad acceptance of a concept indicate its wide appeal to innate predilection. But does that make it
actually VALID? That is simply a “majority vote” mechanism based on nothing. It is soon realized
that that sort of lazy, indifferent rationalization does not fully SATISFY for you recognize it, as
well, as merely a dogma of another aggregation of unexamined concepts, a present-day cultural
pressure. Some will actually come within my circle to find TRUTH but still partake of the wondrous comfort of the mystical or dogmatic comfort of not making decisions. In other words, glean
that which is comfortable from each one. Is this “bad”? There is no “good” or “bad”. Each is
experience and each offers something or you wouldn’t continue to partake. This IS THE WONDROUS FREEDOM OF CHOICES GOD OFFERS. Then, moving on, as you consider pressures,
subtly distorted bases of appeal, and other factors that would affect statistical evidence, you find a
major factor that would invalidate the significance of any religious statistics.
Known religious history is not the religious history of man, but only a particular type of man—an
incomplete man, one who is dependent on others for his motivating forces, or essential purpose of
being, as well as his physical sustenance.
This discussion could move from topic to topic and example to example in endless expression. I
wanted to make a full distinction between that which is CALLED “RELIGION” and ACTUAL
SPIRITUAL TRUTH for as long as you claim ME to have some kind of RELIGION—you have
missed the very purpose of my presence and the connections with self (yourself) and your Creator
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Source. You cannot open into realization of universal TRUTH without looking at the shackles
placed on self by RELIGIONS. Further, if you KNOW TRUTH—you can play socially in the
“religions” (if the church doctrines don’t toss you out as with Gritz) to your fun contentment. Just
do not mix the TWO as into ONE—for they are OPPOSITES.
With this message in mind, let us close this writing, please.
Thank you,
Hatonn to clear. (Yes indeed, I use a radio frequency and it IS gracious to clear the frequency when
through.)
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CHAPTER 10
REC #1 HATONN
MON., OCT. 31, 1994 11:06 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 076
MON., OCT. 31, 1994
STAYING IN TOUCH
I have several things to cover but “time” allowances will of necessity drag out the writing over a
period of days.
I have many (so I know that CONTACT has more) requests for an update on any recent writings
from one who is commonly referred to as the “Parowan Prophet”. I do have one that I find quite
worthy of your attention BUT do not myself necessarily concur with conclusions drawn—from the
written word from whence “Mr. Parowan” draws his own conclusions. From that which he has
discerned FROM THE BIBLICAL OUTLAY of information he is correct in his calculations. However, the stories of the “Christed” teacher were not presented in written form (compiled) until many,
many years following the presence of THE MAN in point. Then, the writings were gathered,
rearranged and chosen as to book content, by German scholars. I can tell you right up front that the
“MAN” in point has a birthday, in your type of calculations, in August. The other scenarios were
set forth to coincide with other things already taking place at certain times—to fit a story. I example
such things—do you not remember when you celebrated given holidays on specific days—and now
you CONVENIENTLY turn weekends into long holidays instead? Most of the “myths” of the
birthing are quite erroneous but it has certainly served the purposes of the would-be World Rulers.
It matters not a whit to me.
Does this make the Parowan Prophet right or wrong? The terms have no meaning to me as he is
neither right nor wrong save in perception and understanding. He is not “correct” as to the facts as
they ARE but his conclusions as presented are probably quite reasonable in conjecture. But a valid
prophet is right EVERY time, not an acclaimed 80 or so percent of the time. Thus far almost all that
this man has offered is in that 20% “off” the mark and utilizing WRONG (incorrect) data disallows
for right (correct) conclusions. I hope you can perceive the difference here.
What I do have of utmost importance to share with you must wait until we have good copy or I can
decipher for Dharma. Research has gone further than any doubt into the truth of your RELIGIONS
and symbols of those religions. You are going to find that if you are “Christian” and bow to the
“cross and crown” symbol, for instance, you are bowing to the Monarch of England (British Israel)
(crown) AND THE CROSS OF THE FREEMASONIC ORDER OF THE KNIGHTS TEMPLAR.
Further adornments and “logos” found on all your modern “Christian” churches including Catholic
AND Jewish temples—BEAR THE SYMBOLS OF THE SAME FREEMASONIC ORDERS.
I will offer this information and then offer you opportunity to gain further insight and research
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confirmation; however, I DO NOT SUGGEST THAT YOU HAVE TO BELIEVE NOR DO ANYTHING—SAVE PAY ATTENTION AND SEE WHAT YOU HAVE BEEN MISSING.
PAROWAN PROPHET
Since the first requested information is easiest to offer in copy-form, we will present it first. If some
of the information is incorrect why would I offer the total paper? BECAUSE WHAT HAS HAPPENED HERE GOES BY YOUR WAY OF COUNTING AND THAT IS WHAT THE ILLUMINED (ILLUMINATI) ELITE ONE WORLD RULERS ARE WORKING FROM FOR THEIR
PLANS OF ACTION. The truth was diverted so many centuries ago as to now be lost in the
rewriting—so you will be stuck with that which is ongoing NOW.

PLAN FULFILLMENT
KNOW THAT TO HAVE AN ACCURATELY “TIMED” PLAN—THE DATES HAVE TO BE
ACCEPTED AND FIT THE NEEDS OF THE PLANNERS—OR THINGS CAN’T COME OFF
IN PROPER CONCLUSIVE SEQUENCE. SO, “FACTS” ARE LOST IN THE PLANNING AS
MANIPULATION TAKES OVER. WHO IS GOING TO KNOW—DO YOU NOT HAVE TO GO
CHECK ON A PRINTED CALENDAR THE DAY OF, SAY, CHRISTMAS—OR WHEN (WHAT
DAY) WILL YOUR NEXT PERSONAL HOLIDAY FALL? A FORCED TAKEOVER OF A PHYSICAL WORLD HAS TO BE “TIMED” TO PROPERLY FOLLOW SEQUENCE. In God’s world
there is no time and no space and it behooves you to keep same in mind. You are functioning in a
world of conjured expression bearing very little relationship to or within TRUTH! So be it.
[QUOTING:]
WHAT TIME IS IT?
(It’s later than you think)
Because it is “Tradition”, Does not make it RIGHT! [The PAROWAN Prophet, Box 1000,
Parowan, Utah 84761] (To get next month’s flyer, send a self-addressed, stamped, 4x9" envelope,
and a donation, even $1 helps. Get the flyers for the past few years and the Nuclear War Survival
Information for $10 cash. Fallout and target maps, medicines, home shelter plans, visions, revelations, prophecies, water filter plans, emergency foods, scriptural proof. Tell a friend, share the
cost, life is worth $10—cash only or U.S. Postal Money Order. All the information comes in a 9
x 12" envelope—many days of reading. Send all to the above name and address.)
[H: Do I recommend that you get this information? I simply offer all the information given so
that you CAN if you so choose, according to the instructions of the author. I am NOT the
author of such information and have little interest in commenting. We simply offer it in
response to requests. I know the “Prophet” in point and am quite happy to share with him.
He has visited several times in this location and we OFFER that which is timely from ones
such as this man, and others, who share information and visions with our Community at the
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paper. As to this information offered—according to BIBLICAL information—the man has
deciphered the information very well indeed. It is not his fault if the information offered in
the BOOK of reference be flawed. It IS and you shall see that it is.]
The above is a question people often ask (What time is it?). They may need to go somewhere.
Or know when kids will be home from school, or fix dinner.
Everything in this world depends on timing. So if you think this is November, 1994, you are
wrong.
People realize that B.C. means Before Christ, A.D. is Latin for “Anno Domini”, which is “in the
year of our Lord”. A.M. is for “in the year of the world” or “Anno Mundi”.
People of Jewish faith believe that sundown on September 5, 1994, begins the year of 5755
since the creation of Adam. They believe the civil calendar year begins in the fall. The religious
calendar begins in the spring at Passover as Exodus 12:2 says: “This month (Nisan—April) shall
be unto you The beginning of months: it shall be the First (1st) month of the year to you.”
The Ancients counted a year as a circle of 360 degrees. Each month represented one of the 12
constellations in the Zodiac of the sky of 30 degrees, or 30 days each. They made adjustments or
corrections based upon the appearance of a new moon. The calendar we have today did not exist
until 1582 when Pope Gregory XIII established what is called The Gregorian Calendar. England
did NOT accept it until 1752 (170 years LATER). The Chinese adopted it in 1912.
Before the Gregorian Calendar, there was the Julian Calendar named after Julius Caesar who
established it in 46 B.C. in the Julian Calendar. July was named after him and August was named
after Emperor Augustus. [H: So you can see that I am stuck with having to give erroneous
information, myself, regarding a birthdate of one Esu Emmanuel because there WAS NO
SUCH THING AS “AUGUST”.]
The Jews [H: There were no such named entities as “Jews” EITHER!] reckon from what
they think was the creation of the world in 3761 B.C. yet any reasonable, sensible person with an
education knows from science, geology, and radio carbon dating that the world is NOT now only
5755 years old.
Most of the world today does use the Gregorian Calendar, but knowledgeable religious scholars today all agree that Jesus Christ was “really” born before what we call today 0 or A.D.1.
Opinions vary from 2 B.C. to 7 B.C. So I will show you when, where, How and Why Jesus was
born on April 6, 5 B.C. on our Gregorian Calendar accepted in 1582.
John 1:29 tells us: “The next day John seeth Jesus [H: “Jesus” was NOT the Master Teacher’s
name EITHER—until well after his moving on from the accepted location of the Holy Land.
“Jesus” is a name given by Saul of Tarsus (Paul) who was hardly a friend of Esu—in fact was
a deadly enemy. That never changed, readers, and you will begin to have to face the facts of
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that truth. For this writing, however, it doesn’t matter but it WILL when we get into the
subject of “symbols” of religions. PROOF WILL BE OFFERED THAT THE CHURCH
SYMBOLS YOU HAVE ALWAYS ACCEPTED ARE BUT FROM ANCIENT SECRET SOCIETIES SET FORTH TO DECEIVE YOU-THE-PEOPLE SO THAT YOU COULD BE
“RULED” AND NOW PLACED UNDER ONE WORLD ORDER BY THE POWER-BROKERS AND A ONE WORLD RELIGION!] coming unto him and saith, Behold the Lamb of
God, which taketh away the sin for the world.”
So now we will go back about 1500 years to the first Passover. God knows the exact, precise
timing of the universe.
Continuing Exodus 12:3: “Speak ye unto all the congregation of Israel, saying, In the tenth
(10th) day of this month they shall take to them every man a lamb, according to the house of their
fathers, a lamb for an house, and ye shall keep it up until the fourteenth (14th) day of the same
month: and the whole assembly of the congregation of Israel shall kill it in the evening. [H: I guess
that sounds good to everybody BUT THE LAMB!]
“And thus shall ye eat it; with your loins girded, your shoes on your feet, and your staff in your
hand; and ye, shall eat it in haste: It is the Lord’s Passover. And this day shall be unto you for a
memorial; and ye shall keep it a feast to the Lord throughout your generations; ye shall keep it a
feast by an ordinance for ever”. [H: Wow, really? What a neat and loving GOD you had—and
especially hard on sheep and goats.] (Exodus 12:3, 6, 11, 14.)
For ever is a long time, huh? Do you keep God’s commandment? I do. I keep the Passover.
[H: Then right here and right now, the “Prophet” loses ME! I want to know what reason God
would EVER have for killing animals TO IN ANY WAY LET YOU OFF THE HOOK FOR
YOUR OWN LOUSY ACTIONS?]
Like Isaiah 1:18 says: “Come now, and let us reason together, saith the Lord.”
When you go to get your drivers license in some states, you can fill out a blood type ID, sign an
organ donor card, register to vote or even pay your taxes.
Luke 2:1, 4, 5 says: “A decree from Caesar Augustus, (August) that all the world should be
taxed. [H: Now THAT is really what RELIGIONS ARE GOOD AT—FURTHER TAXING
YOU AND CALCULATED BY THAT WHICH YOU OFFER THE KING OR (IRS) AS AN
ACCOUNTING OF YOUR OWED TAXES. Mormons go even further—it is REQUIRED
by the Church to present the filed tax return or you can’t remain in “good standing”. That
means that you must be taxed likewise (tithe) according to what you stated to the government
(Caesar)—BUT, you have to pay tithe on the GROSS amount and can’t deduct the Government portion. In this instance you have a straight across 10% to the church as a demand
payment (tax). The Government even lets you deduct the amount from your tax to them of
that which you GAVE at the church-house. You didn’t know it was ALL part of the SAME
“GANG”, DID YOU? YOU WILL COME TO SEE THAT WHAT YOU DON’T KNOW
CAN HURT YOU VERY BADLY—AND TAKE YOUR ASSETS EQUALLY AS EASILY AS
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SHUTTLING YOU INTO PENS AND PRISONS.] And Joseph also went up from Galilee, out
of the City of Nazareth, into Judaea...to be taxed with Mary his espoused wife, being great with
child,” (traveled 75 miles on a donkey). [H: Do you not see that if you already have one MASSIVE error in this story—could not the rest of it be just a tad incorrect possibly.]
“And there were in the same country (area—region—county) shepherds abiding in the field,
keeping watch over their flock by night.” Luke 2:8
Now think and reason with your brain. No shepherd is out in the fields on December 25
when everything is freezing. No plants are growing and surely no baby lambs are being born in
the freezing cold and sometimes snow. [H: Where would all those fuzzy, wooly little sheep be?
In the houses of the ones who eat them? No, they would be around and certainly there WOULD
be sweet herders making sure the hungry wolves didn’t gobble them up like Little Red Riding
Hood. You are NOT talking about New Hampshire or “New—York” here—you are talking
about a place similar to Southern California’s southern deserts where things DO grow (what
there is of it, if anything) even on your calculated December 25th.]
The truth is Jesus was born on April 6, early spring when new grass was coming up for the
mother ewes to give lots of milk for the new baby lambs. So many people were coming for the
Passover, and to be counted, and taxed that all the rooms were full, so Jesus was born in the barn or
stable. [H: The only thing I see PROVEN from this dissertation is THAT THE JEWS (WHO
WERE NOT CALLED JEWS AT THE TIME) ARRANGED EVERYTHING EXACTLY TO
THEIR LIKING AND LATER I WILL SHOW YOU PROOF THAT THEIR SYMBOLS
AND CONVENIENTLY NAMED AND ORGANIZED HOLIDAYS COINCIDE EXACTLY
WITH THAT WHICH THEY USE TO CONTROL EVERY THING YOU THINK OR DO!
Does this mean I am against the Jews (anti-Semitic)? No—I AM SEMITIC! I am simply
ANTI-anti-Christ. Note that I do not offer you a bunch of labels (names) or “times” which
were not even conjured until some few years past. IF YOU PUT WRONG INFORMATION
INTO A MIND, BRAIN OR COMPUTER—YOU GET WRONG DATA “OUT”!! PONDER
IT!]
[END QUOTING]
There are pages of ongoing information but I won’t contribute further to the erroneous input. If you
base theory ON ERROR—the facts will also be in ERROR in conclusion. Whatever the intent or
the study—the information is WRONG. I will not further the INCORRECT conclusions. My
whole mission is to bring information IN TRUTH so I won’t continue the outlay. You will be
welcome to help the man by ordering his information. I honor him as I Honor All of God’s creations—I do not agree with him. No more and no less. You get your own information packet and
do what you will with it. It CANNOT be the way presented either in your “Holy (which it is not)
Book” OR the way presented by the Prophet in point. IT SIMPLY CANNOT BE IN FACTUAL
PRESENTATION—EITHER WAY!
DAVID KORESH
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Remember that David Koresh was the man (not by this name, literally) who called himself by this
name, who was with a group at Waco, Texas and was set up and destroyed by the BATF of your
FREE-state Democratic Government. I have little interest in the man, David. He was a “plant” and
operative who worked within his NEW WORLD ORDER coming onto the scene as your “Master”
now. The entity, David Koresh, was even SEEN being lifted off by helicopter from behind the
buildings at the compound.
Now I am given a booklet which is named THE DECODED MESSAGE OF THE SEVEN SEALS
OF THE BOOK OF REVELATION by David Koresh. Sunday, April 17, A.D. 1994, “Day of Information” (Thanks to Reunion Institute: 713 523-1861.) [Printed by or offered by: Clive J. Doyle,
P.O. Box 144, Axtell, TX 76624.]
Alright, readers, here again is writing based on erroneous information—supposedly by one who
certainly did not LIVE the reflections of GOD, no matter what was presented, good or bad. Further,
it is known (but the public is not told) that he did not die in the holocaust of that day. Therefore, all
the revelations given about the “Seven Seals” are not likely to be TOTALLY correct because they
are taken from what David ASSUMED to be “valid information” or “something like that”.
Again, since we NOW KNOW that the vision in the sky of the returned Christ to bring in the NEW
ONE WORLD RELIGION is an “operation” BLUE BEAM, how can you trust the revelations of a
participant in that little operation? Even if you can—what I have here and am being asked to write
and share—is only a partial writing about, possibly, one “Seal”.
I want to point out something from the very first sentences in the writing: “Then Pilate entered into
the judgment hall again, and called Jesus, and said unto him, Art thou the King of the Jews? Jesus
answered him, Sayest thou this thing of thyself, or did others tell it thee of me? Pilate answered
him, Am I a Jew? Thine own nation and the chief priests have delivered thee unto me...”
OK, we don’t need ANY MORE. Right off the bat the person in point is called “Jesus”. This is an
IMPOSSIBILITY since the name “Jesus” was given, by Paul, long after the events in point took
place. Then came the term “Jew”—the TERM “JEW” was NOT used until the 18th century A.D.!!
If you have two errors of such gross magnitude in the FIRST SENTENCE—how do you expect
ME, who bears TRUTH, to continue? If you are curious—get the material yourselves. The conclusions may or may not have validity—but with errors from onset it can hardly be considered reliable.
Again, opinions and conclusions are based on what is offered in printed form to the persons now
turning about and re-presenting their visions and opinions of the already misrepresented information of origin.
SO WHAT IS MY POINT?
My point is that you have so much erroneous information, some of it outright fabrications and lies,
as to cause you to MISS TRUTH. In everything there IS TRUTH—but not of GOD. You are ruled
by fear of everything from “salvation” to the “IRS”. I certainly RESPECT my enemies—but I do
not suggest believing the garbage-heap presentations. You don’t even KNOW what is in your
Constitution. What makes you think that you can rely on information written so long ago and
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repeatedly revised and retranslated into suitable gun-ammunition against your HUMAN being as to
be valid TRUTH for your SPIRITUAL souls? The very books which SHOULD tell you of your
SOUL capabilities and validity—deal SOLELY with human or physical THINGS. Even those
things which would SEEM to reflect the wondrous unseen quality of soul—don’t. Everything
presented is presented to the human aspect. YOU are NOT what you see. “YOU” are that aspect of
your beingness which is UNSEEN!
I am here to discuss that which is the “unseen” as relates to the bindings of the physical aspect. Man
claims to want truth and understanding—but he DOES NOT! Truth brings need of RESPONSIBILITY for SELF and man-individual wants NO RESPONSIBILITY. All of the “wishing”
that it would be this way or that way—doesn’t make it so. That which IS—IS. You as a species on
Earth Planet have come to be so docile and ignorant as to actually enjoy being controlled. That is
fine with me but does nothing for your own growth or journey save allow you to somehow survive
“in this veil of tears”. God did not put you onto this place to “suffer”. He offered you experience
that you might learn and grow and EXPRESS in manifest form as “man”(kind). You have turned
into “humanists” who cannot see beyond your noses. Every expression is aimed at the controlled
“SENSES” of physical expression—which at best lasts some century—but mostly only some 70-80
years. In all of ETERNITY can THAT be ALL?? NO, it ISN’T. But, for the bonded slaves to flesh
and the Elite Masters—it is—and ye be their servants and their playthings.
TROUBLE FOR ME AND MY CREW?
No. Not really. The “trouble” to my crew comes from the ones trying to keep the game going and
the TRUTH silenced. The interesting part is that the Elite Puppet-Masters and One World Kings—
KNOW that only a few are in danger of being lost to their game. So, they will allow, yea even help,
me with my job—FOR THEY KNOW MOST OF THE CONTROLLED PUPPETS WILL NOT
CHANGE NOR SO MUCH AS LISTEN. The World Kings know that you will march to whatever
drumbeat offered and right to your doom and call it “good”. You are told WHAT TO THINK—not
“to think”. You are, in fact, not supposed to think and when you begin to “think”—you are labeled
a troublemaker. So it is realized that the “masses” will march right to the destiny outlined for them
according to the script of the Elite—bearing soul in shackles unto the ongoing WHEEL of continuing experience—over and over again without ability to understand. Why? Because when you
understand and COMPREHEND TRUTH you will change the play accordingly and botch their
story and outcome. If you are of GOD CREATOR—you will change your play into glory—not
catastrophe! People of God are “creators”, not destroyers. So be it.
NEW WORLD ORDER
This will surprise many of you but I am NOT against the New World Order as a concept. Certainly
it must be through brilliance and knowledge and magnificent leaders that the world needs be operated. The masses are as schools of fish in the seas who are trained, mass controlled and thus and so.
Someone made those plans and they are from the brilliant and most shrewd persons around. That is
the mark of cunning. These persons can offer good or bad—according to the demands of the
citizens. If you want a “republic” instead of “communism” then they will allow you whichever you
want—AS LONG AS THEY REMAIN THE LEADERS, THE CONTROLLERS AND THE OWN91

ERS OF THE PHYSICAL EXPRESSION. They know they cannot OWN the universe—but they
surely know they CAN own and control the physical “world”. As the “assumed” rulers they quite
rightfully go forth and arrange things to suit themselves and depopulate or increase population by
whatever means, use whatever barter (money) they choose and thus and so—while ALWAYS maintaining full control. They plan and orchestrate WARS at a whim—pitting one against another for
their own purposes. That is NOT MY BUSINESS! My only mission is to tell you how it IS! I am
not even a considered THREAT to those in ultimate POWER and they are basically highest
intelligenced persons—always were and always shall be. Nobody is going to come forth to SAVE
you so forget such a bunch of lies.
You are told that the “God” will come with a sword? No, not a sword of metal—but one of Truth.
You who choose to live by the metal sword shall perish by that sword.
My job is not to force change but to bring Truth and serve as I am asked to do so—but never with
ARMS or violence—in ANY CIRCUMSTANCE. I need no violence. You will do that which you
WILL. However, remember that there are NO atheists in foxholes under fire! YOU ARE PEOPLE
OF THE LIE and I can do NOTHING about that fact—save tell you the TRUTH and allow you to
do with it that which you choose.
You have reached a time, good Americans, when Halloween is more widely celebrated as a holiday
of action, evil and given to the human base actions of “naughty” behavior than all days of celebration. Even the “Holy” days of religions (save those of Halloween and Satanic celebration) are
falling short and into the paths of commercial observance and little SPIRITUAL truth is practiced.
There are far more trees trimmed, Santa presents and such than bowed heads unto a CHRIST Light
at that time called “Christmas”. Ponder it.
Let us close this writing for I have no wish to offer a sermon. My intent is NOT toward preaching
but simply offering truth where we find it surviving. Spiritual Truth is NOT “religion” and most
certainly not “A” religion. You may have “belief” in this or that “religion”—but it doesn’t make the
“belief” correct. Spiritual TRUTH IS, no more and no less and the RULES NEVER CHANGE—
NEVER! May each of you who bothers to read these messages come to see, hear and UNDERSTAND.
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CHAPTER 11
UPDATE ON THE 10TH AMENDMENT
by Jim Abbott 9/1/94
Tenth Amendment Committee Of Colorado
P.O. Box 1001
Wheatridge, Colorado 80033
(303) 620-7100 (Voice Mail)
September 1, 1994
To All Concerned American Patriots:
This letter is an update to previous letters, as well as an introduction to the TENTH AMENDMENT—STATE SOVEREIGNTY movement which is currently sweeping the nation. That a movement such as ours could spread with such rapidity and with such vigor, in spite of the TOTAL
BLACKOUT in the so-called “mainstream media”, shows, without question, that this is “an idea
whose time has come”. It is only hoped that it has not come too late. Unless we and millions more
of like mind, move immediately to take back control of our nation from those usurpers and traitors
who have stolen it from us, the days of our REPUBLIC are numbered.
Our movement may well constitute the last chance, outside of chaos and violence, for the reclamation of our liberties, the restoration of our Republic and the preservation of Western Civilization.
Make no mistake about it—the enemies of all that we hold dear are firmly entrenched in the
United States Congress. This fact is driven home each day, as we witness the wholesale slaughter
of our Constitution, by “our” so-called “representatives”, “our” degenerate and criminal
executive branch and “our” totally-corrupted judiciary.
The recent passage of the misnamed “Crime Bill” is only the latest in a long line of usurpations of
our Constitution by the CRIMINAL CONGRESS which presently occupies the United States
Capitol. This follows on the heels of the largest tax increase in history, the NAFTA “agreement”,
the Brady Bill, and other unconstitutional outrages. It can easily be seen that “our” government is
totally out of control, and that there is little chance of meaningful change at the federal level, owing
in large part to the fact that both political parties are beholden to the same masters, and equally
corrupt.
Our last, best chance for restoration of constitutional government is at the State, County, and Local
levels. Lawfully, the proper role of the federal government is to act as an AGENT of the States, and
not the other way around. The function of the federal government is to defend the country against
foreign invaders and to PROTECT the rights of the States and of the citizens. The powers of the
federal government are ENUMERATED in Article I, Section 8, of the Constitution. These enumerated powers are very specific, and very limited.
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Then, as EMPHASIS of these limitations, Article X of the Bill of Rights, THE TENTH AMENDMENT, states that ALL OTHER Powers are reserved “to the States, respectively, or to the people”.
This simply states that the great majority of the activities of the federal government are clearly
unconstitutional, patently illegal and have no basis in law. Mandates (whether FUNDED or unfunded) and dictates from the federal government to the States are bluff and bluster and should be
ignored. The so-called legislation creating these mandates is fraudulent and devoid of meaning,
and should be considered to be as VOID AS IF IT HAD NEVER BEEN PASSED. The States and
the People have the right to govern their own affairs, without the intrusion of coercion of an out-ofcontrol, power-mad, federal tyrant.
With these things in mind, State Representative Charles Duke of Colorado (soon to be State Senator Charles Duke) authored and sponsored HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION 94-1035, Colorado’s
Tenth Amendment—State Sovereignty Resolution. The Tenth Amendment Committee Of Colorado was formed for the initial purpose of supporting the passage of this resolution by the Colorado
Legislature. This goal was realized this past spring.
After passage in Colorado, the goal of the Tenth Amendment Committee Of Colorado was shifted
toward the formation of a permanent, state-wide organization dedicated to education of the people,
and of the legislators, on the proper role of the federal government in the affairs of the States. We
are presently organizing, state-wide, on a district-by-district basis, so as to have an active Tenth
Amendment Committee unit in each of Colorado’s 65 House Districts, and 35 Senate Districts. We
intend to DEMAND that our state officials FORCE the federal government to cease and desist with
ALL unconstitutional activities. We realize that this will require a major change in thinking, for the
citizens, as well as for the legislators, who have become ADDICTED to so-called “federal funds”.
In addition, we have formed a second organization, the NATIONAL TENTH AMENDMENT COMMITTEE, to promote the adoption, in as many states as possible, of resolutions identical to, or
similar to, Colorado’s HJR 94-1035. Although shut out of the “mainstream media”, we have,
through radio talk shows, newsletters, and word-of-mouth, been able to “spread the word throughout the land”, into all fifty states. The censors will not be able to ignore us much longer.
TENTH AMENDMENT RESOLUTIONS HAVE NOW BEEN PASSED IN FIVE STATES, INCLUDING THE NATION’S MOST POPULOUS, IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER: Colorado, Hawaii, Missouri, Illinois & California.
Most state legislatures have adjourned for the year. After they reconvene, we are CONFIDENT of
passage of Tenth Amendment Resolutions in EVERY Western State, EVERY Southern State and in
ALL or MOST of the Midwestern States. Tenth Amendment groups are also active in such states as
Pennsylvania and New York. THIS IS A NATIONAL MOVEMENT TO TAKE BACK OUR COUNTRY!
We fully expect that, within a year or less, at least three-fourths of the States will have passed a
Sovereignty Resolution. This will constitute undeniable notice to the “Feds” that WE THE PEOPLE
have had enough. At that point, it is proposed that a conference be held, in Denver, including
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legislators from all states which have passed a Sovereignty Resolution, and a five to ten year plan of
action be adopted for the restoration of constitutional government in the United States. Concurrent
with this conference, we would propose a NATIONAL CONVENTION, also in Denver, of the
Tenth Amendment Committees from all states. We would discuss and adopt measures aimed at the
RESTORATION OF THE REPUBLIC. These two conferences would provide a two-pronged
approach to the problem, one from the STATES and one from the PEOPLE.
Enclosed with this “package” are membership applications for the Tenth Amendment Committee
Of Colorado, as well as for the National Tenth Amendment Committee. Coloradoans are encouraged to also affiliate with the National Committee. Likewise, the Colorado Committee welcomes
members from other states. All funds are utilized to “spread the word”. We are all volunteers.
Please join with us in this historic undertaking. We have a country (and our freedom) to regain.
Very sincerely,
Jim Abbott, Chairman
(303)-421-1215
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CHAPTER 12
EARTHQUAKE & VOLCANO UPDATE
MORE REASONS THAN WAR
TO WATCH MIDDLE EAST
by Soltec 10/9/94 #1
Toniose Soltec present in the Radiant Light of Holy God. The state of your world at this moment is
one which, if all the facts as they exist were explained to you, would cause an extreme amount of
alarm. It is for this purpose that you ones are spoon-fed only the smallest morsels of truth through
your controlled media. Every arena is full of activity as we sit this evening to write, and it promises
only to grow more busy as the next weeks wear on.
I speak not only of the geologic activity, which has been, to say the least, keeping us quite busy in
the monitoring department.
In your political arenas, it too is extremely active and busy, for you are now once again moving your
troops into the presence of the Middle East for yet another showdown with Saddam Hussein. Once
again, you are being told that it is in your country’s national interests to put a stop to the activities of
this “mad-man.” Your nation’s military forces, therefore, shall, as usual lead the way.
Your only national interest in the places in question is oil and putting a stop to a man whose only
crime thus far is that he is moving his military troops around in his own nation and is thumbing his
nose at the mandates of the United Nations.
Watch, in the coming days, WHO might be appearing behind the scenes as this saga unfolds into
what may end up being one of the deadliest battles in the history of your world. There is a tremendous amount of unfinished business between Saddam Hussein and one, George Bush, so keep your
eyes and ears open and watch carefully as this situation unfolds.
You ones have been led to believe that private citizen George Bush is simply enjoying his retirement, playing golf and being a grandfather. I suggest you look again, for he is no more in retirement
than am I.
Interestingly, however, is that the Middle Eastern area of your planet is in the process of heating up,
geologically speaking, as well. There have been several moderate earthquakes stirring in the area in
places such as the Gulf of Aden, the Straits of Gibraltar, Iran, the border region of Syria and Jordan,
etc.
Also, one of the most Earth-altering processes known is taking place in the Middle Eastern region.
In this area, three tectonic plates are pulling away from one another and this is taking place at what
is called a “triple junction” which is in a place known as the Afar Triangle of Djibouti, which sits
right on the coast of the Gulf of Aden, at the mouth of the Red Sea.
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The result, then is three rifts—East Africa’s Great Rift, the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden. The Red
Sea and Gulf of Aden have, over a period of time, filled in with sea water yet, at one time, these
were actually blocks of land which dropped down when the crust of the Earth stretched from movements. The ridges, which are composed partially of lava, welled up along the faults in that area.
For your information, Djibouti lies just north of Somalia and just south of Ethiopia, and across the
Gulf of Aden from Yemen. So, as you can see, this area of your world is in the process, even now,
of MASSIVE changes.
Is it coincidence, therefore, that so much political energy is focused there? Remember your lessons
on the production and manifestation of energies. The planet is bound to react to the focused energies in that place, and this, chelas, is the way your planet is responding to those created energies.
Let us, now, turn our attention to what must seem to you ones as my favorite subject—the Pacific
Ring of Fire. Yes, once again I have for you ones another report of ongoing activity. In this case, the
most important event, in the vicinity of Japan, has already reached you. Your media at least did
report a bit on this event, since it was so massive and, therefore, difficult to hide from you. Otherwise, they do their best to hide or downplay information regarding so many of the ongoing geologic
events.
In the Japan Trench, just off the east coast of the Kuril Islands (which are actually part of Japan, but
claimed by Russia), you experienced a great earthquake, which reportedly finally measured “8.2”
on your instruments—after a lot of batting around of lower measurement numbers on the news. I
shall not, at this time, get into a discussion on the measuring devices and methods, for it is a point
which is not worth the mentioning, save to say that they are most inaccurate and all reports are now
being down-graded.
This “8.2” earthquake has, of course, been followed by THOUSANDS of aftershocks that
have been ranging anywhere from 4.5 to 7.2 on your scales. At the same time, you have a
volcano which is erupting on the peninsula of Kamchatka, which lies just north of these Kuril
Islands. The volcano has been reported to have shot an ash plume 65,000 FEET into the
atmosphere.
I am not here to say “I told you so,” but I have been writing for months on the dangers present in the
area of Japan, for it is a most unstable area and will be one of the first destroyed, when the even
greater activities get under way.
Yes, I said GREATER activities, for this is but the beginning of that which is yet to come—and
come it shall. It is but a matter of time.
When the activity is underway in earnest, there shall not be ANY place along the circumference of
the Pacific Plate, the “Ring of Fire”, which will not be affected. Even those areas which are in the
center of the Plate will be in a state of great change, for the Pacific Plate, as I have written before, is
the place where the upcoming changes shall be birthed.
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All things are virtually in place at this time, so now we are in the stages of waiting.
In this one year, alone, look at the amount of seismic and volcanic activity which has been occurring: You have had TWO earthquakes in excess of “8.0” within a period of five months! Go back
and research and see when you can find a time in the past when this occurred before. I guarantee
you shall look long and hard before finding such.
Meanwhile, the number of events greater than “7.0” would boggle your mind, especially if you
were to have prior historic records with which to compare. Even those events in excess of “6.0”
have increased at a rate which has your scientists in a state of alarm—yet they are not allowed to
release this information to you ones in a manner which would convey their concerns.
Instead, your scientists and news media are forced to downplay the dramatics, so that you will
believe that all of this is a NORMAL state of affairs and that there is very little for you ones to be
concerned about.
Normal? Perhaps in a cycle of massive geologic change—which, of course, is exactly where you
are. But they do not inform you of this most important fact!
Now let us look more closely at the signs of change coming through volcanoes. More and more
volcanoes are erupting all around the “Ring of Fire” of the Pacific Plate. Meanwhile, there are very
watchful eyes on Mount Rainier in Washington State—for there are signs of a magma upwelling in
this place.
Chelas, if Mount Rainier blows, you can say good-bye to a great portion of that beautiful
state, and the city of Seattle will be all but annihilated. In the news media, you are being
gently told that there would “possibly” be some damage due to some ash fallout and mudflows—which will all take place. But the INITIAL BLAST from this sleeping giant will produce a wave which will level anything within a sizeable distance from the volcano. The aftermath of ash and mud will be another story.
Scientists are also looking in the area of Yellowstone National Park at the geysers, for they are not
erupting on their known schedules, and this too has the scientists scurrying to try and figure out
exactly what is going on. The answer is MAGMA FLOW, chelas, for there is a massive amount of
renewed shallow magma flow taking place around the Earth’s “circulatory system”, and some of it
is being generated by the activity taking place in the Pacific Northwest area due to squeezing pressures between the Pacific Plate, the Juan De Fuca Plate and the North American Plate. Remember,
I have told you that all these plates are interrelated. Activity in one area, will, in nearly all instances,
spark activity in yet another, seemingly unrelated, place.
You ones must begin to view your planet as a whole as opposed to isolated areas and regions, for
there is no such thing as isolation.
Most breathed a sigh of relief when it was Japan which experienced the “8.2” earthquake, and
thought they were out of the woods in California. Wake up, chelas, for whatever occurs on one side
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of that plate, will precipitate other occurrences elsewhere along that same plate. Extend that globally and you will see that reaction-activity will quite often occur on the opposite side of your
planet, as well.
Just because you do not live in Japan does not mean that you will not be affected by that which has
occurred and continues to occur. Eventually you shall be affected, since your planet functions as a
whole entity, not separate little pieces of crustal plates.
There is concern among your scientists, at this time, in the state of Tennessee, as well. Since 1977,
earthquakes have been clustering near the border of Tennessee and North Carolina. Seismologists
are concerned that a new fault line may be forming.
There is also a new concern about the area of the Grand Canyon in Arizona, for there have been
quite a few small-to-moderate shakers here.
So, you see, just because you do not reside in a place which has gained the reputation of being
“earthquake territory”, does not mean that the upcoming massive changes are not going to affect
you. IF YOU LIVE ON PLANET EARTH, YOU ARE GOING TO BE AFFECTED—SIMPLE AS
THAT!!!
I will not dwell further at this time on the subject, but do keep a watchful eye, for there is much on
the horizon which you need to be aware of. There are ways of finding these things out for selves,
but it would take you an awful lot of time in researching because the information is scattered, at
best, and completely missing mostly.
So, while your eyes are glued to your televisions in the coming days watching the second visitation
to the Middle East by your nation, keep in your minds what is occurring within the depths of your
planet, as well. I GUARANTEE you that all critical Earth news, save that of the invasion, will be
overshadowed or omitted from broadcast.
Thank you all for your attentiveness and for your efforts in getting the truth out there. It may have
appeared to be a thankless job at times, but know that you all shall have a couple of extra jewels in
your crowns as a reward for your labors. It has not gone unnoticed, believe me! Toniose to clear.
Salu.
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CHAPTER 13
HEAR YE, HEAR YE:
EDITOR’S NOTE ON—JOURNALISM 101—
Before You Grab Pen Or
Send That Fax
I’m going to give you the punch-line first: When you communicate over the fax network (or even by
letter) to present something you think is important information to share, PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE
try to send brief, well written, legible material.
Who, What, When, Where, Why, and How should be uppermost as the goals of the communication. And for good reason.
Whether your information is going to us at CONTACT or elsewhere—like over Ken Vardon’s Fax
Network—unclear or disorganized or mixed-up or illegible communication is hardly in your best
interest toward getting your point(s) across.
Why am I on this soapbox? Because we at CONTACT are getting tons of mail and faxes—much
more than we can handle—and quite a bit of it is “dumped” on us in such a state of disarray and
incoherence that we would have to put some new, full-time staff member(s) on the job of sorting,
and concisely arranging into an article, what it is you are attempting to share for communication
with the larger receiving/readership audience.
Clearly we have no such staff nor time for such miracle clean-up work. So, by not taking the time
to “present your case” with enough communication forethought and effort on your part, a lot of
good information falls by the wayside. The operative word is: responsibility.
While simultaneously wearing several other hats, Rick Martin is our first-string tackle for the avalanche of incoming mail. He does his best to sort it for items for sharing with you. But you should
see what we see—and have to contend with—to get to the good stuff.
For example, we often receive lengthy faxes that none of us can make any sense of. We also receive
lengthy fax and mail “packages” that look more like somebody just found a way to clean off their
desk, than as something resembling an intelligent, concise or coherent communication attempt.
Such “paper-stack bombs” seem to amount to taking copies of, say, the case file on a subject, and
just dumping all of that “stuff” in an envelope or fax hopper, expecting us to somehow have the
time and Universal Wisdom to sort it all out and write a readable, concise story on same to share
with the rest of the world.
If you feel you’ve got something important enough to share with a larger audience, PLEASE
PLEASE PLEASE take the time to make a good first impression with the way in which you
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communicate your information.
I don’t know why I haven’t been pushed to write this sooner—God knows we go through enough
murky faxes and other mail in a week to make any normal staff go blind—but the time has come
when we, as a resource for information distribution, must ask your help when you share material
with us.
It is true that fax technology has greatly accelerated the speed with which we can communicate—or
muddy the waters. And we at CONTACT depend on your faxes and letters for some of the best
information we receive.
BUT—try looking at the situation from the receiver’s side of the stuff. It’s enough to make us run
the other way—or plant more trees.
AND—to those of you who manage to send out clear, concisely written faxes (or letters & other
mail) of 1 or a few pages in length—we bow in appreciation, extending our most sincere thanks for
a considerate job well done!
Just ask yourself which you would read or skip over: the brief, vivid, well-written note or the
lengthy, garbled, incoherent mess.
Do you want to be heard or not?!
I rest my case!
— Dr. Edwin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief
THE NEWS DESK
by Rick Martin 9/30/94
OVER-EXPLOITATION OF FISH

GANG MEMBERS
In an article from the Sept. 20 edition of THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, FORT WORTH, Texas—
[quoting:]
The Bloods and the Crips, gangs that have terrorized communities in Southern California for
decades, are spreading into small cities across the country. According to a National Drug Intelligence Center study obtained by the FORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM, the rival gangs are active
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in 115 cities, nearly half of which have populations of less than 100,000. Law enforcement agencies have been aware of the spread of the Bloods and Crips for some time, but the extent had not
been recorded. The survey was sent to only 400 of the thousands of municipalities nation-wide.
NUCLEAR FORCES
In an article from the Sept. 23 edition of THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, written by John J.
Fialka, [quoting:]
The Defense Department has backed away from a major reduction and realignment of its nuclear
forces because it is worried that Russia isn’t destroying nuclear warheads as rapidly as it should.
A senior defense offical said that a 10-month review of U.S. nuclear forces included a much-debated proposal to scrap the nation’s aging force of 450 Minuteman III missiles. At the end, a
decision was made not only to keep these intercontinental ballistic missiles, but to replace their
engines and guidance systems with newer units.
Removal of the land-based missile force, a fixture of the Cold War, would have been a major step.
“On balance we judged it not to be something to be done today,” explained the official.
The official explained that since 1992, the U.S. estimates that the Russians have destroyed about a
thousand of their arsenal of 10,000 warheads. At the same time, the U.S. has reduced its force to
6,000 from nearly 9,000. If political conditions in Russia deteriorate, according to the Pentagon’s
theory, Moscow will be able to rebuild its nuclear forces much faster than its now-disbanded conventional forces.
The Pentagon’s policy stops reductions of nuclear forces from going beyond the levels negotiated
by the Bush Administration. Moreover, the most potent part of U.S. nuclear forces, the 14 remaining Trident ballistic-missile submarines, will receive new D-5 missiles, the most accurate and powerful weapons in the U.S. inventory.
NAVY RESERVISTS
In an article from the Sept. 23 edition of Southern California’s DAILY NEWS, WASHINGTON—
[quoting:]
The Navy has some bad news for thousands of its reservists: They won’t get paid for the rest of the
month. The Navy has run out of cash.
With one too many unforeseen missions this fiscal year, the Navy is running $36 million in the red,
Navy officials said.
To make up the loss without risking current operations—such as the costly mission in Haiti—the
Navy has decided to cut into its reserve budget.
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The news shocked and angered a number of reservists scheduled for duty this weekend.
ELECTRONIC MONEY TRANSFERS
In an article from the Sept. 26 edition of THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, written by Jeffrey
Taylor, [quoting:]
The Treasury Department, trying to block laundered drug money from the U.S. financial system, is
tightening rules governing electronic transfers of money among currency exchanges, casinos, brokerage firms and banks.
Because federal law requires that U.S. banks report cash transactions bigger than $10,000, money
launderers have begun using these so-called wire transfers to move cash into the U.S. from financial institutions overseas, Treasury officials and others say.
A 1992 law enacted by Congress authorized the Treasury Department to enact sweeping rules to
combat money laundering. The same law specifically ordered the Treasury to tighten recordkeeping
of wire transfers. Last week, this newspaper reported that federal investigators from the Customs
Service and the Internal Revenue Service are looking into alleged money laundering by some brokers at Wall Street securities firms, some of it possibly involving wire transfers.
The other rule under consideration by Treasury’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network [FinCEN]
has been dubbed a “know-your-customer” rule.
EXXON VALDEZ
In an article from the Sept. 17 edition of THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, ANCHORAGE, Alaska—
[quoting:]
Exxon Corp. was ordered to pay $5 billion in punitive damages Friday to commercial fishermen,
Alaska natives and others harmed by the 1989 Exxon Valdez oil spill.
The federal jury also ordered the tanker’s captain, Joseph Hazelwood, to pay $5,000.
Exxon is expected to appeal.
PLAGUE
In an article from the Sept. 24 edition of THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, SURAT, India—[quoting:]
Their faces wrapped in cloth to keep out the germs, hordes of panicked Indians mobbed bus and
train stations Friday to escape a plague that has killed at least 24 people.
About 200,000 residents have fled Surat since the first plague death on Tuesday. The disease, the
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pneumonic plague, is a more deadly strain of the bubonic plague, or “Black Death,” that ravaged
Europe in the 14th Century.
In an article from the Sept. 26 edition of the same paper, [quoting:]
An outbreak of deadly pneumonic plague eased Sunday in Surat, but government officials worried
that the hundreds of thousands of people who fled the stricken city could spread the disease to other
parts of India.
An estimated 400,000 people fled Surat [that number sure grew quickly] as authorities began spraying insecticides around the city and handing out antibiotics.
THE BLACK DEATH

ALL-SEEING EYE
In an article from the Sept. 3 edition of the SPRINGFIELD MISSOURI NEWS, WASHINGTON—
[quoting:]
Among the other developments in exotic new snooping technology that privacy advocates worry
about are devices called FLIRS. They can “see” right inside your home.
FLIRS are Forward Looking Infrared Sensors, which compare differences in surface temperatures
emanating from buildings, people, plants, equipment—anything.
Actually, the technology is highly developed already and is in use by police departments in about
three dozen American cities, including Tulsa, San Jose, Seattle and Phoenix.
The new police tool has already withstood tests in California and Hawaii appeals courts, where
judges ruled FLIRS-initiated drug arrests did not constitute illegal searches or violations of the
Fourth Amendment.
SUPERCHIP
In an article from the Sept. 22 edition of THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, CHICAGO—[quoting:]
Researchers have developed a computer “superchip” they say will rapidly speed up deciphering the
human genetic code and could eventually help doctors treat congenital diseases before they develop.
Scientists at the Argonne National Laboratory near Chicago came up with the technology to pro104

duce the chip, which was unveiled Wednesday.
Gene sequencing enables scientists to study a gene’s function and develop treatments for diseases
linked to flawed genes, such as some birth defects and cancer. The 1-inch-square computer chip
will be capable of decoding the chemical sequence of hundreds of genes at once.

WORLD BANK UNDER PRESSURE
In an article from the Sept. 25 edition of THE MODESTO BEE, written by Sally Jacobsen, BRUSSELS, Belgium—[quoting:]
In Poland, coal miners went on strike for higher pay. In Venezuela, thousands rioted against price
increases for food. In Jordan, protesters went on a rampage after gasoline prices were raised.
Whether in Eastern Europe, the Middle East or Latin America, demonstrators have raged in recent
years against “shock therapy” programs prescribed for sick economies by the International Monetary Fund and World Bank.
Having made scores of enemies in their first 50 years, the institutions are facing demands for a
radical overhaul to strip away some of their powers to fix the economies of poor nations.
In another article from the same edition, [quoting:]
Pressure for change is high as the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund head into their
annual meetings in Madrid.
One suggestion: Merge the two. They’ve been separate for 50 years, but it’s argued that both
institutions work in international economic development and use some of the same tools, and it
would be more efficient to fold them into one.
In the other direction, some want the two to be made more distinct and powerful. The 179 member
governments should prepare to give the IMF power to manage currency values and exchange rates,
according to the Bretton Woods Commission.
“This is the time for the major industrial countries to review arrangements for global economic
cooperation and to begin designing an improved international monetary system,” the commission
said in July.
It argued that world economic performance has been unsatisfactory for a long time because major
industrial powers have failed to coordinate policies, and the IMF should be given a strong role in
keeping the U.S. dollar, Japanese yen and German mark from wild fluctuations.
The commission said the World Bank must be streamlined and made more open and democratic.
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IMF & CANADA
In an article from the Oct. 6 edition of THE TORONTO STAR, written by David Crane, [quoting:]
Finance Minister Paul Martin should move faster to cut the federal deficit, says the International
Monetary Fund, the world’s economic watchdog.
Martin set a target of cutting the deficit to 3 percent of gross domestic product in 1996-97, from 6.5
percent of GDP in 1993-4.
That’s not good enough, the IMF said in its review of the Canadian economy.
Even at 3 percent, “the debt-to-GDP ratio still would be very high,” the IMF said in its 1994 annual
report.
A battle is under way within Prime Minister Jean Chretien’s [A13] government between those,
such as Martin, who want to move aggressively to eliminate the deficit and those who contend that
the economic recovery can avert the need for draconian measures.

RUSSIAN LOANS
In an article from the same edition of THE TORONTO STAR, written by Richard W. Stevenson,
[quoting:]
Russia agreed with its foreign bank creditors today on a deal to postpone repayment of $26 billion
in loans, relieving a little of the pressure on the nation as it struggles toward a market economy.
THE POOR IN U.S.
In an article from the Oct. 7 edition of THE MONTREAL GAZETTE, [quoting:]
The number of people living in poverty in the United States climbed past 39 million last year, the
most since 1961.
Income growth seems to be concentrated among the wealthy, Daniel Weinberg of the Census Bureau said yesterday.
“The long-term trend in the U.S. has been toward increasing income inequality,” he said.
The Census Bureau’s annual poverty report said 39.3 million people fell below the poverty level in
1993, the most since 39.6 million in 1961, which was nearly 22 percent of the population at the
time.
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Poverty in 1993 was defined as an income of $14,763 for a family of four.
Other findings of the new poverty report include:
* Children make up 40 percent of the poor but only 27 percent of the total population.
* Blacks had the highest poverty rate, at 33.1 percent, compared with 30.6 percent for Hispanics,
15.3 percent for Asians and Pacific Islanders and 12.2 percent for Whites. However, most poor
people are white.
* Poverty in metropolitan areas, at 14.6 percent, was lower than in rural areas, 17.2 percent.
* Asians and Pacific Islanders had the highest median household income at $38,347, followed by
Whites, $32,960; Hispanics, $22,886; and Blacks, $19,532.
* The median earnings of women were 72 percent of what men made in 1993, tying an all-time high
set in 1990.
* About 11.5 million people lacked health insurance at some point in 1993.
The Census report is based on a survey of 60,000 households.
GENETICALLY ENGINEERED SALMON
In an article from the Sept. 15 edition of THE ORANGE COUNTY REGISTER, [quoting:]
Scientists reported today that they had produced salmon up to 37 times larger than usual in a genetic-engineeringed experiment that could have important implications for the food industry.
Writing in the science journal NATURE, the team of researchers from Canada, the United States
and Singapore said they had produced the oversized fish by injecting a hyperactive growth hormone gene into Pacific salmon eggs.
The monster salmon represent the largest success so far in promoting growth in so-called transgenic
animals, whose genes have been manipulated by man, NATURE said of the results.
CHINA ACTIVISTS
In an article from the Aug. 24 edition of THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, BEIJING—[quoting:]
The Chinese government has adopted a new tactic for punishing political and labor activists, detaining them without trial and making them disappear in the justice system, a human rights group
has charged.
In an address Monday before a U.N. human rights conference in Geneva, Xiao Qiang, chairman of
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Human Rights in China, said at least 17 Chinese dissidents had been arrested since March.
THE AMAZON
In an article from the Sept. 12 edition of THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil—[quoting:]
The Amazon not only has the largest volume of any river in the world, but is also the longest and has
the most fish species, according to a Peruvian research team. The JORNAL DO BRASIL daily
reported Sunday that the findings by the Institute of Scientific Investigations of the Peruvian Amazon contradicted most textbooks, which call the Nile the longest river. Their findings are backed by
the 1994 GUINNESS BOOK. The Mississippi-Missouri is 3,583 miles. The researchers say the
Amazon’s true source is the Ucayali River, and not the Maranon, which is usually cited. So the
river is actually 4,131 miles long. The length of the Nile is 4,003 miles.
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CHAPTER 14
UPDATE ON KAHL CASE:
MASONIC UNDERGROUND AT WORK
Editor’s note: We received the following 10-page letter from Yorie Kahl by way of his mother,
Joan Kahl Britton. In a hand-written note clipped to the letter Joan writes,”Please read the enclosed letter and, in your own words, will you write to the Parole Board in Yorie’s behalf and also
make copies to send to others? I must make this short as I have many to send. We are desperately
in need of funds. Thank you very much.” We share this very well-written letter here both because
it is an excellent summary on the Gordon Kahl matter as well as because of its obvious plea for
help.
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CHAPTER 15
GRANDMA ON THE HISTORY OF
THE GOLD CERTIFICATE
by Mrs. Russell Herman 10/6/94
To: The Phoenix Project, all Americans, other nations, and the Committee of 50 States.
October 6th, 1994
Dear Fellow Americans,
I am so honored that you send me so many letters of support and sympathy regarding the untimely
demise of GRANDPA. I am also honored that you, each and every single one of you, and all of you
collectively, take the time to send me faxes and ask me questions. Bless your hearts, you ask so
many questions and my poor mind does not have all your answers, to ALL of the questions posed to
me. I apologize for my ignorance.
My heart (as did Grandpa’s) goes out to you who seek the RIGHTING of wrongful acts, as the path
is strewn with stones and briars. However, you shall prevail in your Righting of these wrongs as
exemplified by: (a) excessive abuse of powers not granted and/or vested by the people, (b) excessive, abusive, misuse of the Laws, under the COLOR OF THE LAWS, and (c) the absolute oppression, tyranny and despotism as exemplified by our Political Representatives who send our industry,
jobs, tax dollars outside the United States of America under (d) a phoney corrupt act called GATT,
which 123 nations signed as a contract to encourage world trade in 1946-47, never ratified by the
Congress of the United States of America, still (e) all jobs and industries are sent outside this
nation, and paid to go, while (f) the American People cry out of frustration, desperation and sheer
DISGUST at the violations imposed upon them as the SOVEREIGNTIES of this Great and Inestimable Nation, the United States of America, meanwhile (g) Americans are kept at such a poverty
level, they can’t even go to the other INTERNATIONS of the INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITIES to see how “OUR TAX DOLLARS WERE SPENT” and/or “SEE WHAT WE HAVE BUILT
“ because (h) the drain on Americans by false pretense of collection of Tax Dollars, which are being
used for purposes other than “voted upon” (i) leaves the American People in the quandary: WE
CAN’T EVEN GO AND VISIT “OUR MONEY”.
Now, Grandma is going to tell all of you about a story, which all of you have asked, about the
GOLD CERTIFICATE.
One day back in 1990, Grandpa came into the house and said: “Get your gusset on, and let’s take a
drive and see how pretty this country is.” Well, it did not take me long to dress, as I nearly always
wear jeans and tennis shoes (more comfortable that way), and off we went. We spent the greater
part of the day driving, stopping here and stopping there, just admiring the natural beauties (and the
junk shops). Finally, Grandpa said: “How would you like a steak for lunch (here it was almost 2:00
P.M.)?”. I said: “I would love a steak for lunch”.
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Well, between the two of us the spread of ready cash was probably about $20.00, so we passed the
Wal-Mart, and Grandpa went in, came out with two cans of Vienna Sausages, a box of crackers, two
cans of Pork & Beans and two Cokes. That was our “steak for lunch”. We waited until we got over
to the beautiful park at Kaskaskia, which overlooks the rivers, to eat our “steaks”.
While we were sitting there, looking out over the river, we began to discuss THE Certificate and
Grandpa said: “Ma, think about what I am going to say very carefully. How many pairs of shoes can
we wear; how many houses can we live in; how many clothes do we need; how many cars can we
drive?” I replied: “One at a time.”
He then continued: “You know, that Certificate represents nothing but death and trouble. It’s been
trouble, through wars, more trouble ever, since it was written.” I said: “Yes, I know, and it’s a
dammed shame.”
He then continued: “Are you thinking the same thing I am thinking?” I laughed and said: “Count
on it. Let’s put it where it can do the most good.”
We sat there enjoying that beautiful golden Fall day, when the whole world seemed to be at peace
within itself, and we continued on discussing how: “this accrued interest, or the major portion of
the accrued interest, really belonged to the American people, and it represented every home, every
farm, every house hold, every head of livestock, every man, woman and child, every auto, piece of
furniture, every drop of water, every mineral that belonged to the American people which had been
stolen under an illegal Act, passed by 3 people, after Congress was out of session, called the FEDERAL RESERVE BANK ACT, owned by foreigners, and operated in a phoney paper system that
had already caused all European Nations to fall (WWII). WE decided it could RESTORE that
which was LOST, not only for AMERICANS, but for other NATIONS WHO ALSO HAVE LOST
DUE TO THESE “FRAUDULENT ACTS”.
You know, when we started out with this Certificate, after 6 years of research and discovering it
WAS REAL AS HELL, here were 26 of us—nearly all have died and/or been murdered over this
damned thing? TWO are left.
“How did I come by it?” you ask. IT WAS A GIFT FROM “GOD”. I had purchased an old BIBLE
and it was in the BIBLE, stuck there between the pages, in VELUM. This BIBLE was as old as THE
Certificate itself.
For a long time I had it hanging in a frame on the wall; I thought it was very pretty to look at. Then
I began to wonder: WHAT IF THAT DARNED THING IS REALLY REAL ?!
IT WAS AS REAL AS “YOU” and “ME”. It started out as a Bearer Bond; then it was stolen from
me; then I did the necessary and had it declared a LOST AND STOLEN DOCUMENT and the
“BEARER” bastardized and my DOCUMENTS NOW STAND AS THE ORIGINALS IN ITS
STEAD. IT IS “DEEDED”; it has a PAPER “CHAIN OF TITLE” and authorization by Legislative Resolutions, Legislative Acts of April 24, 27, 1875 as its “ANTECEDES”, which are the CHAIN
OF TITLE.
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To make it even more interesting, it is stamped in accordance with the mandatory provisions of the
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITIES: “SE LEGALIZA LA FIRMA, QUE ANTECEDES”. Meaning: “The Legislative Resolutions, the Legislative Acts, the Contract, and the BONUS 3392 Sub
Number 181 were the antecedes.” Which ultimately became the CHAIN OF TITLE.
Then, an additional statement was placed thereupon stating: “SE LECALIZA LA FIRMA, NO
EL CONTIENDO.” Meaning: The Legalization is firm, there shall be no contesting as to its
legalities”.
The United States of America “ASSUMED THE OUTSTANDING DEBT of this Nation”, and the
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK SYSTEM “ASSUME THE DEBT OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA”, but this is the one that “GOT AWAY” and has “COME BACK TO BITE THEM IN
THE RUMP”. Now the majority of the accruals of interest belongs to “YOU THE AMERICAN
PEOPLE” when you re-attain, regain your SOVEREIGNTIES and hopefully you will call an EMERGENCY SESSION OF YOUR STATE LEGISLATORS and RE-AFFIRM, RE-CONFIRM, RERATIFY YOUR “ORIGINAL” CONSTITUTION “IN PURE FORM” and do so UNDER “ARTICLES/AMENDMENTS TEN, NINE, AND FIVE”. The reason I say “FIVE”: you must also put
it on the agenda that the Constitution be re-ratified, reconfirmed, re-affirmed every 12 years, then
the 5th keeps them from putting your Constitution in the “Perpetuity Laws” which can only legally
exist for 99 years. The “5th” keeps you out of DOUBLE JEOPARDY, and keeps this madness from
ever reoccurring again.
Grandpa and Grandma have striven to KEEP A MORE PERFECT UNION OF PEACE AND
TRANQUILITY of “WE THE PEOPLE” and have done so to the best of our abilities to the point of
LOSS OF OUR VERY OWN LIVES. Now it is up to all of you.
GOD BLESS AMERICA, GOD BLESS AMERICANS and ALL GOD’S “PEOPLE”. In peace,
harmony and tranquility.
Grandma /a.k.a./
Mrs. RUSSELL HERRMAN/HERMAN
P.O. Box 477, Okawville, Illinois 62271
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